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What Is CHARACTER COUNTS!?
CHARACTER COUNTS! is the nation’s most widely used character-education framework. 
Nearly 900 national and regional organizations have joined in the CC! Coalition committed 
to teaching, enforcing, advocating, and modeling its Six Pillars of Character: trustworthiness, 
respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, and citizenship.

While national Coalition accomplishments are extensive, the most significant achievements 
occur at the local level when a community or school surrounds a child with purposeful, pervasive, 
repetitive, concrete, creative, and consistent efforts to embrace and promote the Six Pillars.

CC! is for communities and schools that want to create a climate where good character thrives 
due to consciousness of, commitment to, and competency in ethical behavior.

Visit our website www.CharacterCounts.org and click on “Free Teaching Tools.” For a brief 
overview of CC!, see “A Quick Look at CHARACTER COUNTS!” For a basic introduction 
to character education, see “A Quick Guide to Building Good Character.” Copies can be 
ordered by calling the CC! National Office at 800-711-2670.
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What CHARACTER COUNTS! Is and What It Isn’t
It is important that community and school collaborators understand what CHARACTER COUNTS! 
is and what it isn’t. 

CC! Is the Result of a Search for Consensus Moral Values 

In 1992, Josephson Institute hosted a three-day summit of the nation’s top experts in character 
education plus representatives of leading youth-serving and educational organizations. Their 
goals were to develop consensus moral values of universality and endurance and to formulate 
a national framework for character education. They accepted the premise that good people can 
disagree on complicated issues such as abortion and euthanasia, but they also believed there are 
certain values that everyone can agree on. These values distinguish right from wrong and define 
the essence of good character.

The result was the Aspen Declaration, a document that put forth eight principles about the nature, 
content, and importance of character education. Those eight principles are shown on the back 
cover of this notebook. The Declaration also articulates a common vocabulary of six core ethical 
values called the Six Pillars of Character: trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, 
and citizenship. 

The Aspen Declaration has been adopted by thousands of national, regional, and local organizations. 
Many, including the Josephson Institute, formally reexamined their approach to character education 
and chose to adapt their materials to the Aspen Declaration’s Six Pillars of Character.

CC! Is a Coalition

In October 1993, 27 national organizations formed the CC! Coalition to translate the principles of the 
Aspen Declaration into practical character-development strategies. The nonpartisan, nonsectarian 
Josephson Institute, a tax-exempt, 501(c)(3) nonprofit corporation, administers the Coalition. As of 
2008, the Coalition has grown to nearly 900 national, regional, and local member organizations—and 
it continues to grow. Among those 900 members are school districts and communities as well as 
organizations such as the National PTA, the YMCA, 4-H, Boys and Girls Clubs, and Little League. 
Members commit to the CC! strategy and join a collaborative effort to improve the character of 
young people.

These are the three baseline commitments for Coalition members:
1. Integrate character education into all new and existing programs and encourage families 

to make choices according to the Six Pillars of Character.
2. Participate in and encourage community involvement in awareness programs.
3. Share with other Coalition schools and organizations ideas for context- and age-appropriate 

character-development methods and materials.

We also ask members to publicize local, state, and national CC! activities and the impact of character 
education in their communities.
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CC! and the Coalition are nonsectarian and nonpartisan with no ideological or political agenda other 
than strengthening the moral fiber of the next generation by promoting consensus ethical values. 

The strength of CC! is its common vocabulary that unifies diverse organizations, as demonstrated 
by the array of secular, religious, and government organizations that are charter members of the 
Coalition. The Coalition’s Advisory Council also consists of people with widely divergent political 
beliefs and stresses the need to discern right from wrong and to honor the Six Pillars of Character.  

CC! Is Influential 

CC! has been so broadly adopted because it has the unique capacity to unify communities 
and schools around the same goal, expressed in a common vocabulary, and to overcome 
classic political and religious concerns that often act as barriers. Its founding board included 
conservatives William J. Bennett and Tom Selleck and liberals Marian Wright Edelman and 
Barbara Jordan.  Since 1994, the President, regardless of political party, and a bipartisan group 
of U.S. Senators, pass resolutions recognizing National CHARACTER COUNTS! Week. This 
type of strong bipartisan support is rarely sustainable in our current political climate, so it’s a 
testament to CC!’s uniting power that it can bring together divergent groups behind a common 
language of consensus values.

CC! Is Effective 

Although the Six Pillars may sound simple, when the framework is fully implemented, they 
can have a dramatic impact. For research data, take a look at the PowerPoint slides and 
visit the CHARACTER COUNTS! website to keep up to date with new studies.

CC! Is a Framework

The formula is: Content multiplied by process and successful implementation equals results.
 
T                              P        
R       T        P         C
R      +     DM        x     E      x     R      =  C
F                      A         C          C
C                                  M C
C                                  C

Content encompasses Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring, and 
Citizenship (The Six Pillars of Character) plus Decision Making. Process is to Teach, Enforce, 
Advocate, and Model the Six Pillars. Successful implementation is Purposeful, Pervasive, 
Repetitive, Concrete, Consistent, and Creative. Results are young people who are Conscious 
of, Committed to, and Competent at following the Six Pillars.
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What CC! Is Not

CC! is not an add-on program for schools that will divert attention from basic academic goals. 
In fact, both national teachers’ unions as well as many national education associations endorse 
CC! as a means of enhancing the school’s ability to concentrate on traditional academic goals. 
It’s not a set curriculum, and the flexibility of the framework makes it easy to integrate into the 
existing curriculum.

CC! is not a fad or a silver bullet. It’s a carefully designed, long-term, community-based strategy 
to permanently embed character-development goals within schools and youth organizations.
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Creating an Ethical Community

CHARACTER COUNTS! was designed as a character-development framework 
that can be implemented on many levels. It works in a single classroom as well as 
in an entire community. As with any initiative, the quickest and easiest method is to 
impact a small segment of the population, so we encourage you to start there. Build 
momentum where you have the most influence.

We urge you not to stop there, however. CC!’s impact will be most effective and long-
lasting when it reaches beyond the classroom. When it becomes part of an ethical 
community and the Six Pillars are pervasive throughout schools, businesses, city 
government, and recreation, the movement is not dependent upon a single teacher 
or school. It thus becomes embedded in the very culture of a community, interwoven 
into its identity and not a treated as separate entity.

Keep this in the back of your mind as you begin implementing the framework. Don’t 
let the vision become overwhelming to the point where you feel it’s too daunting to 
undertake. Rather, do what you can, however limited the impact may seem at first. 
Know that some day, as many others have experienced, this little project can grow 
into something bigger and better than you ever dreamed.
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Creating the Vision
It can start with a hunch or just a feeling . . . the sense that there must be a way to help more 
people develop their potential. Maybe it’s more than a hunch—it’s the gnawing reality of 
desperately needed changes in attitudes and ethical behavior. Maybe it’s a mandate to reverse 
trends in high-risk behaviors or to make the prevention of danger a priority in your school or 
community.  
 
Whatever your degree of discontent, it’s the impetus for change. It’s the making of a vision. That 
difference between what is and what could be can serve as the creative tension for a planning 
process that will involve others and a program that will involve even more.

Putting the Vision on Paper

Before you can help others see your vision and move your organization forward, you need to 
discover and define it. Dr. Michael Brazzel, the strategic planning expert for USDA Extension 
Service, provides these vision guidelines based on Block, Frity, Kiefer, and others. The following 
was adapted from the Making the Grade Community Workbook.

Guidelines for Visioning

• Focus on your organization’s end result, not the intermediate steps needed to get there.

• Separate what you want from what’s possible. A vision is about what you want.  

• Concentrate on what you want, rather than avoiding what you don’t want. Don’t make 
choices for other people or organizations.

• Verbalize your vision in the present rather than the future (“We are” instead of “We will be”). 
This will help you “live” your vision.

• Keep it concise and concrete.
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Characteristics of a Clear and Effective  
Vision Statement

A vision statement . . .

	 Is a shared expression by an organization’s people of what they want the organization 
to be. 

	 Is the deepest expression of what we truly want for ourselves and the organization.
	 Is the deepest expression of the organization’s values.
	 Is a stretch from where the organization is today.  
	 Can include:

	 What the organization does and how it does it.
	 How the organization relates to people and organizations outside of it: clients, 

suppliers, cooperators, and competitors.
	 Anything else – leadership, number and composition of clientele and staff, 

organization structure, climate, programs, delivery mechanisms, funding, 
location, organization values and norms, and what it’s like to be part of the 
organization.

	 Is a living document. Re-creation of vision leads to continual renewal.
	 Is lofty, exciting, motivating, and compelling. It engages our spirit and captures our 

imagination. It makes us want to be a part of the organization. It generates ownership 
and movement toward what we choose to be.
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Helping Your Community Create a Vision
A Step-by-Step Guide

Adapt these steps to your local situation as you use community representatives to create a 
compelling vision of ideal Pillar conduct.

What you need:

	Behavior goals worksheets – one for each category (see pages 35 - 37)
	Newsprint (10-20 sheets)
	Black markers (8-10)
	Masking tape or pins for displaying newsprint
	Vision worksheets – one for each participant (see page 197)
	Space for the group to meet, plus tables for small-group discussions
	Refreshments (optional)
	Five color-coded sticker dots per participant
	Local experts with data on local character challenges (drugs, alcohol abuse, teen 

pregnancy, DUIs, arrests, shoplifting, discipline referrals, truancy, etc.)

What you do:

1. Secure a meeting place.

2. Publicize the meeting personally and publicly. Use the media, store windows, flyers, and 
community newsletters. Recruit representatives from groups identified in previous chapters.

3. Display Six Pillar graphics (purchased or created by local youth).

4. Start the meeting on time. Welcome the group. Thank them for investing a night to create 
a vision people can hold onto as they organize, plan, and implement initiatives to get the 
community where it should be.

5. Introduce local experts to share their “where we are” statistics. Distribute their handouts 
and note the highlights on newsprint.

6. Divide the group into smaller groups that match the behavior goals worksheets: students; 
adults in the community; school faculty, staff, and administration; salaried or volunteer 
staff in a business/agency/department; participants in a group/program/organization; and 
parents. Everyone fits into one or more of these categories. Let them spend 15 minutes 
listing two behavior goals for each Pillar. Then have them come together as a large group.

7. Divide participants randomly into diverse groups with the following assignment: “Use the 
Vision Worksheet to write a description of our community at the best it could be in five to 
ten years in terms of T.R.R.F.C.C. behavior.”

8. Allow 15 minutes for small group work. Then bring everyone back to the large group meeting 
space.
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9. Ask each group to underline the essential phrases of the vision statement and write the 
phrases on a separate sheet of newsprint. Display the phrases on the walls.

10. Vote on them. Read the phrases aloud and give each participant five colored labels (use 
check marks if labels aren’t available) to select the five phrases they see as most essential 
to a good community vision.

11. Count the votes. Circle the top five to eight phrases.

12. Ask for three volunteers to take the newsprint to a work table. Have them create a vision 
statement that incorporates the majority of preferred phrases and the spirit of the group’s 
sentiment.

13. Break for refreshments while the three volunteers craft the vision statement.

14. Bring the group back together to hear the proposed vision. Ask if it needs any changes. If 
so, make ones that the majority agrees with until there is consensus.

15. Thank the group. Invite them to the upcoming planning meeting on ways to carry out the 
vision.

16. Collect the completed Involvement Sheets.
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CHARACTER COUNTS! Community Vision Worksheet

Use Your Imagination

Imagine our community with regard to character five to ten years from now. Imagine us holding 
a meeting just like this one. 

Five or ten years ago, our community met, reviewed character-related concerns, and took an 
aggressive approach to turning negative trends into positive ones and maximizing positive 
attitudes and behaviors. We imagined the community as we wanted it to be in terms of 
trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, and citizenship. We made an exciting, 
compelling, ideal description that would be worth pulling together to work toward.

What was that description? 

(Write phrases only; final wording will come later.)

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________
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Local CHARACTER COUNTS! Involvement Sheet
Use this sheet to indicate your commitment to the T.R.R.F.C.C. vision our community 
has designed.

Name: ___________________________________________________________________

Address: _________________________________________________________________

Phone: ___________________________________________________________________

Cell Phone: _______________________________________________________________

E-Mail: ___________________________________________________________________

Which of these local CC! coalition committees can count on your involvement?

	Publicity

	School Support

	CC! Kick-Off

	CC! Week

	Evaluation

	Business Involvement

Are you interested in further training? ___ Yes   ___ No, thanks
      (If yes, check preferences below.)

	 Josephson Institute’s three-day Character Development Seminar (train-the-trainer)
	 One-day CC! training (just the basics)
	 One-day Pursuing Victory With Honor seminar (the basics on sportsmanship)
	 Two-day Ethics in Sports seminar (train-the-trainer)
	 Two-day Ethics in the Workplace seminar for peace officers, public administrators, or school 

administrators
	 Parent Summit (weekday evening or weekend)
	 “Lunch & Learn” monthly orientation for the upcoming Pillar of the Month
	 Saturday CC! workshop
	 Other

	Recognition

	Training

	Fundraising

	Community Events

	Parent Involvement

	Other ___________________________
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Behavior Goals Worksheet
On the following page is a chart titled “Behavior Goals: Changes We Want to See in ____.” 
Make enough copies for each of the following categories:

Pre-K and kindergarten students
Elementary school students
Middle school students
High school students
Teachers, school staff, and administration
Student athletes
Coaches
Student government
Parents
Business leaders and employers
Adults in the community
Local government
Local media

Distribute the copies at your Vision Meeting. Have participants identify key behaviors they 
would like to see more of and less of in the groups listed above. For each of the Six Pillars 
of Character, list two specific, observable, measurable behaviors you would like to see more 
often and less often from this group of people.
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Behavior Goals
Changes We Want to See in ________________________________________

Pillar We Want to See More
of This Behavior 

We Want to See Less
of This Behavior 

Trustworthiness 
(Integrity, honesty, promise- keeping, 
loyalty) 

Respect
(Showing courtesy and decency, 
allowing privacy, maintaining dignity, 
recognizing autonomy, being tolerant 
and non-violent) 

Responsibility
(Doing one’s part, pursuing 
excellence, taking accountability, 
giving appropriate credit, correcting 
mistakes) 

Fairness 
(Giving opportunities according to 
reasonable, unbiased criteria, giving 
notice and listening to both sides of an 
issue, playing by the rules) 

Caring  
(Showing sympathy, compassion, 
kindness, helpfulness and genuine 
concern for others’ best interests) 

Citizenship  
(Obeying the law, voting, paying taxes, 
serving on jury duty, making the 
community a better place) 

Decision Making  
(Making choices that uphold the Six 
Pillars) 
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Based on guidelines for working with groups, compiled by Michigan 4-H Staff, in a training 
called “Group Dynamite.”

Nominal Group Technique
A Process for Group Inputs and Decision Making 

Nominal Group Technique is a process that brings people together and uses discussion 
guidelines to generate ideas, encouraging input by each individual. It allows a group to reach 
a decision about which ideas are most important. It’s useful in setting goals and identifying 
causes, needs, problems, or solutions. This process has three phases:

	 Nominal phase, which includes: 1) each individual in the group silently lists ideas in 
writing, 2) the group shares the ideas in round-robin fashion, and 3) group facilitator 
records ideas until the group has no further ideas to share. Ideas are to be written 
quickly without discussion.

	 Discussion phase, which is not free-wheeling. Instead, each idea receives attention. 
The person suggesting the idea has the opportunity to clarify or explain it. Others can 
voice support or non-support in turn. The round-robin discussion of ideas ensures input 
by all group members without domination by anyone.

	 Voting phase, in which each individual privately and in writing ranks items numerically. 
The group’s decision arises from the votes. This ensures each member has an equal 
impact in the decision process.

Begin by challenging the group to look ahead. The challenge should be to solve a problem 
(opportunity) that the group has come together to address. For example:  

	 Our community has an opportunity to enhance the development of our young people. 
You’ve been selected because of your leadership and expertise to chart a course for 
our youth environment.

	 Today we’ll address the following question: What should be the elements of a safe, 
nurturing environment for our community’s young people?
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Putting a Plan on Paper
Before you can put a plan into action, you have to put a plan on paper. This chapter provides 
a step-by-step process for pulling a community or school together for a meeting that results in 
a plan they own and implement. Modify this guide for local use.

Why Plan?

1. To provide long-term direction over several years
2. To give direction throughout the current year
3. To give community members or faculty and staff ownership of an initiative, program, or 

strategy
4. To acquaint participants with their responsibilities and with others’ responsibilities
5. To assure ample time for preparation
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Why Involve People?

“All changes should be introduced with the fullest consent and participation of those whose 
daily lives will be affected by the change.” 

This statement by Margaret Mead emphasizes the importance of multilateral involvement in 
decisions about program development. It parallels the old Southern adage, “Ain’t no hound dog 
gonna get interested in a hunt he ain’t been in on.” This emphasis on taking part in decisions 
about the program represents a departure from planning for people to planning with people.

Why involve people in the CHARACTER COUNTS! planning process? 

	 To educate community members, increase understanding and consensus, and aid in 
making wise decisions

	 To secure local consent, emphasizing the group basis of politics, which would entail 
group interaction, conflict, and accommodation to arrive at sound decisions

	 To provide the coalition with better information about local wishes and needs of the 
people, minimizing misunderstandings or misconceptions

	 To develop citizen power, which may influence or alter the local power structure 

	 To legitimize initiatives

	 To facilitate the teaching-learning process (Participation promotes the active kind of 
learning that is more permanent and more usable.)

	 To involve local citizens and the school community, which is an end in itself (participation 
is by nature an affirming activity that exercises the initiative, creativity, and self-reliance 
of the individual)

These reasons for involving a broad, representative group of local citizens in decision making 
are important for CC! planning and implementation. They support three basic premises about 
the process of developing a plan:

1. More accurate decisions about the relevant needs and opportunities occur when 
clientele are involved in making those decisions. When provided with the real facts of 
the situation, people will identify their most critical problems.

2. Involving community representatives will speed up the process of change. Those 
involved will help disseminate and legitimize subsequent educational strategies.

3. Involvement is a learning experience. Participants will be better informed and better 
prepared for active leadership if they take part in the process of change.
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Steps in Planning
1. Study the situation. (Do a needs assessment.)

2. Create a vision.

3. Establish specific goals.

4. List possible activities to achieve those goals.

5. Select activities for the first, second, and third years.

6. Publicize the plan.

7. Execute the plan.

8. Evaluate progress each year.

Essentials of Good Planning

1. Allow each community member to feel he or she has a part.

2. Assign each group member a specific job.

3. Balance various perspectives.

4. Permit individuals, families, organizations, and businesses to plan their goals and roles.

5. Allow for adequate preparation.

6. Assure that the resulting program is one that community members want.

7. Facilitate the job of leaders, co-chairs, or coordinators by dividing roles and responsibilities 
throughout the community or school.
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Organizing a CHARACTER COUNTS! Planning Meeting
What you need:
  

	 Space for working groups (such as the school cafeteria, school library, church fellowship 
hall, community center)

	 Representatives of a broad spectrum of school stakeholders (such as parents, 
teachers, staff, students, coaches) or community stakeholders (such as businesses, 
civic groups, media, law enforcement, local government, schools, faith community, 
youth organizations)

	 A vision statement, created prior to the meeting by a diverse group of community 
representatives, to describe your community as a TRRFCC model (see page 197).

	 Newsprint sheets (see if your local newspaper office has “ends” from newsprint rolls) 
and black magic markers

	 Copies of the Action Plan Worksheet on pages 207- 210  — for each of the four domains 
(academic, physical, social/emotional, and character)

	 A sign for each work group named above 

	 A facilitator for each work group

	 A master of ceremonies to welcome participants and share the vision for a TRRFCC 
community to assign work group tasks

	 CC! Spheres of Influence Worksheets (see page 224) for participants to indicate ways 
they’re willing to help move the community toward the vision

What you do:

1. Publicize the planning session through the media, school flyers, announcements on 
windows of local businesses, in faith group bulletins, and elsewhere.

2. Invite representatives of every civic group, media outlet, sports organization, school, 
youth group, Chamber of Commerce, local business, faith group, law-enforcement 
agency, neighborhood, and local government entity. Ask them to bring copies of data/
statistics on youth and adult character issues (such as crime, truancy, arrests, discipline 
referrals, demographic data on race, single family households, income levels, DUIs, 
prevalence of drug and alcohol abuse, and teen pregnancies). 

3. Ask youth groups, faith groups, or businesses to provide refreshments for the number 
of people you expect (optional).

4. Ask a local teen group to decorate the meeting room using the Six Pillars as the theme 
(optional).

5. Start the meeting on time. Welcome the group. Read the community vision. Thank the 
participants for investing an evening in that vision.
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6. Ask community groups to briefly highlight any data they brought. Distribute their 
handouts.

7. Introduce the work-group facilitators. Ask the participants to join a relevant work group 
to complete their Action Plan Worksheets (using the lists on pages 213-219 to spark 
ideas). Identify goals for the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth years.

8. Photograph the work groups in their planning sessions.

9. Distribute Spheres of Influence Worksheets to each work group. Collect them at the 
end of the session.

10. Collect the Action Plan Worksheets.

11. Publish and publicize the plans. Share them with the Coalition Board.

12. Forward Involvement Sheet names to committees of interest.
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choolS ommunityC

Academic Domain 

Conditions Outcomes

Qualified, committed teachers and 
staff 

Instructional techniques that engage 
students 

Quality resources (books, computers, 
equipment) 

Facilities and environment conducive 
to learning 

Supportive/engaged parents and 
community 

Instruction on study and time 
management techniques 

Systems promoting integrity and 
preventing cheating, plagiarism, etc. 

Competent to grade level standards 

Analytical, reasoning and problem solving 
skills 

Good judgment 

Growth mindset: “I can learn.” 

Belief that education matters 

Love of learning 

Interest in higher education

Moral & Ethical Domain (Character) 
 

Conditions Outcomes

Culture of character where all 
school personnel teach, enforce, 
advocate and model identified  life-
skill and moral character virtues 
(such as goal-setting, perseverance, 
self-discipline, and commitment to 
excellence)

Core life skill and ethical character 
traits, such as trustworthiness, respect, 
responsibility, fairness, caring and 
citizenship 
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choolS ommunityC

Physical Domain 

Conditions Outcomes

Provide a physical space that is clean, 
comfortable, safe, and conducive to 
learning,  and  where all students are 
and feel physically and emotionally 
safe.

Students enjoy coming to school.

Students want to learn.

Students believe the care of the physical 
space represents the attitudes and 
values of the school toward everything 
around them.

 

Social and Emotional Domain 

Conditions Outcomes

Caring and respectful interactions 

Emphasis on connectedness, including 
school and personal pride  

Welcoming and accepting attitude 
toward racial, cultural and physical 
differences 

Availability of counseling and support

Students feel safe and cared for. 

Students feel valued, respected. 
 

Students feel competent and confident.
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Action Plan Worksheet Focus Areas

Schools: Athletic Programs

Focus areas:

	Parent orientation
	Parent standards of TRRFCC conduct
	Parent conduct at games
	Parental reinforcement of Six Pillar student 

behavior
	Rules for athletes
	Traveling teams
	Spectator guidelines
	Athlete relationships
	Athletes as role models 
	Awards/Recognitions
	Scholarships
	Recruiting practices
	Hiring practices

	Staff evaluation
	Media relations
	Fundraising
	Boosters (donors/supporters)
	Philosophy of competition
	Competition as a character-development 

tool
	Trustworthy behavior
	Respectful behavior
	Responsible behavior
	Fair behavior
	Caring behavior
	Citizenship behavior
	Other

	Promoting responsibility
	Promoting fairness
	Promoting caring
	Promoting citizenship
	Facility as a character-education tool
	Other

Schools: Maintenance

Focus areas:
 
	Staff training/orientation
	Staff code of conduct
	Relationships with students
	Relationships with faculty, staff, and 

administration
	Promoting trustworthiness
	Promoting respect

On page 207, we provide an Action Plan Worksheet to help you get school and community 
groups started on implementation planning. The ideas generated will help you create a detailed, 
inclusive, comprehensive, and creative action plan for TRRFCC behavior. 
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Schools: Transportation

Focus areas:

	Communications with students
	Staff rules
	Student rules
	Student recognition
	Creating a TRRFCC climate
	Recognition of staff
	Communication with parents
	Trustworthy behavior

	Respectful behavior
	Responsible behavior
	Fair behavior
	Caring behavior
	Citizenship behavior
	Using the monthly Pillar
	Staff training
	Other

Schools: Administration

Focus areas:

	Parent orientation/communication
	Handling of discipline
	Communication to faculty/staff
	Faculty/Staff relationships
	Student handbook
	Referral slips and rules
	Announcements
	Sponsored youth social events
	Awards and recognition
	Staff training
	Relationships with students
	Facilities
	Character-education tools/resources

	Six Pillar visibility
	Assemblies
	Weekly recognition – students, staff, faculty
	Monthly recognition – students, staff, 

faculty
	School climate
	Trustworthiness month
	Respect month
	Responsibility month
	Fairness month
	Caring Month
	Citizenship month
	Other
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Schools: Cafeteria Climate

Focus areas:

	Staff orientation/training
	Lunchroom behavior
	Weekly recognition
	Monthly recognition
	Walls as Six Pillar teaching tools
	Table tents as TRRFCC tools
	Placemats as Six Pillar teaching tools

	Cafeteria staff as character educators
	Trustworthiness month
	Respect month
	Responsibility month
	Fairness month
	Caring month
	Citizenship month
	Other

Schools: Co-Curricular Activities

Focus areas:

	Standards of conduct
	Meetings
	Induction/Initiation
	Competitor events
	Inclusiveness
	Service projects/service learning
	Mentoring younger students
	School assemblies
	Performances

	Advisor
	Officers
	Trustworthiness month
	Respect month
	Responsibility month
	Fairness month
	Caring month
	Citizenship month
	School activities as character builders
	Other
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Schools: Classroom Instruction

Focus areas:

	Teacher orientation/training
	Parent communication
	Classroom rules
	Daily recognition
	Weekly recognition
	Monthly recognition
	Consequences
	Referral slips
	Recess/playground
	Thought for the day
	Lunch period
	Creating climate of trustworthiness
	Infusing trustworthiness into classroom 

instruction

	Creating a climate of respect
	Infusing respect into classroom lessons
	Creating a climate of responsibility
	Infusing responsibility into classroom 

lessons
	Creating a climate of fairness
	Infusing fairness into classroom lessons
	Creating a caring climate
	Infusing caring into classroom lessons
	Creating a climate of good citizenship
	Infusing good citizenship into classroom 

lessons
	Service learning/class projects
	Class performances
	Field trips
	Other

Community: Youth Organizations

Focus areas:

	Officer training
	Camps/day camps
	Retreats
	Publications
	Standards of conduct
	Meetings
	Induction/Initiation
	Competitor events
	Inclusiveness
	Service projects/service learning
	Mentoring younger students

	School assemblies
	Performances
	Advisor
	Officers
	Trustworthiness month
	Respect month
	Responsibility month
	Fairness month
	Caring month
	Citizenship month
	Youth activities as character builders
	Other
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Community: Families

Focus areas:

	Family rules
	Communication
	Family meetings
	Family calendar
	Table topics
	Relationships: parent – child
	Relationships: peers
	Family nights

	Communication with school
	Trustworthy behavior
	Respectful behavior
	Responsible behavior
	Fair behavior
	Caring behavior
	Citizenship behavior
	Other 

Community: Local Government

Focus areas:

	Conduct guidelines
	Staff training
	Community/neighborhood training
	Neighborhood conduct goal-setting
	Creating a climate of trustworthiness in 

agency/department
	Creating a climate of respect in agency/

department
	Creating a climate of responsibility in 

agency/department
	Creating a climate of fairness in agency/

department
	Creating a climate of caring in agency/

department
	Creating a climate of good citizenship in 

agency/department
	In-house communication
	Public information/communication
	Hiring/personnel
	Employee evaluation/promotion/recognition

	Street signs, banners, murals as TRRFCC 
tools

	Community events as character builders
	Grantwriting for character education
	CC! Kick-Off
	CC! Week celebration
	Local government employees as role 

models for TRRFCC behavior
	Involvement of:  

	Law enforcement
	Parks and recreation
	 Judicial system
	Libraries
	Housing projects
	Hospitals

	Community traditions as Six Pillar tools
	Lunch & Learn sessions for local government 

staff
	Promoting the Pillar of the month
	Other
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Community: Media

Focus areas:

	Code of conduct for journalists
	Journalists as TRRFCC role models
	Standards for radio, TV, newspaper 

products
	In-house relationships
	Hiring/firing/promotions
	Recognition (in-house)
	Promotion of trustworthiness
	Promotion of respect
	Promotion of responsibility
	Promotion of fairness

	Promotion of caring
	Promotion of citizenship
	Promotion of CC! Kick-Off
	Promotion of CC! Week
	Recogn i t ion  o f  s tudents ,  adu l ts , 

organizations each week/month
	Staff orientation/training
	Promotion of family involvement in CC!

	Other

Community: Businesses and Agencies

Focus areas:

	Local CC! support – funding
	Local CC! support – resources
	Relationship with clients/customers
	In-house relationships
	Relationships with competitors
	Promotion of trustworthiness month
	Promotion of respect month

	Promotion of responsibility month
	Promotion of fairness month
	Promotion of caring month
	Promotion of citizenship month
	Community-wide CC! Kick-Off
	CC! Week involvement
	Other
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Community: Civic Organizations

Focus areas:

	Local CC! support – funding
	Local CC! support – resources
	Relationship with clients/customers
	In-house relationships
	Relationships with competitors
	Promotion of trustworthiness month
	Promotion of respect month

	Promotion of responsibility month
	Promotion of fairness month
	Promotion of caring month
	Promotion of citizenship month
	Community-wide CC! Kick-Off
	CC! Week involvement
	Other

Community: Faith Communities

Focus areas:

	Assemblies
	Trustworthy behavior
	Respectful behavior
	Responsible behavior
	Fairness behavior
	Caring behavior
	Citizenship behavior recognition
	Six Pillar integration in the religious school curriculum
	Camps/Retreats
	Day camps
	Special events
	Service projects
	Six Pillar knowledge
	Six Pillar attitudes
	Six Pillar skills
	Bulletins/Newsletters
	Other
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Administrators:
Personal: Internalize and act on the values of the Six Pillars in their daily lives 

(personal and professional); develop greater self-efficacy in accordance 
with change theory and falling forward; be intentional in their behaviors 
and actions; make changes in their lives based on the values of CC! 

Professional: Implement TEAM in their organization; facilitate the creation and 
employment of Proffesional Learning Communities for their staff, 
including setting aside time for them to be effective and facilitate regular 
meetings; coordinate effective implementation of classroom management 
in accordance with the CC! program; identify data that can be used to 
measure program efficacy school wide in accordance with materials 
presented in the CDS; initiate discipline systems that are aligned with the 
values of the CC! program; ensure regular training opportunities for all 
school/organization staff, including internal presentations and contracted 
trainings for specific areas (bullying, curriculum integration, and co-
curricular activities); employ the TEAM strategy throughout the school/
organization; ensure school-wide adherence to the program, including 
involving and educating parents so they might employ strategies under 
the CC! program with their children at home; set up regular parent 
involvement meetings and education opportunities; institute a school-
wide vision that clearly communicates expectations and roles for all 
stakeholders; employ CC! strategies in their discourse with all staff 
and students; monitor and celebrate effective classroom management 
strategies, school-wide integration of CC!, and PLC efficacy from their 
faculty and other staff; monitor and celebrate improvements in student 
behavior and attitudes according to the values of the Six Pillars in and 
out of the classroom; initiate physical plant improvement projects to 
ensure a safe and positive learning environment, and enhance student 
connectedness. Contact the National Office and visit the CC! website; 
encourage stakeholders to sign up for newsletters and lesson ideas; plan 
events for CHARACTER COUNTS! Week. 

Spheres of Influence: Identify where they have influence beyond their role and employ the 
measures listed above; advocate for wider implementation through 
meetings and other forms of dissemination of the concepts of CDS 4.0; 
lobby for widespread training using data to support the proposal; work 
with other administrators to encourage broad implementation in the 
community; advocate for funding to allow resource and professional 
development purchases); advocate for funding within the community 
and from grant awards; contact local businesses, colleges, and other 
community centers to speak to stakeholders on topics related to the Six 
Pillars. Encourage them to visit the Josephson Institute website to learn 
about the value of good character.

Constituencies and Expectations
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Teachers:
Personal: Internalize and act on the values of the Six Pillars in their daily 

lives (personal and professional); develop greater self-efficacy in 
accordance with change theory and falling forward; be intentional in 
their behaviors and actions; make changes in their lives based on the 
values of CC! 

Professional: Implement TEAM in their classroom practice; create or participate in 
a PLC and employ reflective practice; apply classroom management 
strategies demonstrated and learned in the CDS; collect data that 
will help with reflective practice and measurement of the success of 
teaching CC! content (homework assignments, attendance, cleaner 
classrooms, more respectful discourse, fewer infractions, etc); 
integrate CC! into their lesson content and reflect on the efficacy of 
their efforts (by planning and journaling); teach their students the 
importance of perception; teach their students self-efficacy; teach their 
students to behave according to the values of the Six Pillars in and out 
of the classroom. Contact the National Office and visit the CC! website; 
sign up for newsletters and lesson ideas; participate in CHARACTER 
COUNTS! Week. 

Spheres of Influence:  Identify where they have influence beyond the classroom and employ 
the measures listed above; advocate for wider implementation through 
staff meetings and other forms of dissemination of the concepts 
of CDS 4.0; lobby for widespread data collection; work with other 
teachers to form PLCs in their school; advocate for parent education 
on the values of the Six Pillars (either directly to administration or in 
parent meetings); demonstrate the efficacy of the program to the rest 
of the school and encourage wider participation; advocate for funding 
within the community and from grant awards; contact local businesses, 
colleges, and other community centers to speak to your students on 
topics related to the Six Pillars. Encourage them to visit the Josephson 
Institute website to learn about the value of good character.

Constituencies and Expectations
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Youth-Serving Organizations:
Personal: Internalize and act on the values of the Six Pillars in their daily lives 

(personal and professional); develop greater self-efficacy in accordance 
with change theory and falling forward; be intentional in their behaviors 
and actions; make changes in their lives based on the values of CC!

Professional: Implement TEAM in their organization; train staff in the values of the CC! 
program; design a mission statement that clearly communicates the values 
of the organization based on those of CC!; create meaningful learning 
opportunities for staff and encourage reflective practice to strengthen 
implementation; introduce the CC! program to all stakeholders (youth, 
their parents, and others  involved in the programming);  identify data that 
can be used to measure program efficacy in accordance with materials 
presented in the CDS; initiate discipline systems that are aligned with 
the values of the CC! program; create meaningful opportunities for youth 
to put the values of the program into practice; ensure regular training 
opportunities for all staff, including internal presentations and contracted 
trainings for specific areas (bullying and co-curricular activities); set up 
regular parent involvement meetings and education opportunities; employ 
CC! strategies in their discourse with all stakeholders; monitor and 
celebrate effective strategies, integration and efficacy of CC!; monitor and 
celebrate improvements in youth and staff behavior and attitudes according 
to the values of the Six Pillars; initiate physical plant improvement projects 
to ensure a safe and positive environment, and enhance connectedness. 
Contact the National Office and visit the CC! website; encourage 
stakeholders to sign up for newsletters and lesson ideas; plan events for 
CHARACTER COUNTS! Week.

Spheres of Influence:  Identify where they have influence beyond their role and employ the 
measures listed above; advocate for wider implementation through 
meetings and other forms of dissemination of the concepts of CDS 4.0; 
lobby for widespread training using data to support the proposal; work with 
other organizations to encourage broad implementation in the community; 
advocate for funding to allow resource and professional development 
purchases; advocate for funding within the community and from grant 
awards; contact local businesses, colleges, and other community centers 
to speak to stakeholders on topics related to the Six Pillars. Encourage 
them to visit the Josephson Institute website to learn about the value of 
good character.

Constituencies and Expectations
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As you begin to plan your impact, familiarize yourself with the tools you have available 
for each stage in the process. 

Stage One: Vision
Who are the people you can work with to help you develop a vision for implementing the 
CHARACTER COUNTS! program? Write down some names and what you can ask them to 
help with:

Stage Two: Assessment/Data 
What data can you get hold of, or start creating, so you can measure impact of the program?
Where can you get help with collecting data? (Hint: call the National Office, look on pages 
289-294).

Stage Three: Buy-In 
What activities can help create buy-in for implementing CHARACTER COUNTS!? (Hint: you 
have used one of them in the CDS)

Stage Four: Integration 
What areas do you want to integrate the program into? Check pages 213-219 for ideas.

Tools for Affecting Change
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Stage Five: Finding Integration Tools
Using the materials you have in the workbook, in your activities, and in the display materials, 
find the following items and write down where they’re found:

1. A lesson plan for integrating into the curriculum:

2. A video to teach Caring:

3. A video to teach Responsibility:

4. Matrices that outline responsibilities in a culture of kindness:

5. Information about how to reproduce the CHARACTER COUNTS! logo:

6. An activity to teach Respect:

7. Information to present to parents:

8. Strategies for changing lock beliefs to key beliefs:

9. A webpage with free lesson plans:

10. A game to teach the Six Pillars:

Stage Six: Reviewing Where You Are 
What section of the manual will help with using data to drive decision-making?

Tools for Affecting Change -cont.
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choolS

Setting Up a Curriculum Committee and
Integrating Character Into the Classroom

The first step to integrating CHARACTER COUNTS! into a school or district is simple: Estab-
lish a curriculum committee. This key group will align character education with the content 
standards and suggest activities for each grade level, subject area, and Pillar. Standardizing 
character education helps make it consistent within a school as well as across a district or 
area. In the end, the committee’s decisions will infuse the Six Pillars and ethical decision 
making into the curriculum.

It has been established that the Six Pillars of Character can facilitate environmental change, 
improve student behavior, and impact academic achievement. The challenges lie in integrat-
ing Pillar concepts into standing programs. The tips below will help make CC! a mainstay of 
your academic programs.

While analyzing the curriculum for standards adherence, identify themes relevant to the Six 
Pillars. 
Annotate the Pillars on your curriculum map. This strategy will provide a calendar of integra-
tion throughout the year. 

The key is to develop a knack for spotting character themes. It may take extra planning time, 
but the rewards will be well worth it.

Elementary Implementation Tips

• Each grade level can develop a standing daily schedule of integration. For example:

o Morning announcement

o Writing prompt

o Six Pillar writing assignment in a particular genre

o “Pillarized” comprehension question

o Read-to from CC! book list -- go to our website, www.CharacterCounts.org, 
and click the free resources section for our book list

• Insert a Pillar theme into all writing genres. Bring a Pillar into your personal 
narratives, stories, and biographical sketches.

• Use cooperative learning models in conjunction with your standing programs.

• Choose one math word problem a day from your current program and integrate the 
Pillars into it.

• Locate a weekly lesson from the Good Ideas book (available in our online store) that 
reinforces class content.
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choolS

Secondary Implementation Tips 

• Civics curriculum packages abound in issues relevant to the Six Pillars.

• Introduce service-learning projects with cross-curricular connections.

• Have students respond to the Foundations for Life writing prompts since they’re 
created based on trends within the secondary state standards.

• The Six Pillars fit easily into vocational preparation as students need all the Pillars 
for success in the work environment.

• In literature analysis, have students describe the Pillar traits of each character.

• When administering student attitude surveys, allow students to analyze the data as 
prescribed within math content standards.

• Locate a weekly lesson from the Good Ideas book that reinforces content you’re 
currently addressing in class

Because CC! has been going strong for years now in schools around the country, we have 
samples of how people have aligned it with standards in the past. A few samples are found in 
this manual, and you can find more at www.CharacterCounts.org/standards.htm.

• Pages 320-323 show ideas to meet Florida state standards for preK-12.

• Pages 324-325 show the fourth and fifth grade Arizona state standards for civics and 
government. You can find more from Arizona at www.ade.state.az.us/charactered/
alignment.asp. 

• Pages 326-327 show a sample for Louisiana, where the 4-H LSU Ag Center has aligned 
the activities from Connect with Character with state standards. (Connect with Character 
is a set of activity guides for 4-year-olds through teens, available at CharacterCounts.
org.) Although this chart focuses on those materials, the standards that apply to each 
Pillar can be generalized to other activities related to that Pillar.  

• Page 328 outlines how the Illinois Professional Teaching Standards correlate with the 
Character Development Seminar training class.
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choolS

Establishing Monthly Pillars
The Pillar of the Month works! When listing the Six Pillars, speak or write them in order 
(Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring, and Citizenship). There is no set 
order for teaching the Pillars throughout the school year, however. Just make sure everyone 
in the school/community knows it’s essential to teach, enforce, advocate, and model all Six 
Pillars all year long -- every day of every year in everything you do. The Pillar of the Month is 
simply a tool to add overall structure and gain focus on a particular Pillar.

The following sequences are offered for your modification or to adopt as is:

Month Pillar What To Do

August Character
Prepare students, parents and community 
groups for Monthly Pillars, events and 
recognition plan.

September Responsibility
“Bring your pencil; do your work.” Focus on 
responsible behaviors which produce school-
year success.

October Respect
Golden Rule, non-violence, acceptance of 
differences, bullying, teasing, and diversity are 
vital topics early in the school year.

November Citizenship

Local, state, and national elections, plus 
typical focus on early settlers/Pilgrims/Native 
Americans make Citizenship a logical frame for 
November.

December Caring
Goodwill prevails in December. Connect Caring 
to giving and doing for others; selflessness, 
concern for others.

January Responsibility Refocus on goals, New Year’s resolutions.

February Fairness President’s Day, Martin Luther King’s Birthday, 
and Valentine’s Day can relate to fairness.

March Trustworthiness The open, dependable freshness of spring is a 
good reminder for us to be open and honest.

April Trustworthiness Loyalty, promise-keeping and integrity are also 
vital elements of this Pillar.

May Character

This is a good month to celebrate the year’s 
accomplishments related to good character. It’s 
also a good time to evaluate and to plan for the 
coming year.

June-July Character Use these months for family activities and 
preparations for the coming school year.
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The sequence below follows the CHARACTER COUNTS!-themed school agenda, a student 
planning tool. (For more information, call Alliance Publishing at 800-518-5176.) 

 August  Responsibility
 September Responsibility
 October  Trustworthiness
 November  Citizenship
 December  Caring
 January  Fairness
 February  Respect
 April  Trustworthiness
 May  Caring

This sequence corresponds with national holidays and the school calendar:

The monthly Pillars give everyone a chance to reinforce a solid message and to teach, enforce, 
advocate, and model specific Pillar-related behaviors your community identifies as significant 
or crucial.

Usually, a steering committee (you and the five individuals you pulled together to brainstorm for 
training and/or coalition membership) identifies which Pillars fit best with the ongoing traditions 
of the school system. If your community includes multiple school systems with varying traditions, 
some compromise may be necessary to pull the community together.

Adapt one of these examples to your local traditions.

Month Pillar How it Fits

Aug./Sept. Respect #1
Golden Rule, nonviolence Deals with issues of bullying and teasing

October Respect #2
Acceptance of diversity Deals with issues of bullying and teasing

November Citizenship Local, state and national elections usually
occur in November

December Caring Because of national holidays

January Responsibility Beginning of a new year and keeping New
Year’s resolutions

February Trustworthiness #1
Integrity and honesty President’s Day (Lincoln and Washington)

March
Trustworthiness #2
Promise-keeping and 

loyalty
Easter and Spring Break

April Fairness Earth Day – fair use of resources

May/June Character Mother’s Day; Father’s Day
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Action Ideas Worksheets
Use the Action Ideas worksheets on the following pages for community groups to generate lists 
of ideas in brainstorming sessions. (Make 12 copies for each group, one for each month.) Hold 
an annual brainstorming session during which participants address every month of the year 
or schedule monthly sessions. Encourage each group to use the worksheets as a checklist, 
marking off ideas as they make them happen. You could also collect the worksheets from each 
group, and every month send a copy back to them as a reminder of what they planned to do.

A coordinating co-chair should follow up with every group to establish an annual or monthly 
community calendar published in the local newspaper, on the Web, on cable TV, or as a special 
publication fund-raiser. (It’s easier for the others to reward action when they’re aware of, and 
anticipating, your published plans.)
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Action Ideas for Schools
What can you do to infuse trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, and 
citizenship into your ongoing efforts? How can you teach, enforce, advocate, and model 
good character while meeting your instructional requirements? How can you create a Six 
Pillar climate in your school? How can your school send a broad message about good 
character without diminishing other aspects of instruction?

With the Six Pillar framework, you can emphasize one word a month so parents and 
community groups can reinforce a particular behavior goal or message. Imagine your entire 
town working on a focused community-wide goal or Pillar for four weeks!

Use the following action ideas as a springboard for your own brainstorming to embed the Six 
Pillars in your ongoing lessons and events.

Month:__________________________Pillar of the Month:__________________________

Pillar-Related Behavior Goal for This Month: _____________________________________

 
Topic What We’ll Do

To “Pillarize” It
Who’s in
Charge?

 � Monthly Pillar-Related Behavior 
Focus

 � Published Rules and Expectations 
for Students

 � Published Rules and Expectations 
for Staff/Faculty

 � Teacher Lounge
 � Front Office Climate and Conduct
 � Staff/Faculty Recruitment
 � Hiring
 � Supervision
 � Performance Appraisal
 � Promotion
 � Staff Disciplinary Action
 � Staff/Faculty Training
 � Principal as Faculty Role Model
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Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 � Teachers as Student Role Models
 � Older Students as Role Models for 

Younger Students
 � Student Council as Role Models
 � Athletes as Role Models
 � Art as a Character Teaching Tool
 � Band and Music as Character 

Teaching Tools
 � Physical Education as a TRRFCC 

Opportunity
 � Teacher-Staff Relationships
 � Teacher-Teacher Relationships
 � Administration-Staff-Faculty 

Relationships
 � Playground Behavior
 � Playground Graphics and 

Reminders
 � Hallway Graphics as TRRFCC 

Teaching Tools
 � Bulletin Boards
 � Signage as Monthly Pillar Reminder
 � Daily/Weekly/Monthly Pillar 

Recognition for Students
 � Daily/Weekly/Monthly Pillar 

Recognition for Staff
 � Daily/Weekly Monthly Pillar 

Recognition for Faculty
 � Cafeteria as a CHARACTER 

COUNTS! Environment
 � TRRFCC Transportation
 � Weekly/Monthly Reward Activities

(continued from previous page)
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Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 � Athletic Fields as Six Pillar Teaching 
Tools

 � Graphics on Vehicles
 � Monthly Pillar Assemblies
 � Student Elections
 � Honor Societies/Clubs
 � American Youth Character Awards
 � Scholarships for Six Pillar Behavior
 � Drill Team/Cheerleaders as 

TRRFCC Role Models
 � School Newspaper as a Monthly 

Pillar Teaching Tool
 � Monthly Pillar-related Behavior 

Goals
 � Parent Meetings
 � Parent Training
 � Service Learning Programs
 � Yearbook
 � Drama Club/Class as Character 

Educators
 � Morning Announcements
 � Posters
 � School Pride
 � Quotes of the Week
 � Library Exhibits and Booklists 

Contests
 � Ceremonies and Rituals
 � TRRFCC Street Signs for Corridors
 � TRRFCC Honor Roll
 � Student/Faculty/Staff Task Force

(continued from previous page)
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Action Ideas for Youth Sports
How can you maximize character development in your sports program? First, create a Six 
Pillar climate with your staff and participants. Then teach, enforce, advocate, and model the 
Six Pillars of Character by helping your team members, staff, parents, and spectators focus 
on Pillar of the Month behaviors.

Use this list of ideas to involve everyone in generating a  to-do list related to trustworthiness, 
respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, and citizenship.

Month:_________________________Pillar of the Month:___________________________

Pillar-Related Behavior Goal for This Month: _____________________________________

Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 � Recruiting Announcements
 � Mission (add character  

development element)
 � Try-Outs/Selection
 � Parental Involvement
 � Coach Selection
 � Coach Training
 � Printed Rules
 � Policies
 � Schedules
 � Newsletters
 � Player Conduct Standards for 

Practice
 � Player Conduct Standards in Games
 � Conduct Standards for Spectators
 � Conduct Standards for Coaches
 � Conduct Standards for Cheerleaders 

and Drill Team
 � Umpire/Referee Standards
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Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 � Pre- and Post-Game Rituals
 � Locker Room Signs/Graphics
 � Sports Camps
 � Travel Time
 � Boosters and Donors
 � Networking with CDS Coaches and 

CC! Coalition Sports Organizations
 � Pursuing Victory with Honor 

Coaches’ Training
 � Uniforms and Patches
 � Field Signage
 � Refreshment and Merchandise 

Sales
 � Awards Banquets
 � Trophy Cases and Walls of Honor
 � Pillar of the Month Recognition
 � Six Pillar Scholarships
 � American Youth Character Awards
 � Team Members as Mentors/Role 

Models for Younger Athletes
 � Thought for the Day at Practice 

Sessions
 � Other

(continued from previous page)
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Action Ideas for Youth Organizations
How can you support character development in your community and boost it in your own 
organization? Begin by creating a TRRFCC climate within the organization. Then teach, enforce, 
advocate, and model the Six Pillars. Help your participants focus on Pillar of the Month behavior. 
Work on your community’s monthly conduct/behavior goals.

Use this list of ideas to involve staff, participants, and parents in generating a TRRFCC to-do 
list. Infuse the Six Pillars into every aspect of your organization.

Month:__________________________Pillar of the Month:__________________________

Pillar-Related Behavior Goal for This Month: _____________________________________

Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 �  Club Meeting
 �  New Member Welcome
 �  Recruitment
 �  Mission: Character Development
 �  Parent Involvement
 �  Adult Advisor Selection
 �  Adult Advisor Training
 �  Adult Advisor Code of Conduct
 �  Adult Advisor Evaluation
 �  Volunteer Selection
 �  Volunteer Training
 �  Volunteer Code of Conduct
 �  Volunteer Evaluation
 �  Member Code of Conduct
 �  Parent Guidelines
 �  Club Meetings
 �  Projects and Activities
 �  Facilities
 �  Graphics/signs inside
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Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 �  Graphics/signs outside
 �  Conduct Standards for Trips,
 � Conventions, Field Trips
 �  Rituals, Oaths, Creeds
 �  Songs
 �  Uniforms
 �  T-Shirts
 �  Patches, ribbons, pins
 �  Printed rules, guidelines
 �  Printed schedules and calendars
 �  Awards and Recognition
 �  Character Development
 � Seminar Graduates
 �  Chapters/Branches nation-wide,
 � involved in CC!
 �  Teen Mentoring
 �  Presentations for Younger
 � Children
 �  Service Learning/Service
 � Projects
 �  Presentations for Civic Groups
 �  Camps and Day Camps
 �  Other

(continued from previous page)
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Action Ideas for Peace Officers
What can you do to help the community focus on positive behavior changes? How can you 
teach, enforce, advocate, and model trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, 
and citizenship for young people in the community?

Use this list as a springboard for your own brainstorming and action.

Month:_________________________Pillar of the Month:___________________________

Pillar-Related Behavior Goal for This Month: _____________________________________

Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 �  Recruiting
 �  Hiring
 �  Training
 �  Character-Building Mission
 �  Interventions
 �  Ticketing
 �  Arrests
 �  DARE Program
 �  Police Athletic League
 �  Volunteer Coaching
 �  Mentoring children
 �  Mentoring teens
 �  Mentoring new officers
 �  Uniforms and patches
 �  Bumper Stickers
 �  Mottos
 �  Officer Conduct Standards
 �  Monitoring and Discipline
 �  Probation Officers
 �  Correction Facility Graphics
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(continued from previous page)

Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 �  Judiciary
 �  Prosecutor
 �  Guardian ad Litem
 �  Graphics
 �  Incarceration
 � Workshops/Lessons
 �  Parent Workshops
 �  Traffic Court and Courses
 �  Jail and detention graphics
 � (lobby, halls, cells)
 �  Vehicle Graphics
 �  Other
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Action Ideas for Faith Communities
How can you support a community-wide effort to surround children with a consistent and 
unified message about good character while maximizing character development in your 
own youth program? Begin by helping your group refine its Six Pillar climate. Then infuse 
the teaching, enforcing, advocating, and modeling of the Six Pillars into every aspect of 
your fellowship. Encourage your members to focus on the Pillar of the Month behavior goals 
identified by the community.

Use this list of ideas to involve staff, members, teens, children, and parents in generating your 
own TRRFCC to-do list related to trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, and 
citizenship.

Month:______________________Pillar of the Month:_____________________________

Pillar-Related Behavior Goal for This Month: ____________________________________

Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 � Worship
 � Sermons
 � Youth Organizations
 � Youth Education and Religious 

Training
 � Choir
 � Volunteer Networks
 � Printed Schedules and Notices
 � Newsletters, Bulletins
 � Parent Training
 � Adult Education
 � Education Department Training
 � Fellowship Hall Graphics
 � Teen Room Graphics
 � Hallway Graphics
 � Father-Daughter Activities
 � Mother-Son Activities
 � Mother-Daughter Retreats
 � Father-Son Weekends
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Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 � Ladies’ Day
 � Men’s Retreat
 � Vacation Bible School
 � Youth Rallies
 � Lock-in’s for Youth
 � Church Camp
 � Teen Mentors
 � Pillar-Related Messages on
 � Projection Screen
 � Family weekends
 � Pillar-of-the-Month
 � Recognition for Children,
 � Teens, Adults
 � Stress Community’s Conduct
 � Goal Behaviors
 � Prayer Breakfasts
 � Fellowship Meals
 � Small Group Studies in Homes
 � Bus Ministry
 � Older Member Programs
 � Grandparent Network
 � Six-Pillar Scholarship or
 � Recognition for Graduating
 � Senior
 � Puppet Ministry
 � Benevolent Program
 � Character Development
 � Seminar (Trainer Training)
 � Community Service
 � Other

(continued from previous page)
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Action Ideas for Civic Organizations
How can you support the community’s efforts to make it a TRRFCC place for children 
and adults? Begin by focusing on trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, 
and citizenship and work from there. Teach, enforce, advocate, and model the Six Pillars 
in everything you do. Support the community CC! action plan. Do your part in helping the 
community reach its monthly Pillar-related behavior goals.

Month:__________________________Pillar of the Month:___________________________

Pillar-Related Behavior Goal for This Month: _____________________________________

Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 � Member Recruitment
 � New Member Welcome
 � Organization Signage
 � Printed Programs
 � Meeting Agenda
 � Banners, Posters, Visuals
 � Fund-raising
 � Special Projects
 � Code of Conduct
 � Scholarships for Character 

Development Seminars
 � Scholarships for Pursuing Victory 

with Honor
 � American Youth Character Awards
 � Recognition for Pillar-of-the- 

Month students
 � Recognition for Pillar-of-the- 

Month Adults
 � Members as Mentors
 � Thought for the Day
 � Service Projects
 � Social Events
 � Family Events
 � Other
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Action Ideas for Local Government
How can you make good character a priority in your community? Begin by creating a Six-
Pillar climate in your system and departments. Then teach, enforce, advocate, and model 
the Six Pillars. Help your citizens have an independent and unified focus on Pillar of the 
Month behavior.

Use this list of ideas to involve staff and other citizens in generating your own to-do list 
related to trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, and citizenship.

Month:__________________________Pillar of the Month:___________________________
 
Pillar-Related Behavior Goal for This Month: ______________________________________

Topic What We’ll Do
To “Pillarize” It

Who’s in
Charge?

 �  Staff Recruitment
 �  Hiring
 �  Orientation
 �  Training
 �  Performance Appraisal
 �  Promotion
 �  Disciplinary Action
 �  Code of Conduct for Employees
 �  Employees as Role Models
 �  Written Publications
 �  Reports
 �  Community Relations
 �  Graphics in Public Buildings
 �  Street Banners
 �  Public Vehicle Graphics
 �  Public Equipment Graphics
 �  Uniforms and Patches
 �  City/County Council Meetings
 �  Fairs, Parades, etc.
 �  Community Events
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Effective Tools and Tactics for Building Trustworthiness
Create a Climate of Trustworthiness in the Classroom

•	 Show loyalty to the school and its people (administrators, teachers, staff, parents, 
and students). Show loyalty in your words and actions. Deal with disagreements in 
an orderly, confidential way, not with gossip.

•	 Have a “Thought of the Day.”
•	 Be cautious about making promises to students, parents, and staff. Only make 

promises you have the ability and intent to keep. If unforeseen circumstances prevent 
you from keeping a promise, explain and apologize openly. Don’t blame others or 
make excuses.

•	 Be honest in your words and deeds. Do everything possible to convey truth to the 
best of your knowledge. Give people the information they need to make decisions, 
regardless of what it costs you.

•	 Walk your talk. Live your beliefs. Be who you say you are.
•	 Establish classroom rules and school policies that include honesty, promise-keeping, 

loyalty, and integrity as reminders for classroom behavior.
•	 Recognize students daily for trustworthy behavior with verbal praise, special 

opportunities, or tangible incentives.
•	 Encourage students to recognize and acknowledge trustworthy behavior in one 

another and in community residents.
•	 Create an Honesty Hall of Fame by adding photos of students who show honesty 

during the day.

Infuse Trustworthiness into Classroom Lessons

•	 Focus on trustworthiness for a full month in the classroom.
•	 Select a trustworthy character in literature or history and discuss the specific behavior 

that reflects honesty, loyalty, integrity, and promise-keeping.
•	 Design a “Tower of Trust” in art class.
•	 Search for examples of untrustworthy behavior in literature. Rewrite the story, 

replacing untrustworthiness with behavior that is honest and loyal and reflects 
integrity or promise-keeping.

•	 Include trustworthiness, trust, integrity, loyalty, candor, sincerity, honesty, and 
promise as vocabulary words. Add lie, deceive, deception, deceit, and betray.  Use 
the words in spelling bees. Match words to definitions.

•	 Create plays, skits, or puppet shows depicting trustworthy heroes.
•	 Write and perform choral presentations describing the elements of trustworthiness.
•	 Give credit for completion of a trustworthiness checklist at home.
	This handout was developed by Peggy Adkins, a national CC! faculty member.
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Create a Climate of Respect in the Classroom

•	 Be polite to students, parents, faculty, and staff.
•	 Celebrate the uniqueness of individuals in your school by discussing ways in which 

you have a stronger class because of so many different abilities and traits.
•	 Define respect, dignity, privacy, courtesy, individuality, and uniqueness. Decorate 

the room with those words.
•	 Develop classroom guidelines for treating one another with courtesy, allowing others 

to maintain their sense of dignity and appreciating others’ individuality.

Infuse Respect Into Classroom Lessons

•	 Focus on respect for an entire month.
•	 Prepare a “Radiating Respect” bulletin board with a big, shining sun.  Add students’ 

photos when they’re caught being respectful to one another in class. Give them 
extra recess time or provide some other special privilege.

•	 Complete the weekly respect checklists at home for extra credit.
•	 Have a manners workshop. Practice your good manners as you eat a special meal 

together.
•	 Videotape yourselves sharing a snack, playing at recess, or eating a meal. Use the 

video to spark ideas on ways to show more respect to one another.
•	 Create skits, essays, poems, and songs about the elements of respectful behavior.

Effective Tools and Tactics for Building Respect

This handout was developed by Peggy Adkins, a national CC! faculty member.
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Create a Responsible Climate in the Classroom

•	 Be responsible yourself! Be accountable for your words and actions. Don’t make 
excuses. Be punctual. Pursue excellence in all you do. Do your part and more.

•	 Develop classroom rules for responsible behavior.
•	 Decorate the room with word definitions related to responsibility: accountability, self-
 control, excellence, and punctuality.
•	 List classroom tasks (cleaning erasers, taking messages to the office, distributing 

papers, etc.) on index cards. Shuffle the cards and let students draw their 
assignments daily or weekly.

•	 Praise students for responsible behavior. Be specific. Recognize self-control, pursuit 
of excellence, doing your part, accountability, and punctuality.

Infuse Responsibility Into Classroom Lessons

•	 Search for specific examples of responsible behavior (pursuit of excellence, 
accountability, self-control, doing your part, punctuality) in reading assignments, 
literature, or historical accounts.

•	 Spot irresponsible examples in literature and list ways in which the character(s) 
could have behaved responsibly.

•	 List responsible behaviors on the board. List each student’s name under the behavior 
you observe them doing.

•	 Focus on responsibility for an entire month.
•	 Encourage students to complete a daily responsibility checklist each week of the month.

Effective Tools and Tactics for Building Responsibility

This handout was developed by Peggy Adkins, a national CC! faculty member.
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Effective Tools and Tactics for Building Fairness

This handout was developed by Peggy Adkins, a national CC! faculty member.

Create a Climate of Fairness in the Classroom

•	 Show fairness to students, parents, and staff by establishing (and adhering to) 
criteria and guidelines for grading and selecting.

•	 Decorate the room with definitions of equity, equality, criteria, standards, rules, 
fairness, and appropriateness.

•	 Announce rules, criteria, guidelines, and standards in writing.
•	 Develop standards that are appropriate for varying age and skill levels.
•	 Give everyone the same opportunity to achieve the standard that is appropriate for 

his or her age level. Use equity.
•	 Reward everyone equally who attains their respective standard.
•	 Let students determine some standards of behavior or achievement for various 

activities.

Infuse Fairness Into Classroom Lessons

•	 Focus on fairness for an entire month.
•	 Have students create simple games employing fairness in the rules and procedures.
•	 Have teams of students make posters, displays, or bulletin boards about fairness. 

Provide each team with different supplies for the project. Discuss alternative, fair 
strategies for distributing supplies.

•	 Create essays, speeches, songs, or puppet plays about fairness.
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Create a Caring Climate in the Classroom

•	 Be kind to students, parents, and school guests.

•	 Select at least one month to emphasize caring.

•	 When necessary, be firm but not harsh.

•	 Make your classroom an emotionally safe environment by establishing codes of 
conduct that discourage sarcasm, name-calling, labeling, or putdowns.

•	 Decorate the room with words related to caring: kindness, love, concern, warmth, 
friendliness, caregiver, nurture, charity, support, encourage, give, provide.

Infuse Caring Into the Classroom Lessons

•	 Identify results of caring for the environment and failing to do so.

•	 Select caring characters from literature as role models. Select uncaring ones as 
well. Rewrite scenes to show caring instead.

•	 Develop finger puppets and puppet plays depicting caring plots.

•	 List opportunities to show caring in an active way.  Select one project a week.  

•	 Have “secret pals.” Students draw names of classmates and leave notes, favors, 
or acts of kindness for one another without giving clues as to who they’re from.  

•	 Compile a “random acts of kindness” list. Let students select a good deed to do 
anonymously during the week.  Assign essays on how the good deed affects the 
doer, or have them report verbally on how the unnamed act affected the doer and 
recipient.

•	 Play “hug tag” or musical chairs. Have students describe the feeling of being left 
out. Discuss the importance of and ways to include more people in activities. Play 
the game again, this time giving cheers, words of encouragement, and praise to 
the people who must sit out.

•	 Have students write and present simple songs about caring. An example for small 
children, sung to the tune of “Row, Row, Row Your Boat,” would be “Share, share, 
share your toys, every time you play. The more you share yourself with friends, the 
more fun you’ll have each day.”  

•	 Encourage parents to observe behavior at home and to praise students for caring 
actions.

Effective Tools and Tactics for Building Caring

This handout was developed by Peggy Adkins, a national CC! faculty member.
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Create a Climate of Good Citizenship

•	 Prepare simple classroom rules for everyone (even teachers!) to follow.
•	 Create a list of classroom “community” responsibilities and privileges. Take 

turns with responsibilities.
•	 Select a citizenship emphasis month.
•	 Focus on citizenship-related words like rights, obligation, duty, pride, selflessness, 

heritage, law, government.
•	 Decorate the room with symbols of your community’s heritage.

Infuse Citizenship Into Classroom Activities

•	 Make a chronology of historical events in your community’s past.
•	 Assign biographies of historical heroes.
•	 Create a Citizenship Hall of Fame. Students draw pictures of local living role models 

and display pictures and captions in the school hallway or library.
•	 Have students create skits or write poems depicting significant historical acts of 

good citizenship.
•	 Have a classroom election or referendum in which students vote on group decisions.
•	 Have a community heritage celebration.
•	 Prepare a mural of your community.
•	 Select a service project each week to improve your school or community.
•	 Invite community leaders to present and discuss community needs and issues. As 

a group, develop a plan to improve one situation. Follow through with that plan.

Effective Tools and Tactics for Building Citizenship

This handout was developed by Peggy Adkins, a national CC! faculty member.
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100 Ways to Enhance Values and Morality

1. Target values
2.  Literature and nonfiction
3. Stories
4. Audiovisuals
5. Expectations
6. Explanation, admonition, exhortation
7. Quotations
8. Praise, appreciation
9. Correction, negative feedback
10. Awards, contests, and prizes
11. Rules
12. Requirements
13. Consequences, punishment
14. Codes, pledges, and guidelines
15. Ceremonies, rituals, and traditions
16. Theme-of-the-month
17. Library selections and highlights
18. Responsibility tasks
19. School service projects
20. Cross-age tutoring and helping
21. Community service
22. Values-based improvement projects
23. American history and democracy
24. Symbols
25. Slogans
26. Posters
27. Morning announcements
28. Clarifying moral questions
29. Hypothetical moral choices: What  

should you do?
30. Teach empathy
31. Teach ethics
32. The sports program
33. Extracurricular participation

34. Maintain and enhance self-esteem
35. The emotional bond
36. Share your beliefs and reasons
37. Share your feelings
38. Share your experiences
39. Share your skills
40. Share your personal interests
41. Personal bulletin board
42. Live your values
43. Avoid hypocrisy
44. What you wear
45. Invite students along
46. Highlight role models past and present
47. Older students as role models
48. Resource persons
49. Your friends and family
50. Symbolic leadership
51. Negative role models
52. Role-model analysis
53. Thank you letter to role models
54. Participate yourself
55. Staff hiring policy
56. What are your purposes?
57. Voting
58. Prioritizing
59. Spread of opinion exercises
60. Interviews
61. Inventories
62. Values journal
63. Proud questions
64. Sentence stems
65. “I learned...” sentences
66. Respect the right to pass
67. 3-level approach to subject matter
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68. Student choice in curriculum
69. Moral dilemma discussions
70. Values story or values poem
71. Clarifying values questions
72. Hypothetical values questions: What would you do?
73. Self-evaluation
74. Study and debate controversial issues
75. Class rule-making
76. Class meetings
77. Community meetings
78. Meaningful student government
79. Simulated government experiences
80. Social action
81. Letter-to-the-editor or public official
82. Election analysis and debate
83. Peer counseling
84. Board of director strategy
85. “I Should . . .” 
86. Critical thinking
87. Creative thinking
88. Communicating clearly
89. Listening
90. Assertiveness
91. Resisting peer pressure
92. Cooperation and cooperative learning
93. Conflict resolution
94. Academic skills and knowledge
95. Social skills
96. The values-education committee: educators, parents, 

and community working together
97. Keep parents and community informed
98. Parent and community involvement
99. Meeting basic needs
100. Evaluate the results

© 1994 Howard Kirschenbaum
These excerpts from One Hundred Ways to Enhance Values and Morality in Schools 
and Youth Settings (Allyn and Bacon, September 1994) are used with permission 
from Howard Kirschenbaum, Warner Graduate School of Education, The University of 
Rochester, Rochester, NY 14580, (800) 278-3525.

100 Ways to Enhance Values and Morality
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What Can Teens Do?
These are a few of the many ways teens can reinforce their character with the Six 
Pillars of Character. Use your imagination to devise other ideas. Better yet, involve 
teens in designing their own ideas. 

Performing Arts:
•	 Write and present skits and plays for preschool, elementary school, middle school, high 

school, and adult audiences.
•	 Write and present skits and plays for performance by elementary school students, 

middle school students, high school students, and adults.
•	 Write and present skits and plays for community theater groups.
•	 Write and present puppet shows.
•	 Write and present songs for students in various age groups.
•	 Write and present raps for students in various age groups.
•	 Write and present poetry for students and adults.
•	 Write and present open-ended skits where the audience has to write an ending to an 

ethical dilemma.
•	 Write and present open-ended songs where the audience solves an ethical dilemma by 

writing another verse.
•	 Print a collection of essays and stories on the Six Pillars for various audiences.
•	 Write newsletter articles on the Pillar of the Month.
•	 Organize a community theater for Six Pillars performances.
•	 Provide a speaker’s bureau for skit presentations at civic-club meetings, focusing on 

the Pillar of the Month.
•	 Present skits at nursing homes, day-care centers, community centers, retirement 

communities, or the library.
•	 Tape the skits and plays for viewing on your local cable networks.
•	 Tape performances and build a discussion guide or lesson plan around them.

Music: 
•	 Write Six Pillar songs and perform them at school assemblies, classes, club meetings, 

civic-club meetings, and community gatherings.
•	 Produce a Six Pillar pageant.
•	 Work with other peers to produce a preschool or elementary school pageant starring 

young children.
•	 Teach simple songs to young children (tapes and music are available from the CC! 

national office at 800-711-2670) .
•	 Tape original songs for morning “thought of the day” in elementary schools.

Dance: 
•	 Teach the “Six Pillar Shuffle” to everybody.
•	 Create “Double Dutch” lyrics related to the Six Pillars.
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Mentoring:

Magazines:
•	 Clip articles about people doing good things. Send the articles with a note to the 

youngster you mentor. With your young friend, make a collage of people exhibiting Six 
Pillar behaviors.

Newspapers:
•	 Organize a scavenger hunt for younger friends. Have them find items related to Pillars 

in the newspaper.
•	 Submit names and photos of people “caught doing good” for a special teen-authored 

newspaper column. Save and share these articles with youngsters you mentor.

Graphics

Banners:
•	 Make them.
•	 Display them.
•	 Help younger kids make them.
•	 Put them in your school, library, stores, offices, etc.
•	 Put them across your town’s main street.
 
Posters:
•	 Organize a poster contest for younger kids.
•	 Display posters for each Pillar of the Month.
•	 Hold a “100% Window Week” where 100 percent of the local businesses display a 

poster in their window for the Pillar of the Month.
•	 Manufacture bumper stickers.
•	 Make T-shirts for the Pillars.
•	 Plant Six Pillar-colored flowers around city hall.

Service Projects

Ecology:
•	 Plant trees.
•	 Plant flowers.
•	 Plant shrubs.
•	 Beautify a community eyesore.

What Can Teens Do?
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•	 Create a recycling station.
•	 Distribute recycling bins.
•	 Recycle aluminum, glass, paper, etc.
•	 Clean up a stream.
•	 Clean up a highway.
•	 Create a park or playground.

Benevolence:
•	 Collect canned goods for needy families.
•	 Collect blankets for homeless people.
•	 Organize a clothes pantry for people who need them.
•	 Work in a community soup kitchen or, better yet, organize one.
•	 Teach someone to read.
•	 Walk in a marathon for a cause that matters to you.
•	 Collect coats for children who need them.
•	 Collect usable shoes for children who need them.
•	 Take flowers to shut-ins.

Parenting Classes
•	 Computerized, lifelike baby doll with responsibility lessons.
•	 “Connect With Character” lessons for 4- to 6-year-olds.
•	 “Kids for Character” parent-child activities.
•	 Devise ways to use animal posters.
•	 Assign creative experiences to do with CC! music.
•	 Assign students to select age-appropriate children’s stories that relate to the Six Pillars.

Math Classes
•	
•	
•	

Literature Classes
•	
•	
•	

History Classes
•	   
•	
•	

What Can Teens Do?
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Health Classes
•	
•	
•	

Art Classes
•	
•	
•	

Workforce Preparation
•	
•	
•	

School-to-Work
•	
•	
•	

Business Ethics
•	
•	
•	

Other
•	
•	
•	
•	

What Can Teens Do?

This handout was developed by Peggy Adkins, a national CC! faculty member.
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Involving the Community in Publicity
Don’t let CHARACTER COUNTS! be the best-kept secret in town. If our communities ever needed 
the optimism and opportunity to make a positive difference, it’s now. Spread the word that there 
is a school- or community-wide character framework through which individuals and groups can 
make a huge impact on the community.

Awareness is an important first step in a character-development initiative. People need to know 
that your school or community has committed itself to character. They need to be educated 
on what the Six Pillars of Character mean (in their layers and nuances), and they need gentle 
reminders about them. But remember, this is only the first step. To have a real, substantive 
impact, you can’t stop here. You also need to do the work that will really change behavior and 
back up the publicity with practice in daily life. Serious training is key to a deeper initiative.

Add your own good ideas to the following list of word-spreading methods. Be creative. Be 
persistent. Continually feed your media contacts information on your community’s or school’s 
progress in making its character vision a reality. See pages 371-372 for information on how to 
get permission to use the CC! logo.

Examples of Information to Share

•	 Character vision
•	 Dates and details for:

	 Vision creation meeting
	 Planning sessions
	 All local CC! training sessions
	 CC! Kick-Off
	 National CC! Week activities

•	 Annual goals for CC! coalition
•	 Specific behavior goals for the year with corresponding dos and don’ts
•	 What CC! is
•	 Summaries of:

	 National and state statistics showing a need for character education
	 Local statistics showing that need

•	 How the Six Pillars were identified as universal consensus values
•	 Dos and don’ts for: 

	 trustworthiness
	 respect
	 responsibility
	 fairness

	 caring

	 citizenship
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•	 History of character education
•	 Members of:

	 The National CC! Coalition
	 The local CC! coalition

•	 Profiles of:
	 Each local CC! coalition board member
	 Each local CC! coalition committee chair

•	 How CC! works in:
	 law enforcement
	 government
	 schools
	 businesses
	 youth organizations
	 families
	 sports
	 neighborhoods

•	 Individual perspectives on positive changes
•	 Recruitment of committee members (with position descriptions)
•	 Monthly Pillar-related activity ideas
•	 Monthly Pillar art, letters, poetry, quotes, and essays from students
•	 Weekly or monthly recognition of students and adults for Pillar-related behavior
•	 Reading lists related to each monthly Pillar
•	 Volunteer opportunities and recognition
•	 Donor opportunities and recognition
•	 Monthly school wish list for upcoming Pillar-related activities
•	 Personal examples (obstacles overcome)
•	 Photographs of character in action for each monthly Pillar
•	 Advice for:

	 Parents who care about character
	 Teens who care about character

•	 Guidelines for grandparents who care about character
•	 Data on successes related to your conduct goals
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Newspaper Opportunities
•	 Sell ads to appear in a CC! Kick-Off insert in August or September.

•	 Sell ads to appear in a CC! Week insert in October.

•	 Feature weekly lists of students and adults selected for Pillar of the Month behavior in 
schools and youth groups.

•	 Feature a local Character of the Week about an adult who illustrates the Pillar of the Month 
in his or her life.

•	 Sponsor essay, photography, poetry, and art contests throughout the year using the monthly 
Pillars as themes.

•	 Feature a family each week and share their tips for successful parenting, or profile several 
families in a special insert.

•	 Feature a teacher each week and share his or her character-education strategies.

•	 Invite business leaders to do a weekly “CC! in the Workplace” feature, or do a special insert 
on the topic.

•	 Publish Michael Josephson’s daily commentaries. Michael Josephson, founder and president 
of CHARACTER COUNTS!, delivers a brief radio message on stations across the country 
Monday through Friday. Many newspapers and other periodicals publish these engaging, 
award-winning commentaries in which he tells stories and discusses ethical issues related to 
current events and daily life. These appealing messages can raise awareness of character 
issues in the community and build buy-in and support for local CC! programming. Also 
consider offering them to local radio stations. Call 800-711-2670 for details.
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Television Ideas
•	 Help high school students tape public-service announcements (PSAs) for each month’s 

Pillar. Air them throughout the month.

•	 Help elementary or middle school students prepare a daily Thought for the Day video that 
coincides with the Pillar of the Month. The CDS notebook contains hundreds of such quotes. 
Other resources are www.JosephsonInstitute.org and www.FFL-essays.org.

•	 Broadcast an elementary school class reciting The Pledge of Allegiance each morning.

•	 Broadcast from the community CC! Kick-Off, community events, coalition planning session, 
CC! training sessions, and classroom projects.

•	 Create and air a monthly and daily CC! calendar featuring special events, ongoing group 
meetings, and everything happening during the month or day to support the monthly Pillar 
and conduct goal.

•	 Highlight television programs that support the monthly Pillar.

•	 Feature student service projects and activities.

•	 Sponsor an end-of-the-year celebration to honor students, schools, businesses, 
organizations, and individuals who have played a significant role in the community’s 
character-education successes.

•	 Sponsor a Six Pillar Pageant with school class performances.

Call the national office for sample PSAs that other communities have made.
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 Radio Ideas
•	 Feature Michael Josephson’s Commentaries. Michael Josephson, founder and 

president of CHARACTER COUNTS!, delivers a brief radio message on stations across 
the country Monday through Friday. He tells stories and discusses ethical issues related 
to current events and daily life in a compelling style. These commentaries can raise 
awareness of character issues in the community and build buy-in and support for local 
CC! programming. Also consider having them published in the local newspaper. Call 
800-711-2670 for details. 

•	 Help students record daily public-service announcements or thoughts for the day related 
to the monthly Pillar. Distribute them to each school for daily announcements.

•	 Air student-recorded public-service announcements for the monthly Pillar and behavior 
goal.

•	 Air public-service announcements of local heroes sharing encouraging words or listing 
the dos and don’ts related to the monthly Pillar and/or conduct goal.

•	 Record preschoolers singing “Six Simple Words” and other CC! songs.

•	 Select a teen intern each month to update the community on Pillar activities inside and 
outside the classroom.

•	 Hold contests and reward callers for correctly answering questions about the monthly 
Pillar.

•	 Invite recording artists to do public-service announcements for the monthly Pillar.
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Flyer Ideas
Use ready-made flyers such as “A Quick Look at CHARACTER COUNTS!” or “A Quick Guide to 
Building Good Character.” You can also create your own with information about local events, 
goals, and improvements.

•	 Put Pillar dos and don’ts in:
•	 School registration packets
•	 Faith-group bulletins
•	 Business billings
•	 Newspapers
•	 Real-estate magazines
•	 Bulletin racks in public places
•	 Public bulletin boards
•	 Store windows
•	 Department store, pharmacy, and hardware store checkout lines
•	 Grocery store checkout lines
•	 School supply stores

•	 Advertise about: 
•	 Parent summits and trainings
•	 What parents can do
•	 Teen mentor trainings
•	 Business leader and employer trainings
•	 Community adult trainings
•	 Grandparent trainings
•	 Caregiver trainings
•	 Committee recruitment
•	 Recognition opportunities
•	 School wish lists
•	 Opportunities to serve

•	 Introduce:
•	 CC! to the community
•	 The monthly Six Pillar framework to the community
•	 CC! plan in school registration packets
•	 Ways adults can teach the monthly Pillar
•	 Ways adults can enforce the monthly Pillar
•	 Ways adults can advocate the monthly Pillar
•	 Ways adults can model the monthly Pillar
•	 Ethical decision-making strategies
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Other Ideas
Websites

	 Create a website with links to www.CharacterCounts.org. We offer free banners you 
can download and display on your site to inform visitors of your affiliation and link them 
up with more information. Visit www.CharacterCounts.org/banners.htm.

	 Create and update a community CC! calendar.
	 List weekly Pillar honorees.
	 Let a local teen group create and maintain a character-education Web page for youth.

Marquees
	 Slogans relating to the monthly Pillar
	 Dos and don’ts for the monthly Pillar’s conduct goals
	 Event reminders
	 Deadlines for art, photography, essay, or poetry contests
	 Recognition of local community-service heroes

 Student Art
	 Poster reminders in school hallways of monthly Pillar behavior
	 Downtown poster displays on monthly Pillar behavior
	 Children’s posters in local business windows
	 Six Pillar murals to beautify walls or buildings
	 Student art expressing their personal commitment to improving in a certain Pillar area
	 Printed banners designed by students 
	 T-shirt design contest with sales as fundraiser
	 Six Pillar art selected for printing on shopping bags by local businesses
	 Six Pillar pumpkin-decorating contest or Mr. Good Character scarecrow-decorating 

contest
	 Portrait displays of local heroes
	 Student-designed, character-themed bumper stickers
	 Foundations for Life winning contest essays (www.FFL-essays.org) displayed in a high-

traffic areas

This and That
	 Monthly Pillar and conduct goals on local utilities’/businesses’ billing statements
	 Monthly Pillar quotes on local bank statements
	 Monthly Pillar placemats for schools, fast-food restaurants, and business lunchrooms
	 Table tents in dining halls and restaurants reminding customers of the monthly Pillar 

conduct goal and how to express behavior related to it
	 Six Pillar bike trail with dos and don’ts posted along the way
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	 Six Pillar walking trail with a bench for each Pillar. Carve quotes and reminders in 
concrete, stone, or wooden signs around each bench. Color-code the benches or 
surrounding landscape.

	 Street signs for school corridors and major areas (such as Trustworthiness Trail, 
Character Café, Respect Road, etc.).

	 Six-color, Six Pillar garden. Recruit youths to care for it, emphasizing trustworthiness 
and responsibility. If the garden is in a public place, citizenship is also relevant because 
the garden will beautify a common community area. If fruits and vegetables are grown, 
encourage students to donate them to charity, which will incorporate caring.

	 Six Pillar gazebo. Attach metal plates with quotes about character (see FFL-essays.
org for hundreds of maxims). Hold character-commitment or recognition ceremonies in 
the gazebo. (The Pillar Square gazebo in Visalia, California, is a popular wedding spot 
in that town for couples who want to start their lives together on a foundation of good 
character.)

	 Good character reminders in malls or other walking areas
	 Good character reminders on ballpark fences 
	 Six Pillar ads in school, sports, and community programs
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CHARACTER COUNTS! Kick-Off

The local CHARACTER COUNTS! Kick-Off is the perfect opportunity to bring your community to 
full attention on your character-development vision, plan, and opportunities.

Characteristics of a Great Kick-Off:

•	 It attracts and involves all major media contacts.
•	 It involves the full spectrum of ages.
•	 It involves people of all income levels.
•	 It involves the business community.
•	 It involves the local government.
•	 It connects families to the local CC! vision.
•	 It clarifies volunteer opportunities to implement the plan in the community.
•	 It presents the Six Pillar behavior as a minimum, consistent, solid standard for students, 

adults, and groups throughout the community.
•	 It uses the CC! name and logo abundantly. (Just remember to get easily obtained 

permission from the national office. See pages 371-372 or visit www.CharacterCounts.
org/copyright.htm to download the permission form.) 

•	 It’s fun, memorable, and informative.

Of course, one of the best ways to kick-off your program is with CC! Week  (the third full week 
in October). The national attention this week attracts can help get your movement of the ground 
with a bang. See page 273 for more information on this annual celebration.

Keep in mind that a lot of these activity ideas will work not only for a kick-off, but any time 
throughout the year.
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Kick-Off Event Examples
1. Inform civic and community leaders about CC! and arrange a ceremony where the mayor and 

other elected leaders issue a CHARACTER COUNTS! Day proclamation for your community.

2. Put a CC! insert in your local newspaper. Sell ads. Use lots of photos. Explain the Six 
Pillars. Ask teachers to prepare features on Six Pillar school conduct. Feature ideas on 
ways families can teach, enforce, advocate, and model the Six Pillars. Include advice from 
business leaders on good character in the workplace and marketplace. Adapt articles from 
the CC! national office’s press releases or Chronicle newsletter articles. (Call the national 
office to see samples of some great newspaper inserts from Des Moines and Phoenix.) 
Remember, permission is needed to use the CC! logo.

3. Have students participate in a speech contest or debate focusing on ethical issues. Provide 
media recognition.

4. Bring in a professional assembly group for a performance in the auditorium or gym.

	Dave Kinnoin’s “CHARACTER COUNTS! Strikes a Chord” (grades K-6)
	www.songwizard.com/CharacterCounts/performances.html

	Character Rocks (grades K-6 and parents)
	www.philbakermusic.com

	Paul Tracey’s “Your Character Counts” (grades K-6)
	www.paultracey.org

	Shine Like Stars, Inc. (grades K-6)
	www.shinelikestars.org

5. Let adults and children record CC! public-service announcements for local radio or TV 
stations to broadcast.

6. Have a grand opening night to premiere a locally produced video on your community’s 
character-development vision and plan for the coming year. Use students, local heroes, and 
a variety of neighborhoods. Don’t let anyone see the video until the big debut. You could 
even have lights flashing into the sky and a red carpet for your video “stars,” patterning the 
event after a Hollywood opening night. Involve the media.

7. Have students make a CC! movie. Divide responsibilities, including scriptwriting, casting, 
camera work, editing, and music. Organize a screening of the videotape.

8. Have students write reviews of books with characters who demonstrate good character. 
Have them present these reports to the class and discuss.
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9. Have students interview a person who demonstrates one or more of the Six Pillars. Have 
them present these interviews to the class and discuss.

10. Invite a CC! speaker to your community to help initiate a community leadership program 
for young people.

11. Distribute the Arizona Sports Summit Accord (available from the CC! national office or online 
at www.CharacterCounts.org/sports/accord.htm) to local youth sports leagues. Encourage 
the leagues to formally endorse the Accord and to discuss it with parents, coaches, players, 
and referees.

12. Arrange for all participants in community sports leagues to create and sign a “CHARACTER 
COUNTS!  in Sports” contract committing them to the Six Pillars of Character.

13. Encourage local sports leagues to sponsor a Pursuing Victory With Honor training or 
awareness seminar for coaches, parents, and other adults involved in youth athletics.

14. Have a PTA/PTO program on “Raising Kids With Character.” Discuss the Six Pillars and what 
schools are doing in the classroom to instill these values. Encourage parents to reinforce 
the lessons and to discuss the importance of each Pillar. Use CC! books for parents as a 
resource.

15. Organize a local Foundations for Life Essay Contest in which students use wise quotations 
as a springboard to discuss ethics in their life. (Visit CharacterCounts.org and go to FFL-
essays for more information.) Publish winning essays in the school newspaper or newsletter. 

16. Write and present a play on character. Invite the school and neighborhood. Ask local 
businesses and youth organizations to donate costumes and props. (Books with plays that 
focus on the Six Pillars are available from the national office.) Better yet, have your middle 
school or high school students write their own scripts.

17. Plan a fundraising project for a local charitable organization.

18. Arrange a rap or spoken-word contest with songs or poetry related to character or the Six 
Pillars. Publicize the event and its winners in newspapers and newsletters.

19. Plan and conduct a CC! camp for children.

20. Establish a high school Six Pillars Society whose members emphasize service to the school 
and community.

21. Using the Six Pillars of Character, have students devise rules for the classroom, hallways, 
and playground.

22. Select a Children’s Task Force to help enforce the rules.

23. Have a community-wide parade, similar to the “Kids for Character” video parade.
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24. Start a CC! petition at your school, making the Six Pillars a priority among the students and 
teachers who sign it. Develop a contract for all who sign, committing them to the Six Pillars 
and the behavior goals identified by the community.

25. Develop a reinforcement system for young children who demonstrate good character. 

26. Have students write or draw CC! slogans or famous quotes about character based on one 
of the Six Pillars. (See the quotations library resource at www.JosephsonInstitute.org.

27. Unveil a CC! playground featuring Six Pillar reminders and Six Pillar colors throughout the 
play area.

28. Unveil a CC! walking trail with stone, concrete, metal, or wooden reminders about each Pillar.

29. Have a Six Pillar bike hike, walk-a-thon, or repair-a-thon featuring Six Pillar banners, slogans, 
and posters.

30. Get permission to paint an unsightly wall with a colorful design related to the Six Pillars. 
Have a contest to determine which design you will use. Recruit young people to paint the 
T.R.R.F.C.C. mural. Hold an unveiling ceremony that honors the artists. Invite the media. 
(And don’t forget to send photos of the painting process and finished product to ccnews@
jiethics.org so the national office can feature your mural on the CC! website.)

31. Distribute the “A Person of Character” handout or “Good Character Is T.R.R.F.C.C.” wallet 
cards to local community groups and churches for them to include in their bulletins and 
newsletters  (available from www.CharacterCounts.org).

32. Hold a “Do the Right Thing” poster contest for children. Display the art in local shopping 
centers, government offices, businesses, schools, and libraries.

33. Sponsor a T-shirt design contest for teens highlighting one or more of the Six Pillars. Seek 
support from local businesses to print the shirts. Recruit local teens to sell them to support 
your local CC! program or a local charity.

34. Hold a Six Pillars in Everyday Life photography contest and display the photos in the school 
or community. And don’t forget to send them to the national office for possible display on 
the CC! website or in publications.

35. Have a CC! art exhibit. Take photos of kids and their creations and send them to the national 
office for possible inclusion on the CC! website or in publications.

36. Design and print holiday cards with a character theme. Hold a contest and select the top 
entries. Produce the cards and sell them throughout the fall. Donate the money to charity.

37. Plan a weekend retreat for teens where ethical issues are the focus for at least one day.

38. Design and print lunchroom placemats or cafeteria table tents with messages or quotes 
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about ethics. In high schools, create table tents that pose challenging ethical questions to 
prompt “What would you do if...?” discussions.

39. Ask local libraries and bookstores to recommend and display books dealing with good 
character.

40. Organize a T.R.R.F.C.C. Taste of Your City in which restaurants and organizations sell 
samples of their specialties at a fairground or park using a Six Pillar theme.

41. Put Six Pillar-colored balloons everywhere!

42. Have a middle or high school band concert featuring all character-related songs.

43. Have a choral concert with character songs.

44. Have a CC! pageant with every kindergarten and elementary school class performing 
character songs. This is truly a media event!

45. Distribute CC! ribbons, pencils, buttons, stickers, wristbands, or dog tags to honor students 
who exemplify one of the Six Pillars during each month.

46. Design and print lunchroom placemats that read “CHARACTER COUNTS! at (name of school).” 
Design a placemat for each month featuring one or more of the Six Pillars. 

47. Sponsor CC! mini-booth exhibits at a local fair or school festival. Distribute CC! literature 
and display posters on the Six Pillars.

48. Display the Six Pillars on signs and billboards. (Permission to use the CC! logo is required.)

49. Make a billboard promoting the Kick-Off.

50. Display banners, posters, and artwork on classroom doors, in hallways, and in the library, 
cafeteria, and gym. Be creative.

51. Make a banner or poster that reads “CHARACTER COUNTS! in (name of city).” Display it 
across a major thoroughfare and in community workplaces. (Permission to use the CC! 
logo is required.)

52. Design, print, and distribute CC! and Six Pillars bumper stickers. (Permission to use the 
CC! logo is required. See pages 371-372 for permissions information.)

53. Ask local banks and utility companies to mention the Six Pillars and CC! on monthly 
statements.

54. Have students build Six Pillars from papier-mâché, corrugated cardboard, or construction 
paper. Label and display them in a prominent place.
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55. Have a costume day at school where students and teachers dress as real or fictional heroes 
who exemplify good character. Have each person identify which of the Six Pillars his or her 
hero represents.

56. Add quotes and character-building reminders on the school calendar. 

57. Make a calendar for the week listing CC! activities plus suggestions for practicing the Six 
Pillars at home.

58. Have students write and decorate notes to stick on a mirror at home using the phrase “I 
am a person of character because____.”

59. Use the examples in the CC! Week and Publicity units of this manual, in the Good Ideas 
book, and in your CDS notebook as a springboard for your own great ideas. 
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CHARACTER COUNTS! Week
For many years, both the Senate and the White House have declared the third full week 
of October National CHARACTER COUNTS! Week. Thousands of schools, organizations, 
businesses, and communities celebrate their achievements and show their commitment to 
this endeavor.

CC! Week deserves your coalition’s attention because it:

•	 Creates unity for the initiative
•	 Builds awareness
•	 Provides a chance to recognize people for all their hard work in character building all 

year long, as well as kids who show good character
•	 Creates a local tradition when – done well, CC! Week can become an important element 

of sustainability, especially when the whole community looks forward to it annually

Because CC! Week occurs in October near the beginning of the school year, it serves as a 
convenient time for an annual Kick-Off. Online registration begins in April and gives access to 
lesson plans, activities, and other resources available only to those who register – check our 
website for updates.

This unit provides a list of ways you can celebrate National CC! Week. Call the national office 
at 800-711-2670 for more information on any of these suggestions. For more ideas and stories 
about what people are doing, visit www.CharacterCounts.org/ccweek-ideas.htm. Send in photos 
and reports of your events for possible presentation on the website and in CC! publications.

Josephson Institute
Creative Services Department
9841 Airport Blvd. #300
Los Angeles, CA  90045

ccnews@jiethics.org
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Ways To Celebrate National CHARACTER COUNTS! Week
In addition to showcasing your behavioral accomplishments for the year (such as drops in 
suspensions) and giving special awards, here are other fun ideas to make it a real celebration!

Celebrations

1. Create a media event by getting a commitment from every athlete, cheerleader, student, 
or youth- organization member for individual service projects. Print their pledges in the 
newspaper and encourage them to supply photos of their work. Better yet, send a newspaper 
photographer to catch the teens at work.

2. Hold a reception at the courthouse, the mall, or downtown. 

3. Have a Six Pillar-colored balloon day. 

4. Have an ice cream social with city and county officials. Showcase children’s Six Pillar art.

5. Select a CC! Week baby. The first child born during CC! Week in your community becomes 
the CC! baby. Get sponsorship from local vendors for diapers, gas (or a limo!) for the drive 
home, milk/formula, flowers, baby clothes, etc. Give baby toys in the Six Pillar colors.

6. Hold a CC! street party under a big T.R.R.F.C.C. banner.

7. Have a fashion show and CC! Week reception, both in Six Pillar colors.

8. Have a gala premiere of your newest video or PowerPoint presentation of CC! highlights 
from the past year.

9. Kick off CC! Week with a Battle of the Bands. Invite everyone.

10. Have a community-wide CC! scavenger hunt. Advertise a list of T.R.R.F.C.C. or Six Pillar-
colored items. The first person to bring all items to a designated spot receives a savings 
bond or donated prize.

11. Ask local faith groups to acknowledge CC! Sunday or Sabbath.

12. Invite outstanding local heroes to an autograph-signing party.

13. Have a community-wide meal event. Give it a new twist with a make-your-own-omelet, 
world’s longest sandwich supper, late-night breakfast, chili cook-off, salad supper, fish fry, 
bandana barbecue, finger-food-fellowship, spaghetti 17 ways, the Six Pillar diner, etc.

14. Host your own CC! game show.
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Media and Marketing

15. Provide the local newspaper with articles written by students, parents, donors, law 
enforcement, local government, youth groups, business leaders, and civic groups.

16. Select a dozen entries in a call for PSAs on CC!. Let the authors tape the spots for local 
radio stations.

17. Have fortune cookies made with a CC! message inside each one. Distribute them in 
restaurants and other public places.

18. Schedule student and/or adult leaders to present at PTA and civic meetings.

19. Distribute a thought-for-the-day for each day of CC! Week. Send them to all faith groups in 
your community for enclosure in their bulletins.

20. Put a CC! message on grocery bags.

21. Make CC! badges or buttons to wear and distribute.

22. Issue a call for T.R.R.F.C.C. bumper-sticker designs. Let a local printer or artist select an 
entry. Unveil and distribute the bumper sticker.

23. Initiate a Character of the Week newspaper photo feature. Let a panel of volunteers select 
the featured students and/or adults. Better yet, have a Character of the Day every day of 
CC! Week.

24. Cover your county with CC! posters! Encourage people to bring a CC! poster to club meetings. 
Distribute signs in every business and public place.

25. Place CC! promotional placemats in local restaurants.

26. Use a local cable station to convey CC! messages and announcements.

27. Fly a CC! flag in the town square.

28. Hold a radio contest. Use questions based on character education. Callers who give correct 
answers win a prize such as CC! T-shirts, wristbands, dog tags, and other promotional items.

29. Use the “Kids for Character” and “Choices Count” videos in businesses with televisions 
that continually play (like doctor’s offices, beauty salons, car-repair waiting rooms, etc.).

30. Display CC! promotional/educational exhibits at businesses, fairs, schools, banks, and 
supermarkets.

31. Ask local businesses to put “CC! Is Great! Get Into It!” on their signs during the week.
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32. Solicit billboard designs. Select one to unveil .

33. Have a two-way teen membership marathon. Include a fun-run and teen-recruitment race. 
Plan a special trip or event for the top 10 recruiters and their new teen members. Let other 
teen members host the event. Invite every teen who participated in the fun-run.

Events and Activities

34. Have a Six Pillar cookie-baking marathon. Deliver the cookies to police departments, 
teachers, school board members, fire departments, and other community services.

35. Have contests to see who can make the best T-shirts, posters, bumper stickers, CC! displays, 
PSAs, essays, and feature stories. Use them!

36. Hold a CC! Family Fun Night. 

37. Organize a CC! Carnival.

38. Have a T.R.R.F.C.C. Family Scavenger Hunt.

39. Have a CC! Family Open House where people visit homes in which Six Pillar tips and 
reminders are displayed.

40. Organize a committee for next year’s events. 

Civic and Youth Organization Meetings

41. Have someone report on CC! coalition involvement.

42. Have a reception for the principal and teachers.

43. Distribute something T.R.R.F.C.C. for every bulletin board.

44. Distribute a list of local heroes. Scramble the names or have attendees fill in the blanks. 

45. Invite teens to explain CC!

46. Give door prizes (like CC! pencils, T-shirts, and bookmarks) by drawing completed Spheres 
of Influence Worksheets (see page 226).

47. Display a jar of jelly beans in Six Pillar colors. Have attendees guess how many are in the 
jar. Let the number equal the number of members in your organization or in the state last 
year. Explain that it would take a certain number of jars to hold the number of jelly beans 
representing the 5 million young people involved in CC!.
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Recognition for Donors and Other CHARACTER COUNTS! Supporters

It is essential to reward people for their contributions. Even a token of appreciation will help 
keep up spirits and motivation. Here are some ideas.

48. Ask local legislators to issue a proclamation in honor of a worthy donor or volunteer.

49. Deliver Pillar-color candies.

50. Write thank-you notes.

51. Distribute thank-you posters.

52. Distribute CC! T-shirts.

53. Distribute cookies.

54. Invite them to a donor appreciation campfire.

55. Deliver original thank-you poems or singing thank-you grams.

56. Mail or deliver an audio- or videocassette of children saying “Thank you.”

57. Mail them a video of last year’s CC! highlights.

58. Deliver plants to them.

59. Distribute CC! pens and pencils.

60. Have special ribbons made (rosettes are great) that read “CC! VIP.”

61. Make and deliver jars of Pillar-colored jelly beans.

62. Mail them a video- or audiotape of a massive standing ovation.

63. Send them CC! calendars.

Club or Group

64. Make a quilt.

65. Make a flag or a banner. Better yet, six flags or banners.

66. Make Six Pillar cookies to deliver to shut-ins.

67. Present a skit.
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68. Sing a song.

69. Hold a reception for parents.

70. Do a service-learning activity.

71. Prepare a meal. Invite parents as guests.

72. Have a talent show. Invite friends, parents, and donors.

73. Do a service project.

74. Honor an adult volunteer, teen mentor, or donor.

75. Make cookies for the school custodians, secretaries, cafeteria staff, and bus drivers.

76. Prepare refreshments for the teachers’ lounge.

77. Decorate a bulletin board.

78. Present a thought-for-the-day over the intercom each morning.

79. Display a CC! flag or banner.

80. Advertise a Six Pillar Day. Distribute Life Savers (five colors of candy plus a blue note you attach) 
to everyone who wears all six colors that day. Or distribute tickets to a fun community event.

Last-Minute Ideas

81. Give a potted plant to key supporters. Stick a CC! bookmark in the pot. 

82. Organize a phone-a-thon. Have students phone and thank all donors and sponsors.

83. Distribute books or packs of Life Savers with a note: “You’ve been one for us this year! 
Thank you.”

84. Distribute 100 Grand candy bars with a note: “You’re worth more than this! Thanks for being 
a friend of good character in our community.”

85. Add a CC! Week message to every e-mail and written correspondence. 

86. Encourage everyone in the community to answer their phone with “Happy CHARACTER 
COUNTS! Week!”

87. Deliver small toy bulldozers with a note: “We’d move the earth for you! Thanks for putting 
wheels on our CHARACTER COUNTS! vision this year.”
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88. Take a different donor to lunch each day during CC! Week. Recruit board members and 
volunteers to do the same. If possible, let students take a donor or volunteer to lunch, even 
if it’s in the school cafeteria.

89. Send sticks or packs of gum with notes saying: “Thanks for sticking with good character. 
CHARACTER COUNTS!”

90. Encourage office-building management firms to turn lights on at night that spell CHARACTER 
COUNTS!.

91. Ask volunteers to stop by the high schools that your teen CC! mentors attend. Give them a 
care bag or a “Good luck with all your tests this week!” note. Sometimes schools will have 
office helpers put surprises in lockers for them.

92. Have a pizza party for any teens caught wearing all six colors during CC! Week.

93. Let teen mentors create banners celebrating the Week. Display them at local preschools 
and elementary schools.

94. Deliver a Six Pillar thanks. Have six young people in six Pillar-colored T-shirts deliver a 
personal thank you.
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Maintaining and Accelerating Momentum
How do you keep a local school or community coalition moving? Here are five strategies to 
use as checkpoints once your coalition is in operation.

1. Communication is essential for any organization but especially for a volunteer-based 
system where the staff may not be day-to-day. Creating regular and clear channels 
for announcement of dates, explanation of policies or directions, and recognition of 
accomplishments is important to maintain awareness and motivation of all individuals. Just 
as important is the development of a climate for open communication and good channels 
for discussing issues.

So, are you . . . 
	announcing dates in a regular, clear way?
	clearly and periodically explaining policies and goals?
	systematically recognizing accomplishments?
	providing open and honest communication?
	giving credit where credit is due?
	“fessing up when you mess up”?
	listening and trying to understand other points of view?

2. Long-term scheduling is extremely important to every volunteer system. Coalition co-
chairs who establish a consistent cycle of date development and announcements allow 
others to be prepared, develop anticipation, and project a sense of overall direction to all 
segments of the community. When you schedule enough time to plan events on a 12-month 
basis, event implementation becomes less stressful and frantic, and programs have higher 
quality. Long-term scheduling or “calendarization” also allows new volunteers to step in 
and hit the ground running instead of having to start from scratch, since some planning 
has already occurred. It’s more than important. It’s vital to do long-term scheduling if you 
want to involve the community.

So, are you . . .
	using a consistent method to select and announce dates?
	regularly scheduling event-planning sessions on a 12-month basis?
	using the school and community calendars as a basis for coalition date-setting?

3. Replacement strategy is needed to ensure growth of the coalition. Empowerment and 
replacement encourage total involvement of current volunteers. Beginning with a regular 
review of present job descriptions, let volunteers seek their own replacements. Recruiting 
from within for more challenging or responsible jobs helps build a base of experience for the 
future and keeps volunteers from becoming tired of a single job. Systematically develop a 
marketing approach to reach out to the friendship networks of volunteers. Annual marketing 
to pools of volunteer recruits also works. 

 Only a few volunteers are willing to commit their energies for an indefinite period of time. 
Designate terms of office for coalition board members, committee chairs, and committee 
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members. Reappoint your volunteer staff if enthusiasm and ability justify reappointment. 
Give enthused and capable volunteers the opportunity to advance to leadership positions, 
move to new challenges, mentor new volunteers, put a new twist on their responsibilities, 
or take a break by recruiting or identifying a replacement. Staggered, two-year terms for 
committee chairs and coalition board members are reasonable.

 Double your energy level by having committee co-chairs and coalition co-chairs. Recruit 
committee co-chairs from your pool of sparkling committee members. Committee members 
can be recruits or volunteers who complete the Involvement sheet provided in Element 4, 
page 105. In your first year, you will need to assign one committee co-chair to a one-year 
term, the other to a two-year term. This provides options regarding the exiting co-chair at the 
end of the first year. For instance, you can appoint her to an emerging two-year assignment, 
rotate her to another committee, move her to a board position, give her a mentoring role 
or, if she’s less eager, give her a break.

So, are you . . .
	staffing committees with co-chairs who have staggered terms?
	recruiting committee members from interested community members who complete CC! 

Coalition Involvement Forms?
	recruiting committee co-chairs from your pool of active committee members?
	designating two-year terms for coalition leadership positions (except in the first year)?
	allowing exiting co-chairs to take new assignments, reassignments, adjusted 

assignments, or no assignment?
	involving volunteers in finding their replacements?
	recruiting from within for interesting opportunities?
	marketing through the networks of current volunteers?
	using an annual marketing plan?

4. Team-building helps volunteers work together rather than in isolation. It helps them create 
a sense of give-and-take, work out differences together to attain common goals, and see 
the larger picture rather than just their own jobs. Create a climate of mutual support and a 
feeling of “together we can do it,” and you’ll accomplish your other goals more easily.

So, are you . . . 
	helping co-chairs work together?
	helping them work out differences together?
	helping them work toward a common goal and seeing the big picture?
	creating a mutually supportive climate?
	keeping the community’s Six Pillar vision in the forefront of the coalition’s activities?
	creating a sense of “together we can do it”?

5. Important Goals. When it comes down to it, CC! is about people. Its aim is to make people’s 
character better, and it relies on people for its success. People invest talents, energies, and 
time in goals that personally affect them and those they care about. People commit time to 
obtainable, significant, and measurable goals. People participate in activities that support 
their own values and provide opportunities to work with others who share those values. 
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People commit energy to the excitement of accomplished goals and to the likelihood of future 
successes. People gravitate toward opportunities to truly make a significant, observable, 
and positive difference in the community.

So, are you . . .
	training and updating community groups and neighborhoods in the Six Pillars, in 

ethical decision making, and especially in the monthly Pillar-related behavior goals the 
community has established?

	revising, refining, or refreshing the monthly Pillar-related behavior improvement goals 
each year and publicizing the goals?

	encouraging community groups and individuals to commit energy, time, talent, and 
resources to the long-term compelling community character-related vision rather than 
merely committing effort and resources?

	sharing local success stories and human-interest features related to good character?
	sharing testimonials of children and adults who have experienced improvement in the 

ethical climate?
	publicizing interviews with adults and children about monthly Pillars and using 

photographs?
	celebrating weekly, monthly, and yearly improvements in statistics from school records, 

law enforcement, and other community sources?

Combined, these five strategies can lead your coalition to a renewal or recharging. As a coalition 
leader, you must create an atmosphere for ongoing improvement. You must focus on “we can 
make a greater impact on youth” and “we can do it better.” The primary role for coalition co-
chairs is to create a climate for shared leadership focused on continual improvement: in the 
climate the community creates for its children; in the behaviors we teach, enforce, advocate, 
and model; and in the way we work together as a coalition.
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Institutionalizing Character Development
Weaving character development into the very fiber of a school, community, or organization 
is the only way to ensure sustainability. An initiative that rests on the shoulders of one or two 
champions is bound to lose steam and may vanish if those people depart. How can you create 
an ethical culture? There are eight steps:

1. Articulate specific values and primacy of ethics. 

2. Promote ethical conduct in all communications.

3. Integrate ethical standards into all Human Resources procedures.

4. Blend ethical values into all training programs.

5. Conduct regular attitude and behavior surveys and share information with administrators 
and managers.

6. Establish and maintain a credible help line and dissent channel for reporting misconduct.

7. Incorporate a values filter in all decision making and at staff meetings.

8. Regarding mergers or acquisitions, screen top management and corporate culture for 
compatibility of values and provide new company personnel with a values orientation 
shortly after merger (primarily applies to businesses).

Step 1: Articulate Values and Ethics

Review and modify standards of conduct and similar documents to include: 

•	 Statement of organizational values
•	 Guidelines for dealing with value conflicts
•	 Standards for specific functional contexts
•	 Mechanism to deal with improper conduct

Step 2: Promote Conduct in Communications

To reinforce values, use strategies such as:

•	 Articles in newsletters about value conflicts
•	 Information about heroes who made the right decision under difficult circumstances
•	 Information about situations where discipline was required
•	 Awareness items like posters and table tents with hypotheticals
•	 Recognition awards
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Step 3: Integrate Standards in Human Resources

Ensure that hiring and promotions demonstrate high ethical expectations (honesty and 
integrity, respect, and responsibility) and that values are included in performance reviews in 
the following ways: 

Recruiting and Hiring

•	 Explicitly integrate value and conduct goals into the recruiting and hiring processes.
•	 Select employees for character and train for skills.
•	 Establish clear expectations from the beginning.

Performance Reviews, Discipline, and Recognition

•	 Integrate values and conduct objectives into the performance-review process.
•	 Establish discipline practices that uphold high expectations and hold all employees to 

the same standards.
•	 Identify and positively recognize employees who do the right thing under difficult 

circumstances.

Step 4: Integrate Ethics Into Education and Training

Establish ethics-training courses to educate new and veteran employees about values, rules, 
policies, and core ethical principles to assure:

•	 Understanding of values and rules and their underlying rationales
•	 Opportunities to question the sincerity and practicality of the value claims
•	 Development of commitment and problem-solving skills

Step 5: Conduct Surveys and Share Data

Determine the actual attitudes, values, and behaviors that contribute to the ethical climate of 
the organization.

•	 Anonymous survey asking about:
o Attitudes – what would you/should you do?
o Values – ranking, agree/disagree statements
o Conduct observed and engaged in within past year

•	 Focus groups
•	 Personal interviews
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Step 6: Establish a Help Line and Dissent Channel

Establish a credible process for employees to report misconduct without fear of retaliation. 
Feed information learned through complaints and investigations back to administrators and 
integrate it into future trainings and programs.

Step 7: Incorporate a Values Filter

Use a values filter in all decision making and at staff meetings. Filter all actions and decisions 
to see if they uphold all of the Six Pillars (trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, 
caring, and citizenship).

Step 8: Screen Management and Culture Prior to Mergers or Acquisitions

Screen the prospective acquisition’s culture for compatibility in values and provide new personnel 
with a values orientation shortly after hire or merger.

Schools can help ensure CHARACTER COUNTS! survives in the long-term by including it in 
their school improvement plans. CC! is research-supported and meets No Child Left Behind 
requirements.
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Measuring “Where You Are”
Before you officially launch your CC! initiative, you need to assess where you are so you can 
determine where you want to be and measure results. This step is very important, yet often 
gets overlooked. You’ll need this information later to:
 

•	 Gain funding for ongoing programming
•	 Motivate volunteers 
•	 Refocus your efforts 

Benefits of Evaluation
There are many benefits of evaluation, even if they’re delayed. The big payoff arrives in Element 
Six when you compare your before-and-after data. The rewards are many because your 
initiative will be able to:

•	 Prove its effectiveness
•	 Persuade influential entities to endorse the program
•	 Convince others to adopt or keep the program and help it expand
•	 Secure renewable sources of funding more easily 
•	 Identify its strengths and weaknesses for continual improvement
•	 Encourage and recharge everyone involved
•	 Celebrate achievements and recognize exceptional contributions

The key question in evaluation is: “What will tell us if the program’s working?” 

It’s tempting to skip evaluation because it involves delayed gratification. Some folks think, 
“I already know we have problems. Let’s just get to the ‘fixing it’ part!” But try to think ahead 
because your evaluation in Element Six will be substantially richer if your measurements in 
Element Two are thorough. Furthermore, some people may not be aware of all the current 
challenges to good character. Showing them data might help spur them into action.

Two Types of Data
There are two kinds of data you can analyze: quantitative and qualitative.

Quantitative, or “hard” data, focuses on numbers and frequencies and consists of statistics. 
Examples of quantitative data are numbers of discipline referrals, survey scores, or test results. 

Qualitative, or “soft,” “nuanced,” or “contextual” data, focuses on words and meanings. It can 
provide an in-depth description of a situation. Examples of qualitative data are anecdotes and 
informal observations. 

There’s a trade-off between the two, but ultimately you should use them together to gain a 
comprehensive picture. When you say discipline referrals dropped 20 percent from one year to 
the next, that data is hard and indisputable. However, qualitative data can help determine why 
the referrals dropped. Likewise, you could discover quantitatively that 80 percent of teachers 
are integrating character education into their curriculum. Qualitative data can help you discover 
how they’re doing it.
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Typical methods for collecting quantitative data are:

Records – School, law enforcement, and census records are all great sources of data. See 
the chart on pages 293-294  for a list of records that provide useful information.

Surveys – These ask yes-no or multiple-choice questions or have respondents rank opinions 
on a predetermined scale. Often you have to assure respondents that their answers will be 
confidential. In general, scientists consider self-reports reliable sources of information.

Structured interviews – Interviewers follow a pre-set list of questions to solicit concise answers, 
but interviewees are often allowed to expand on their responses.

Structured observations – Observers have a checklist of behaviors or indicators they’re 
looking for. 

Typical methods for collecting qualitative data are:

Testimonials – These are anecdotes about how CC! works on the front lines. Although they’re 
valuable, you need to gather more kinds of data for the evaluation.

Essays – This is a great way to measure how fully integrated character development is in the 
school or community. Essay topics can include students’ actual experiences with CC! or their 
feelings about the importance of character.

Participant observation – Evaluators take detailed field notes over several visits, gaining 
comprehensive insight into procedures.

Unstructured interviews – Although interviewers have prepared questions beforehand, they 
don’t have to stick to the script; they can explore responses with follow-up questions. These 
questions are often more open-ended.

What kind of behaviors you’ll measure and how you’ll measure them must be strategically 
coordinated to your vision and plan. For example, if your goal is to decrease the number of 
discipline referrals for insubordinate behavior, make sure your assessment includes measuring 
the indicators of that behavior as well as the steps taken to reduce it. 

Lastly, check with your school district’s regulations regarding gathering data, conducting surveys, 
and interviewing students. Some districts require parental permission for such research.

Note: There are many more data-collecting tools in these pages, which deal with follow-up 
evaluations. Be sure to review those when putting together your assessment materials.
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Recording Progress Toward Pillar-Related  
Conduct/Behavior Goals

Once you’ve established a vision for your Six Pillar school or community (Element 4; remember, 
the Seven Elements of Implementation are not always sequential and are sometimes 
simultaneous), you will have identified specific conduct and behavior goals and determined 
which month will focus on which goals. Before CC! is launched into the school or community, 
assess where your school or community stands in terms of each goal. For example, if one goal 
is to decrease littering, determine how much trash exists at present so you can tell if CC! has 
had any impact after one year. 

On the following page is the “Tracking Behavior Goals Worksheet” that you can use to record 
qualitative and quantitative descriptions of existing behavior before and after the community 
or school performs a unified “blitz” on that behavior. Record observations and numbers before 
the community-wide focus, at the end of the focus month, six months after, and one year later. 
If behavior improves, note the strategies that seemed impactful. If behaviors don’t improve, 
brainstorm strategies that might be more effective.

Make a copy of the worksheet for each group listed below. If you don’t want to be specific, use 
a chart for youth and a chart for adults.

Pre-K and kindergarten students
Community as a whole
Elementary school students
Middle school students
High school students
Student-athletes
Coaches
Student government
Parents
Business leaders and employers
Adults in the community
Local government
Local media
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Benchmark Data for CHARACTER COUNTS! Initiation
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Benchmark Data for CHARACTER COUNTS! Initiation
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Evaluating Progress
Revisiting Old Data, Gathering New

The data you collect at this point should parallel the data you previously collected. Element 6 
is all about comparison. For example, if you discovered the number of student tardies in the 
year before CC! began, then find out the number since then. Hopefully it has dropped. Even 
if it hasn’t, you’ve learned something useful. Look at your process evaluation to see what’s 
missing in your implementation, then address it.

In this section, we provide you with sample questionnaires, including the survey instrument 
that Josephson Institute uses every other year to assess the ethics of American youth. (The 
results are also included for you here.) Use these to develop your own evaluation tools tailored 
to your specific school or community.

Although gathering data all over again can feel tedious, it is definitely worth the effort and 
attention to detail it requires. When you’re done, you’ll be able to say definitively how successful 
your CC! program has been and identify where adjustments are needed. Like the student waiting 
for his SAT score in the mail, the anticipation can be exciting and nervewracking. Hopefully your 
CC! program has made a significant impact on the heads, hearts, and habits of youths (and 
adults). But don’t expect miracles overnight. Even if your results are less than stellar, they’ll 
help you pinpoint what areas to focus on for the coming year.  

Keep in mind that before-and-after assessments and evaluations need to be an enduring part 
of your CC! initiative. The most sustainable efforts are those that constantly cycle through 
assessment, planning, implementation, and evaluation — reviewing, refocusing, and then 
diving right back into the cycle. 

The national office is always here to help.
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Two Things to Evaluate
After having CC! in place for a year or so, there is one thing you’ll want to know: Is it working? 
There are two ways to measure success. The first is to look at the process: Are you implementing 
the program well? The second is to look at the outcome: Is the program helping youths and 
adults meet the behavior and attitude goals you established? The best evaluations measure 
both process and outcome. 

Examples of process questions:

• How much faculty/staff training is going on?

• How many CC! events took place?

• How often are character issues addressed in the curriculum?

• How committed are people to supporting CC!?

Examples of outcome questions:

• Is the campus or community cleaner?

• Have fights decreased?

• Has the number of dropouts declined?
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What If Your Results Don’t Measure Up?
If your results show less improvement than you’d hoped for, don’t lose heart. True and lasting 
change takes time. Not weeks or months, but years. Consider these questions when figuring 
out how to refocus your initiative:

	 Did everyone involved in implementation get adequate training?

	 Do adults refer to the Pillars frequently and meaningfully in dealing with youth? 

	 Is your initiative deep enough? Are there concerted efforts to do more than simply make 
people aware of the Pillars through posters and T-shirts? 

	 Does the program engage young people? Does it go beyond moralizing and let students 
discuss, role-play, and wrangle with difficult ethical issues?

If your programming isn’t meeting your goals, call the national office for a free consultation. 
We’ll help you identify what you can adjust to best meet your goals.
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1. Decide on a group to evaluate (e.g., parents, educators, youth, or community leaders) 
with assistance from others in your CC! program.

2. Determine whether to do the evaluation yourself or hire an evaluator.

3. Design questions that are developmentally appropriate for the survey group.

4. Review the questions with a population-specific review team.

5. Eliminate inappropriate or ineffective questions by surveying a pilot group of around 50 
individuals.

6. Revise questions if needed.

7. Determine the evaluation site(s) to obtain a good cross-section of your state or commu-
nity (e.g., rural, urban, small town, or specific ethnic groups).

8. Decide who will carry out the steps in the evaluation process (e.g., teachers, ministers, 
youth-organization leaders, businesses, or extension educators). Assign responsibilities 
for:

	 Printing

	 Distribution of evaluation materials to the sites

	 Data collection

	 Data pick-up/shipping from sites

	 Data entry

9. Analyze the results (with an evaluator if appropriate).

10. Share the results with stakeholders.

10 Steps to Develop Your Character-Education Evaluation

Developed by Rachelle Vettern, M.S., CC! National Faculty and former South 
Dakota CC! Project Leader, and Dr. Mary Ellen Aamot, South Dakota State 
Youth Development/4-H Specialist.
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Good Ideas for Fundraising

Funding for Community and 
Educational Organizations

  Safe and Drug-Free Schools Program 
http://www.ed.gov/about/offices/list/osdfs/index.
html
(202) 260-3954
This is the federal government’s primary ve-
hicle for reducing drug, alcohol, and tobacco 
use, and violence through education and pre-
vention activities in schools. Staff are available 
to provide technical assistance on administer-
ing programs and applying for grants.

  Fundsnet Online Services
www.fundsnetservices.com/
This vast site is updated frequently to 
provide nonprofit organizations, colleges, 
and universities with current information on 
financial resources available online. Also 
included: grant-writing resources, a grants 
and fundraising web directory, and a list of 
education grants.

  Promising Initiatives to Improve Education 
in Your Community
http://www.ed.gov/pubs/promisinginitiatives/index.
html
This guide provides detailed information 
on specific programs, including 21st-Cen-
tury Community Learning Centers (www.
ed.gov/21stcclc). The complete guide, which 
includes descriptions of exemplary projects 
and links to related resources, may be down-
loaded as a PDF or as a Word document.

	Grants.gov
http://www.grants.gov/
This government website is designed to help 
nonprofits find, apply for, and win federal 
grants. Grants.gov is a central storehouse for 
information on over 1,000 grant programs and 
provides access to approximately $400 billion 
in annual awards.

 National 4-H Council Youth Grants Program
http://www.fourhcouncil.edu/default.aspx
The National 4-H Council offers grants for 
youth at the community, county, and state 
levels. These grants seek to help young 
people take a leadership role in improving 
their communities. They design the project, 
write proposals, implement the projects, and 
evaluate them.

  Office of Juvenile Justice and 
Delinquency Prevention – Grants & Funding
http://ojjdp.ncjrs.gov/index.html
The OJJDP offers grants to community orga-
nizations working with at-risk youth. Updates 
on funding opportunities are available on its 
website.

General Tips on Fundraising

  The Grantsmanship Center
http://www.tgci.com/
(213) 482-9860
This website includes information on training, 
articles from the center’s magazine, tips on 
grant – writing, and samples of successful 
proposals.

Local activists raised $6,100 at the fourth annual 
CHARACTER COUNTS! Akron Day at Canal Park, home 
of the Akron Aeros, the town’s minor league baseball team. 
Below: Dr. Sylvester Small, superintendent of Akron Public 
Schools, and Judge Carla Moore of the Akron municipal 
court.
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  Grassroots Fundraising Journal
http://www.grassrootsfundraising.org/
(888) 458-8588 
This publ icat ion provides pract ical 
information on “funding the work of social 
justice and social change.”  

  National Youth Development Information 
Center – Funding Opportunities for Youth 
Development Programs
http://www.nassembly.org/nydic/
This extensive website includes information 
on funds for youth-development programs 
with links and listings of resources, including 
local, state, and national foundations.

  The Foundation Center
http://foundationcenter.org/
(212) 620-4230 or (800) 424-9836
The Foundation Center collects, organizes, 
analyzes, and disseminates information on 
foundations, corporate giving, and related 
subjects. 

  The Chronicle of Philanthropy
http://philanthropy.com
This website provides useful information for 
charity leaders, fund raisers, grant makers, 
and other people involved in philanthropic 
enterprise. Full access to the site is available 
to subscribers only.

  Fundraising Yellow Pages
http://www.fundraising-yellow-pages.com/
This site provides fundraising ideas for 
nonprofit groups and includes links to 
companies that offer fundraising products 
and services.

 Association of Fundraising Professionals
http://www.afpnet.org/
Although some areas are available only to 
members, other parts of the site include 
useful information on grantwriting. There’s 
even a section devoted to ethics.

  GrantProposal.com
http://www.grantproposal.com/
Intended “for both advanced grantwriting 
consultants and inexperienced nonprofit 
staff,” this site leads grantseekers through 
all stages of the application process. The 
site also contains a section of “hundreds of 
tips” for grantwriting.

  USA.gov for Nonprofits
http://www.usa.gov/Business/Nonprofit.shtml
This federal government resource directs 
nonprofit organizations to online information 
and services. The site includes links to 
relevant cabinet departments and agencies, 
and it contains information about grants, 
regulations, and taxes.

  A Toolkit for Funding
http://www.connectforkids.org/node/245
This article from Connect for Kids includes 
useful information and links.

This article was reprinted from the Good Ideas book.
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More Fundraising Ideas

Food Events/Sales
Bake sale
Pie auction
Cake walk
Chili cook-off
Barbecue grill-off
Homemade ice cream
Sundae supper
Pie bake-off
Pancake supper or breakfast
Omelet event (with State Egg Commission)
Chocolate fest
Low-carb CC! supper
Cooking class
Cake decorating class
Crepes for character
Salad supper
Deliver birthday cakes to the dorm
CC! campfire cook-out (for couples, singles,   
   or families)
Lemonade stand
Soup supper
Smoothie stand
Milkshake contest
Box lunches for a local event
Box suppers for a local event
International eating event
Cajun cook-off
Fish fry
World’s biggest (or best) hamburger cook-out
Sell hotdogs at local events
Prepare and deliver snack bags during                                                                                          
    finals week
Dessert and coffee after local concerts,            
    plays, or events
$100-a-plate dinner
Popcorn & movie night
Seafood supper
Luau
Candlelight & character dinner
Outdoor concert with picnic or box supper
Coffee shop after-school or community 
event
Bottled water at local events
Hot chocolate at winter event

Iced tea at summer event
Spaghetti supper
Auction-off dinner in the home of ______
Fair booth (caramel apples, corn on the cob, 
   smoothies, lemonade, etc.)
Cookie decorating
Popsicles after fun-run/walk 
Candy-grams (students buy suckers to send      
    to fellow students)

Services as Fundraisers
Kid auction: Friends of CC! bid on jobs teens 
   have volunteered to do (babysitting, yard-
   work, housework, etc.)
Car wash
Mom’s night out or Mom’s day out
Holiday gift-wrap booth
Petting zoo (invite day-care centers and     
    pre-schools)
Sitter services at the mall
Holiday tree decorating
Pumpkin decorating
Face painting
Photo with Elvis, Santa, Easter Bunny, 
Turkey
Photo with a Pillar of character
Antique appraisal event

Product Sales for Fundraising
Cookbooks
Candles
CC! (kid-designed) T-shirts
Kid-designed holiday cards
Bumper stickers
Refrigerator magnets
First – aid kits
Berry bushes
Trees for planting
License plates
Tapes, CDs, or DVDs of the local CC!    
    program’s performances and         
    presentations
(especially if they featured local children)
CC! banners designed by students
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Auction CC! quilt
Art auction
Community-wide yard sale
Class project auction
Celebrity sports item auction
CC! bracelets
CC! wristbands
Plants
Bricks “in honor of” or “in memory 
    of” people to be placed on a “Wall of   
    Character” or a “Path of Good Character”
Engraved metal plates that honor individuals 
    (to be put on park benches, street-light 
poles, buildings, chairs, rooms, etc.)
Monthly sponsorships (“Trustworthiness 
brought to you by ____”)

Active Events for Fundraising
Character camp
Marathon
Walk-a-thon (6K - Six Pillar walk)
Rock-a-thon
Dance-a-thon
Swim-a-thon
Golf tournament
Powder-Puff football tournament

Tag-football tournament
Tennis tournament
Auction items confiscated by police (cars, 
    trucks, etc.)
Pet show
Bike rodeo
Car show
Antique car show
Plant show
Quilt show
Craft show
Talent show
Car wash
Awards banquet
Ads in awards booklet
Softball tournament 
Silent auction
Live auction
Student art auction
Raffles
Recycle cans for character
Invite locally acclaimed chef to do a demo 
and dinner
Bingo night (get local businesses to donate 
   prizes)
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December 2003

THE ROAD TO GRANT FUNDING: Finding 
the Right Grantmaker

A grant is a match between you and an organization that backs you. So at the outset you 
must draw up a list of potentially receptive grantmakers. The task is obviously critical. 
Approach the wrong people and your request is doomed, no matter how worthy. So how do 
you proceed?

A good first step is to visit the website of the Foundation Center at www.fdncenter.org and 
check its vast directory of listings. You have to pay a monthly fee for access, but the reward 
can dwarf it. 

Once you have access, bring up the search screen. It offers numerous ways to hunt down 
likely grantmakers. The most effective is “Text Search” at the bottom, which checks entire 
listings. Productive key words include: “character,” “character education,” “youth violence,” 
“youth services,” “youth development,” and “child development.”

After the search brings up a list of candidate funders, sieve through them to find good 
matches. The process takes time. It can also be vexing, since sometimes a funder will seem 
ideal until you spot a lethal phrase in the fine print. 

If the grantmaker looks promising, visit its website. Information there will be more up-to-date, 
precise, and extensive than in the Foundation Directory, though the directory commonly 
offers a useful summary. The listing will give you the URL.

With the grantmaker’s website before you, look for these critical facts:

1. Openness to applications. Make sure the funder is still accepting letters of inquiry 
and proposals from unfamiliar applicants. In the last few years, some have limited 
their giving solely to applicants they know. You can usually resolve this matter at the 
site’s proposal guidelines. 

2. Subject area. Does the grantmaker fund programs related to character? This 
question can be surprisingly tricky to answer. A few grantmakers refer directly to 
improving character, but more often they speak generally in terms of “enhancing 
the community,” “creating a healthier atmosphere for people to live and work in,” 
“bettering education for all,” etc. In such cases, the grantmaker is usually leaving the 
door open, and you may — or may not — be able to sway it with a good proposal. 
Also consider grantmakers interested in reducing youth crime, drug abuse, or 
violence. One organization that explicitly funds character education is The John 
Templeton Foundation (www.templeton.org/grants.asp).
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3. Geographic area. Does the grantmaker fund programs in your region? Most of them 
channel funds to a narrow area. Determine where the agency allots its grants and 
pay attention to it. If it focuses on Chicago and you’re in Miami, don’t bother.

4. Type of financial need. Will the grant cover your need? Grantmakers can be very 
specific about how you spend their money. For instance, they may require you to 
use it as seed money or for capital expenditures. You probably want a project grant. 
If you’re lucky enough, you may get an operating grant that will fund the underlying 
expenses of your organization such as rent.

5. Dollar range. Some agencies offer huge grants (between $100,000 and $500,000). 
Your request may well be far smaller, the kind of proposal this agency doesn’t 
consider. So identify how much money you need and seek grantmakers who offer 
that amount. Don’t be misled by the average size of an agency’s grants. Look to see 
if your request falls within its typical range. For instance, an average grant may be 
$100,000, but the range could be $10,000 to $150,000.

The five criteria above are all crucial. Cheryl Clarke in her useful book Storytelling for 
Grantseekers suggests a nonessential one: contacts. Here, as elsewhere, it can help if 
someone in your organization knows someone in the granting organization. To find out if 
anyone does, make a list of the grantmaker’s officers and directors and circulate it among 
the people associated with your CC! group. We live in a networked world and contacts 
between people are surprisingly common. On the other hand, understand that you don’t 
necessarily need contacts to get a grant.
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February 2004

THE ROAD TO GRANT FUNDING: Five Rules for 
Successful Proposals

Last month we discussed the letter of inquiry (LOI), which can open the door to funders. But 
a good LOI only wins you an audience. The funder will next ask to see a proposal, and the 
proposal generates the funding. How do you craft it?

Here are five rules for proposals that work:

Rule 1: Know what kind of grant you’re asking for. Among the most common are:

•	 Program or project grants, which support a specific project or program. You’ll 
probably be seeking this kind of grant. State your planned activities and outcomes, 
and funding goes for that project only.

•	 Operating support grants, which cover the ongoing costs of your organization or 
program such as rent, salaries, supplies, insurance, and equipment. These are the 
most valuable grants and the hardest to get since they sustain the least glamorous 
aspects of your work.

•	 Capital support grants, which fund expenses like buildings, construction, and major 
equipment. Unlike operating support, these tend to cover one-time outlays.

•	 Matching grants, in which the funder matches the amount you raise from another 
source.

Rule 2: Don’t make the proposal too long or too short. The grantmaker will often state the 
length it wants. If it doesn’t, make the proposal as long as it needs to be — and no longer. 
Funders are busy and appreciate brevity.

Rule 3: Understand your core goals. A successful proposal is typically:

1.  Responsive. Tailor your appeal to the grantor, particularly in these areas: 

•	 Interests. Emphasize how CC! will advance the grantmaker’s goals. For instance, if 
the grantor seeks to build kids’ commitment to school, highlight the success of CC! 
in this area. If it focuses on cutting youth violence, stress that aspect. Occasionally, 
statements on the funder’s website conflict with those from the Foundation Center, 
the main clearinghouse for grant information. In such cases, favor the funder’s 
website since it’s usually more recent and authoritative.

•	 Proposal structure. Grantors commonly specify that you provide a, b, c, d— in that 
order. Follow these instructions explicitly.

•	 Requirements. Especially be sure to meet each of the grantmaker’s requirements. 
For instance, if the funder says your community benefits must extend to hospitals, 
make sure to say they do. Don’t let a simple oversight here doom your request. 
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2. Pragmatic. Contrary to most people’s assumptions, your basic idea is not the key to 
the proposal. Grantmakers hear good ideas all the time. Instead, their focus is on 
implementation. They want to know it will work. To convince them, you need a plan that 
is both realistic and time-based, has clear and measurable goals, and presents evidence 
of the benefits CC! has brought other communities.  

3. Clear. Many proposals fail not because the cause isn’t worthy, but because the 
presentation is disorganized or vague. So keep your structure logical and your prose 
lucid. Favor shorter sentences. Use apt, lively words rather than gray institutional jargon 
and legalese. Cut redundancy. Employ the active voice instead of the passive (“CC! will 
enhance school climate” rather than “School climate will be enhanced by CC!.”) The 
grantmaker should never have to work to grasp your meaning.  

4. Specific. Shun generalities and state your plans precisely. For instance, instead of “We’ll 
use art to teach the Six Pillars,” say, “We’ll stage a watercolor contest for first- to sixth-
graders, and the students at each level who best illustrate the Six Pillars will win passes 
to an amusement park.” Substitute the concrete for the abstract wherever possible. 

5. Honest. Don’t try to hype grantmakers. They have good instincts about which plans will 
work; it’s their job to separate the solid from the frail. Don’t overstate your case or the 
results they can achieve. It’s better to deliver more than you promise. In particular, don’t 
be afraid to ask for the amount you really need. You don’t want to get the grant and 
find out too late that you’re still under-funded. That means accurately determining your 
needs, thinking all the costs through. If you carefully analyze your budget, you’ll impress 
the grantmaker with your solidity and make a better argument.

Rule 4: Understand how to hold the grantmaker’s attention. A good proposal is 
simultaneously a story, an argument, and a business plan. Like a good story, it should hook 
the grantmaker’s attention early, maintain suspense with a vivid sketch of the problem, and 
resolve it with the project description. Like an argument, it should stress the importance of 
the problem and explain persuasively how you’ll alleviate it. Like an effective business plan, 
it should offer a solid, well-conceived course of action.

Rule 5: Structure the proposal sensibly. If the funder provides an outline, follow it to the 
letter. If not, consider using the structure below taken from the Foundation Center’s free 
short course on proposal writing. It has six parts:

1. Executive Summary (one page)

The Executive Summary is the most critical part of the document. It creates the first 
impression and lingers longest in memory. Moreover, funders receive a torrent of 
proposals and can’t read them all, so they often use this page as a test of whether to 
continue. The Executive Summary should contain:

a. Problem. Pique the grantmaker’s interest at once (1-2 paragraphs).
b. Solution. Describe your CC! plan, make a brief but compelling argument for it, and 

cite the results of the South Dakota study (1-2 paragraphs).
c. Funding requirements. Explain how much you need and how you’ll fund it (1 

paragraph).
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d. Your organization. Show you have the expertise to carry out the CC! program (1 
paragraph).

Write the Executive Summary last when you have the clearest sense of your key points.

2. Statement of Need (two pages) 

Why is action necessary? Here you dramatize the problem of poor character and its 
consequences such as lying, cheating, and stealing. Lead with a real-life example 
from your community. Use results from Josephson Institute’s Report Card on the 
Ethics of American Youth (http://www.josephsoninstitute.org/Survey2002/survey2002-
pressrelease.htm). Supplement them with the 2001 Youth Risk Behavior Surveillance 
from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (http://www.cdc.gov/nccdphp/dash/
yrbs). Be strong, but don’t overstate. Frame the problem as one you can significantly 
influence.

3. Project Description (three pages)

How will your CC! program help? Grantmakers focus on implementation. First they’ll 
want to know that CC! works. Second, they’ll want to know that your plan will work. So 
highlight the South Dakota study — the scientific research on up to 8,000 students 
that shows CC!’s striking success — and mention the other evidence available at 
charactercounts.org. Next, describe how you will use CC!: what you’ll do, how and 
where you’ll do it, how long the CC! program will last, who’ll staff it, how many people will 
benefit, and how you’ll assess its results. Put forth a plan that’s both realistic and time-
based, with clear and measurable goals.

4. Budget (one page)

How will you spend the grantmaker’s money? Think of all likely expenses. Don’t be 
afraid to ask for what you need. Make sure your budget is reasonable and jibes with the 
rest of the proposal. Be honest with the funder.

5. Organization (one page)

Why is your group right for this task? Describe your organization, focusing on its capacity 
to carry out the CC! program. Stress your years of work with CC!, any successes, and 
any experience relevant to your proposal.

6. Conclusion (two paragraphs)

A good conclusion should restate key points and sum up. Craft these paragraphs 
carefully. They’re the icing on the proposal.

Writing grant proposals is an art. If you’re serious about winning a grant, you’ll need a 
detailed description of proposal writing. For more information about each of these sections, 
go to the Foundation Center at http://fdncenter.org/learn/shortcourse/prop1.html.

Cheryl A. Clarke’s Storytelling for Grantseekers (Jossey-Bass, 2001, $26) offers an even 
more extended treatment with many tips for holding grantmakers’ interest.
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January 2004

THE ROAD TO GRANT FUNDING: The Letter of Inquiry

Once you narrow your grant search to likely funders, how do you approach them? The 
two main avenues are a letter of inquiry (LOI) and a full proposal. Use the one the grantor 
specifies (a letter of inquiry is most common). 

As opposed to a proposal, a LOI is short, usually two pages, and sets forth your idea. It’s a 
request to consider the proposal. Thus, it must pique the funder’s interest.

How do you construct it? What do you say to spur interest in your project?

First, study the requirements of the foundation carefully. Heed those on its website over 
the summary from the Foundation Center since the website will be more recent and 
authoritative. Grantors commonly specify that you provide a, b, c, d — in that order. Follow 
its instructions explicitly. 

Be sure to orient your letter toward the interests of the grantmaker. If it mainly funds youth 
violence reduction, emphasize the success of CC! in that area. If it focuses on building 
character, stress that aspect.

Clarity is essential. LOIs and proposals pour into grantmakers every day. Many won’t bother 
to read an LOI if it’s opaque. 

A clean structure is essential to clarity, so organize the LOI. Give each paragraph a topic 
sentence that sums it up. You may want to bold or italicize certain sentences for emphasis so 
the grantmaker can skim the letter and quickly grasp it. Consider using bullets to clarify points.

Use words clearly. Cut not only the repetitive, but the unnecessary. Employ short, direct 
words where they can replace longer ones. Don’t inflate your language to impress the 
grantmaker. You’ll likely create the opposite effect.

Below is a sample LOI. Again, be sure your letter follows the grantmaker’s guidelines. Don’t 
copy this sample. Rather, use it as a guide to your own LOI. 

SAMPLE LETTER OF INQUIRY

Dear [Mr. or Ms. X]:

[Name of your organization] requests evaluation of a [dollar amount] proposal to build the 
character of youth in [number, kind, and location of schools]. We will increase students’ ethical 
behavior, enhance their commitment to education, and reduce their rate of delinquency 
through the proven character-development program CHARACTER COUNTS! (CC!). 
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The nonpartisan 501(c)(3) [name of organization] will implement CC! over [length of time]. 
After that, it can continue indefinitely. The ultimate per-student cost could be pennies.

What is CC!?  Founded by renowned ethicist Michael Josephson, it is the nation’s 
leading character-education framework, reaching at least 5 million youth in schools and 
organizations across the country. CC! is also the centerpiece of the CHARACTER COUNTS! 
Coalition, whose nearly 900 members include the National 4-H, Camp Fire Boys and Girls, 
the American Federation of Teachers, the NEA, the National Association of Secondary 
School Principals, Boys and Girls Clubs, Big Brothers Big Sisters, AYSO, United Way of 
America, Little League Baseball, and the United States Army, Child & Youth Services.

How does CC! work? The project operates in two phases. First, educators from the [school 
or schools] will enroll in a Character Development Seminar (CDS). More than 7,000 people 
have graduated from these seminars so far. The CDS will train them in the CC! approach 
and the Six Pillars of Character: trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, and 
citizenship. 

Second, these graduates will return to the [school or schools] and implement CC!. They will 
train other teachers and staff, who will determine how best to merge the Six Pillar values into 
daily lessons. The program will thus use the insights of on-site personnel to reach students. 
Teachers and steering committees will also spread CC! to families and the community. As a 
result, students will absorb the Six Pillar values into their everyday decision making. 

What is the impact of CC!? A university-based study in South Dakota—involving more than 
8,000 middle and high school students—showed that CC! has powerful effects:

It cuts violence. Students who said they had used physical force against someone who 
insulted them dropped 33 percent over three years of exposure to CC!. 

It cuts other criminal acts. After CC!, incidents by students who said they had:

•	 Broken into another’s property dropped 50 percent 
•	 Used a fake ID dropped 56 percent 
•	 Taken something without paying dropped 46 percent
•	 Defaced or vandalized property dropped 46 percent 
•	 Drunk alcoholic beverages dropped 31 percent
•	 Taken illegal drugs dropped 32 percent

According to the 2001 Surgeon General’s Report on Youth and Violence, criminality is one of 
the four most important risk factors for violence in children 12-14.

 It enhances the social climate. “It’s like night and day,” said Linda Jones when she was 
overseeing CC!  in the Dallas public schools. “The whole emotional atmosphere of the 
building changes. It becomes a kinder, gentler place.” After CC!, incidents by South Dakota 
students who said they had:
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•	 Teased someone because of race or ethnicity dropped 45 percent
•	 Received a detention or suspension dropped 28 percent 

It strengthens students’ commitment to school. In South Dakota, CC! led to changes that 
suggested greater involvement in school. Incidents of students who said they had: 

•	 Cheated on an exam dropped 30 percent
•	 Missed class without a legitimate excuse dropped 39 percent 
•	 Failed to get schoolwork done on time dropped 24 percent
•	 Lied to a teacher dropped 35 percent

[Name of organization] will scientifically measure the success of the program. It will 
use student self-reports of their own behavior, teacher observations, grade records, school 
discipline records, and local crime rates.

Improved character can last a lifetime and bestow crucial benefits. Good behavior 
breeds self-sufficiency, since character requires reliance on one’s internalized values. It 
enhances the quality of education by reducing time that teachers spend on discipline and 
brightening the social atmosphere. It strengthens families as members learn to show more 
respect and thoughtfulness for each other. It reduces the chance of high-risk behaviors. 
Ultimately, it enables children to attain the potential that lies within them.

We would welcome the opportunity to partner with [name of organization] in improving the 
character of [name of area] youth. Thank you for considering this letter of inquiry. I look 
forward to hearing from you.

Best regards,

[Your Name]



SAMPLES
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Lipscomb University’s Center for Character Development 
CC! Vision
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Mission Statement 
We want to create a community where the Six Pillars of Character are understood 
and seen in every segment of the City so that youth and adults in Knoxville will be 
continually reminded of the importance of good behavior. Our vision is to elevate 
the quality of character throughout the city to enable Knoxville to become one of the 
best places in the country in which to live, to raise children, to go to school, and to 
conduct business.

Mission Statement for CC! of Knoxville/Knox County
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Knox County’s Purpose and Approach
The Purpose and Approach of CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition 

The Purpose 

The purpose of the CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition is to fortify the lives of America’s young 
people with consensus ethical values called the “Six Pillars of Character”. These values, which 
transcend divisions of race, creed, politics, gender and wealth, are: 
trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring and citizenship.  

The Approach 

It just makes sense to teach young people right from wrong, in the classroom, living room and 
locker room. We want to be surrounded by good people, people we can trust to make decisions 
according to principle rather than expediency. After all, what are education, coaching and child 
rearing supposed to be about? Developing good people who can live healthy, happy lives of 
purpose -or just clever people who can pass a ball or a test? 

The commitment of adults to be models of good character and spend time with young people 
yearn for consistent adult involvement, and when they get it, according to surveys and plain 
common sense, they are less inclined toward irresponsible sexual activity, drug and alcohol 
use, suicide attempts, vandalism and other problems. [Michigan State University poll of 13,000 
adolescents in early 1995] Adults, in turn, need support from society’s institutions. 

That kind of support network requires consensus and coordination among the men and women of 
various ages, races, politics and creeds who make up those institutions. They will need to agree on 
common values and teach them in work and deed. 

The Coalition works to overcome the false but surprisingly powerful notion that no single value is 
intrinsically superior to another; that ethical values vary by race, class, gender and politics; that 
greed and fairness, cheating and honesty carry the same moral weight, simply depending on one’s 
perspective and immediate needs. 

Effective character education does not dismiss the importance of self-esteem, but maintains 
that ethical values must be ranked above expedience and personal preference. Character 
education sets up objective criteria of virtue and encourages young people to adopt then as 
ground rules for life. 

More information on the Coalition can be found at the CHARACTER COUNTS! Web page at 
www.CharacterCounts.com. 
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Sample Ideas to Meet Florida State Standards
The Martin County School District in Florida created these ways to meet its state standards.
The entire collection of Florida state academic standards is available for download at 
http://www.charactercounts.org/standards.htm

Courtesy of Martin County School District: Robyn Vanover (Safe & Drug Free Schools coordinator), Diane Gumbinner, Dorcas Boucher, 
Dana Stipo, and Dr. Blanche Wells. Also courtesy of Martin County CHARACTER COUNTS!: Terri May, program director.

The WiseSkills guide for teachers is available from the CHARACTER COUNTS! national office: 
(800) 711-2670 • www.CharacterCounts.org

LEVEL LINKS BENCHMARK
(The student . . .) 

Reads books about responsibility and discusses 
classroom jobs. 

Discusses his or her own property (i.e., backpacks, 
items in cubbies and school property in the 
classroom. 

Shows responsibility by performing a classroom 
task.

A.1.1.9 Knows that a responsibility is 
a duty to do something or not to do 
something. 

A.1.1.10 Knows the sources of 
responsibility, examples of situations 
involving responsibility and some of 
the benefits of fulfilling 
responsibilities.

A.1.1.11 Knows that the right to 
privacy is a personal right guaranteed 
by the United States Constitution and 
knows when privacy is expected. 

SS C.2.1.2 
Wise Words 
-Responsibility
-Self-Discipline 
Pro-Social
Skills
SS C.2.1.3 
Wise Words 
-Citizenship 
-Responsibility

SS C.2.1.4 
Wise Words 
-Citizenship 

Pre-K-2

Pre-K-2

Pre-K-2

SAMPLE PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 
(Benchmarks may be demonstrated when the 

student . . .) 

STANDARD: 1. The student demonstrates comprehension of concepts related to character. 

STRAND: A. Character Literacy 

LEVEL LINKS BENCHMARK
(The student . . .) 

Participates in a canned food drive to help needy 
families and/or participates in a Toys-for-Tots 
program.   

Controls movements and is aware of space while 
running, hopping and skipping in different ways in 
a large group without bumping into others or 
falling down. 

Explains safety rules and uses space and 
equipment during activities in a safe and 
appropriate manner. 

C.1.1.1 Participates in a school-wide 
community service project. 

C.1.1.2 Understands the importance of 
being aware of one’s surroundings and 
acting in a safe manner while 
participating in physical activity 
settings.

Wise Words 
-Citizenship 
-Responsibility
Pro-Social Skills 
Peace
Education
Character
Counts

HE B.2.1.1 
B.2
Pro-Social
Skills
Wise Words 
-Responsibility
-Citizenship 
(Fairness) 
Peace
Education
Character

Pre-K-2

Pre-K-2

SAMPLE PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 
(Benchmarks may be demonstrated when the 

student . . .) 

STANDARD: 1. The student identifies and addresses issues that impact personal, family, community, state, national and 
world character. 

STRAND: C. Advocacy and Promotion of Character  

Florida State Standards
Grade Level: PreK–2
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Sample Ideas to Meet Florida State Standards
Florida State Standards
Grade Level: 3–5

STRAND: A. Character Literacy 

LEVEL LINKS BENCHMARK
(The student . . .) 

Chooses a historical document or historical figure 
and presents an overview of the character 
concepts.

Works in a small group to determine which level 
of government has the primary responsibility for a 
variety of public services (e.g., education, law 
enforcement road maintenance and public 
transportation). 

Investigates the responsibilities of the three levels 
of government and makes a decision as to which 
level of government he or she would prefer to 
serve.  The student should then write an essay 
explaining the reasons for his or her decision. 

A.1.2.4 Understands the principal 
ideas expressed in significant 
historical documents and by historical 
figures.

A.1.2.5 Identifies the structure and 
function of local, state and federal 
governments under the framework of 
the Constitutions of Florida and the 
United States. 

A.1.2.6 Understands the structure, 
functions and primary responsibilities 
of executive, legislative and judicial 
branches of governments and 
understands how all three branches of 
government promote the common 

d d t t i di id l i ht

SS A.4.2.4 
Citizenship 
Wise
Skills,p197

SS C.1.2.1 
Citizenship 
Responsibility

SS C.1.2.2 
Citizenship 
Responsibility

Grades 3-5 

Grades 3-5 

Grades 3-5 

SAMPLE PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 
(Benchmarks may be demonstrated when the 

student . . .) 

STANDARD: 1. The student demonstrates comprehension of concepts related to character. 

Courtesy of Martin County School District: Robyn Vanover (Safe & Drug Free Schools coordinator), Diane Gumbinner, Dorcas Boucher, 
Dana Stipo, and Dr. Blanche Wells. Also courtesy of Martin County CHARACTER COUNTS!: Terri May, program director.

The WiseSkills guide for teachers is available from the CHARACTER COUNTS! national office: 
(800) 711-2670 • www.CharacterCounts.org

LEVEL LINKS BENCHMARK
(The student . . .) 

Analyzes the conclusions of members of a team 
and reaches consensus. 

Participates in a small group retelling of either 
The Three Little Wolves or The Big Bad Pig or 
some other once upon a time tale.  Students will 
share and discuss the guidelines before they begin. 

Brings an object to class and drops it in a shoebox.
The object should be something that would make 
an interesting artifact if it were buried 
underground and rediscovered centuries later.
The teacher will shake the box and distribute the 
artifacts.  Students will write a description from 
the point of view of someone who is encountering 
the object for the first time.  Students will read 
their description aloud while classmates try to 
guess what the object is.

B.1.2.20 Knows that to work 
collaboratively all team members 
should be free to reach, explain and 
justify their own individual 
conclusions.

B.1.2.21 Carries on an extended 
conversation with a group of friends. 

B.1.2.22 Listens attentively to the 
speaker, including making eye contact 
and facing the speaker. 

SC H.1.2.3 
Trustworthiness 
Respect 
Responsibility 
Wise Skills 

LA C 1.2.3 
B.1
Respect
Fairness
Wise Skills 

LA C.1.2.4 
B.1
HM/3
T 3, P 275 B 
Respect
Fairness
Wise Skills-
Activites
section

Grades 3-5 

Grades 3-5 

HM = 
Houghton

Mifflin
L = Level 
T = Theme 
P =  Page(s)

SAMPLE PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 
(Benchmarks may be demonstrated when the 

student . . .) 

STANDARD: 1. The student applies interpersonal and social skills in relationships that lend to individual growth, maturity and 
good character.

STRAND: B. Character Enhancing Behavior 
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Sample Ideas to Meet Florida State Standards
Florida State Standards
Grade Level: 6–8

LEVEL LINKS BENCHMARK
(The student . . .) 

Compares and contrasts two pieces of art. 

Reads a variety of selections and recognizes 
situations in which slang or colloquial language is 
used to shape the reader‘s reactions or 
perceptions.

Rewrites a factual article, slanting it. 

Identifies an example of the need for truth in 
advertising.

A.3.3.5 Determines main concept, 
supporting details, stereotypes, bias 
and persuasion techniques in a non-
print message. 

A.3.3.6 Selects language that shapes 
reactions, perceptions and beliefs. 

A.3.3.7 Understands specific ways 
that mass media can potentially 
enhance or manipulate information. 

A.3.3.8 Understands that laws exist 
that govern what can and cannot be 
done with mass media. 

LA C.2.3.1 

LA D.2.3.1 

LA D.2.3.6 

LA D.2.3.7 

WL
Honesty 99-
101

Grade 6 

Grade 6 

Grade 6 

Grade 6 

SAMPLE PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 
(Benchmarks may be demonstrated when the 

student . . .) 

STANDARD: 3. The student analyzes the influences of culture, media, technology and other factors on ethical behaviors. 

STRAND: A. Character Literacy 

Courtesy of Martin County School District: Robyn Vanover (Safe & Drug Free Schools coordinator), Diane Gumbinner, Dorcas Boucher, 
Dana Stipo, and Dr. Blanche Wells. Also courtesy of Martin County CHARACTER COUNTS!: Terri May, program director.

The WiseSkills guide for teachers is available from the CHARACTER COUNTS! national office: 
(800) 711-2670 • www.CharacterCounts.org

LEVEL LINKS BENCHMARK
(The student . . .) 

Demonstrates leadership in teaching others skills 
and working on projects. 

Utilizes a variety of school based, work based and 
community resources to research and report. 

Discusses the negative effects of performance-
enhancing drugs such as steroids (e.g., discusses 
why people use them and the physical 
consequences of prolonged use). 

Demonstrates the use of CPR, first aid and water 
safety.

B.1.3.21 Directs others in group 
projects.

B.1.3.22 Participates in social and/or 
environmental projects which impact 
the school and/or community. 

B.1.3.23 Knows the effects of 
substance abuse on personal health 
and performance in physical activity. 

B.1.3.24 Demonstrates appropriate 
responses to emergency situations 
associated with physical activity (e.g., 
remain calm, keep injured person still 
and seek help). 

Applied Tech.
6.1.3.4
WL
Dependability
59-61
Being a Good 
Example 71-73 

WL
Service 139-
141
Good
Citizenship 
143-145

HE B.2.3.2 
WL
Facing
Challenges 
117-119

HE B 2 3 1

Grades 6-8 

Grades 6-8 

Grades 6-8 

Grades 6-8 

SAMPLE PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 
(Benchmarks may be demonstrated when the 

student . . .) 

STANDARD: 1. The student applies interpersonal and social skills in relationships that lend to individual growth, maturity 
and good character. 

STRAND: B. Character Enhancing Behavior 
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Sample Ideas to Meet Florida State Standards
Florida State Standards
Grade Level: 9-12

LEVEL LINKS BENCHMARK
(The student . . .) 

Keeps a log of materials he or she reads and uses 
this log to identify preferences regarding fiction 
and nonfiction. (including a list of positive 
character traits possessed by characters within 
reading selection)

Participates in a class project of  small groups of 
students researching how a text is viewed 
according to a certain perspective (such as 
historical, psychoanalytical and various cultural 
perspectives as well as character qualities) and 
present their perspectives to the class. 

Selects a work that people have  read for 
generations and researches the different ways that 
people have interpreted it and responded to it over 
the years. Discuss orally/written format how 
different character traits a person possesses 
might influence their reading selections and how a 
text is accepted over time and cultures 

A.1.4.1 Describes and evaluates 
personal preferences regarding fiction 
and nonfiction. 

A.1.4.2 Examines a literary selection 
from several critical perspectives. 

A.1.4.3 Knows that people respond 
differently to texts based on their 
background knowledge, purpose and 
point of view. 

LA A.2.4.3 
Wise Skills 
(WS) Eng. 
* any 
character
category
LA E.2.4.7 
(WS) English 

*any character 
category

LA E.2.4.8 
(WS) Eng. & 
Social Studies 

Grades 9-12 

Grades 9-12 

Grades 9-12 

SAMPLE PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 
(Benchmarks may be demonstrated when the 

student . . .) 

STANDARD: 1. The student demonstrates comprehension of concepts related to character. 

STRAND: A. Character Literacy 

Courtesy of Martin County School District: Robyn Vanover (Safe & Drug Free Schools coordinator), Diane Gumbinner, Dorcas Boucher, 
Dana Stipo, and Dr. Blanche Wells. Also courtesy of Martin County CHARACTER COUNTS!: Terri May, program director.

The WiseSkills guide for teachers is available from the CHARACTER COUNTS! national office: 
(800) 711-2670 • www.CharacterCounts.org

STRAND: C. Advocacy and Promotion of Character 

LEVEL LINKS BENCHMARK
(The student . . .) 

Serves as a peer mediator. 

Serves as a member of a specific extra curricular 
activity such as leadership, S.A.D.D., T.A.T.U. 

Writes a letter, sends a fax or sends an e-mail 
message to one of his or her representatives and 
expresses his or her views about an issue of 
personal concern. 

Develops and organizes school/community based 
environmental projects or (WS) Service Learning 
Project.

Listens to political advertisements on the radio 
and discusses the advertisements’ biases with 
other students. 

C.2.4.1 Teaches others how to resolve 
conflicts. 

C.2.4.2 Participates in a 
school/community organization. 

C.2.4.3 Knows the points at which 
citizens can monitor or influence the 
process of public policy formation. 

C.2.4.4 Participates in a school or 
community project. 

C.2.4.5 Identifies bias, prejudice or 
propaganda in oral messages. 

Conflict
Resolution

SS C.2.4.7 
C.2
Citizenship 

Responsibility
Respect
Citizenship 

LA C.1.4.4 
A.3
(WS) Wisdom  
in Media 

Grades 9-12 

Grades 9-12 

Grades 9-12

Grades 9-12 

Grades 9-12 

SAMPLE PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTION 
(Benchmarks may be demonstrated when the 

student . . .) 

STANDARD: 2. The student advocates for positions, policies and programs that are in the best interest of society an are 
intended to enhance character. 
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Arizona Civics and Government Content Standards 
(Grades 4-5) Aligned With the Six Pillars
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4-H LSU Ag Center Alignment of Louisiana State Standards 
With Connect With Character for 11- to 13-Year-Olds
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How CHARACTER COUNTS! Character Development Seminar  
Training Addresses Illinois Professional Teaching Standards

Diversity

3G.  Facilitates a learning community in which individual differences are respected. 
3N.  Demonstrates a positive regard for the culture, religion, gender, sexual 

orientation, and varying abilities of individual students and their families. 

Learning Environment

5A.  Understands principles of and strategies for effective classroom management. 
5B.  Understands how individuals influence groups and how groups function in society. 
5C.  Understands how to help students work cooperatively and productively in groups. 
5D.  Understands factors that influence motivation and engagement and how to help 

students become self-motivated. 
5K.  Uses strategies to create a smoothly functioning learning community in which 

students assume responsibility for themselves and one another, participate 
in decision making, work collaboratively and independently, use appropriate 
technology, and engage in purposeful learning activities. 

5L.  Analyzes the classroom environment and makes decisions to enhance social 
relationships, student motivation, and engagement in productive work through 
mutual respect, cooperation, and support for one another. 

Collaborative Relationships

9A.  Understands schools as organizations within the larger community context. 
9B.  Understands the benefits, barriers, and techniques involved in parent/family 

relationships. 
9C.  Understands school and work-based learning environments and the need for 

collaboration with business organizations in the community. 

Planning for Instruction

4N.  Incorporates experiences into instructional practices that relate to the students’ 
current life experiences and to future career and work experiences. 

Complete Illinois Teaching Standards are available at www.isbe.net/profprep/PDFs/ipts.pdf.
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choolS ommunityC

Carlos Rivera Elementary School’s TRRFCC Cards:  
Integrating the Six Pillars Throughout a School

Pat Vargas, Counselor
Carlos Rivera Elementary School, El Paso, TX

April 2000

GUIDELINES FOR THE CARLOS RIVERA TRRFCC CARDS

All Carlos Rivera students start with a clean slate after spring break.

1. Students must get all six letters representing the Six Pillars punched at least once on 
their TRRFCC Cards before earning a shirt.

2. Teachers will keep the TRRFCC Cards in their possession.

3. To be fair, teachers will be allotted 50 percent of their enrollment in shirts. For example, if 
a teacher’s enrollment is 20 students, he or she will be allotted 10 shirts. At this moment, 
that’s all we have. Hopefully, if the demand is large for earning the shirts, we’ll be able to 
order more.

4. Students may not have any N’s or U’s on their report cards.

5. No unexcused tardies, either before school or between classes.

6. No detention, no suspensions.

7. Teachers will conference with P.E. coaches and Mrs. Herrera before card punches are 
made.

8. Information from substitute teachers should be taken into account as well.

9. Cafeteria behavior will also be noted before card punches are earned.

10. Bottom line: Students must earn their punches in their TOTAL behavior at Carlos Rivera.

11. Guidelines will be explained to the students in an assembly, parents will receive a letter, 
and guidelines will be published in the Rivera Newsletter.

12. Shirts will not be for sale. 

13. Mrs. Vargas will have the shirts in the Counseling Portable.

14. One shirt per student.
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STUDENT NAME: ___________________ GRADE: _______  DATE: __________

Teacher Comments on the Problem: 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
 
Student Comments: 
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Student Discipline Referral Form – Elementary

  
 cheating/lying     playing rough 
 breaking a promise    not following game rules
 no pass      copying
 other _____________    other _______________

 
 hitting      pushing     
 running in a walk-only area   throwing things
 disrupting class     teasing or name calling
 innapropriate language    bullying
 other _____________    other _______________

  
 bringing personal items to school  littering
 not returning ____________   running in a walk-only area
 not following directions    yelling in a quiet area
 not bringing _____________   vandalizing other’s property
 other _____________    other ________________

TRUSTWORTHINESS

RESPECT

RESPONSIBILITY

FAIRNESS

CARING

CITIZENSHIP

ACTION:
_______________________________________________________________________

Teacher Signature: ____________________ Parent Signature: ___________________
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Student Discipline Referral Form – Elementary

STUDENT NAME: ___________________ GRADE: _______  DATE: _____________

Teacher Comments on the Problem: 
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 
Student Reflection: 
What is your version of the problem?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Which of the following values were damaged as a result of your choice(s)?

What choice(s) did you make that resulted in the problem?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Student Discipline Referral Form – Secondary

TRUSTWORTHINESS RESPECT RESPONSIBILITY

FAIRNESS CARING CITIZENSHIP

ACTION:
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Teacher Signature: ___________________  
            Student Signature: ________________
Parent Signature: ____________________
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Have a discussion with your students about quotes in general or about a few specific quotes. Ask 
questions like the following:

1. What do you think this quotation means?
2. What are the most important ideas and values embedded in the quote?
3. How would you rewrite this quotation if you had to use synonyms of the original words?
4. Give a “real life” example of what this quote is about.
5. What circumstances do you think prompted the speaker to say this?
6. Why do you suppose this quotation is famous or at least notable?
7. If this quote doesn’t apply to you directly, what kind of person or situation would it apply to?
8. Is there something you can learn from this quote about how you should live your life?
9. How would the world be different if everyone lived by this quotation?
10. How would the world be different if no one lived by this quotation?
11. Is this quote realistic or idealistic?

QUOTATIONS Activity Ideas

1. Have students find five quotes about one topic, such as honesty or success, or about one of 
the Six Pillars.

2. Have students research and write a short biography of the person who said their favorite quote.
3. Have students rewrite five quotes using language a 10-year-old could understand.
4. Use a quotation as a journal prompt at the beginning (or end) of class. Students can then pick 

out their favorite journal entry to expand into a full essay.
5. Have students find and explain one quote that uses a simile and one that uses a metaphor.
6. Give students the first part of a quote and have them think of different endings. For example, 

“Most folks are about as happy as ... _________.” (The original quote, from American president 
Abraham Lincoln, ends with “they make up their minds to be.”)

7. List 10 quotes for students and have them rank the quotes in order of how meaningful they 
would be to a child, a teenager, a parent, or an old person.

8. Select a quotation and write it on the board. Have students copy it, write what it means in their 
own words, and give an example from their own lives.

9. As a twist on the traditional “current events” assignment, have students select a quote that 
relates to the news story and explain why it is relevant to that current event.

10. Have students organize a list of quotes by the Six Pillars of Character (trustworthiness, respect, 
responsibility, fairness, caring and citizenship). Ask them to explain how each quote relates to 
the Pillar category in which they placed it.

11. Assign a group of three or four students a particular maxim and have them prepare a one- to 
two-minute skit to illustrate the essential message of the quotation..

12. Cut the quotes into strips of paper and have students draw a quote from a box. For homework, 
express the message of the quote in a poster, poem, essay, or song.

Adapted from “Foundations for Life” Teacher’s Resource Guide, published by the Josephson 
Institute of Ethics. Materials available at www.FFL-essays.org

Quotations Discussion Guide
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“We must remember 
that intelligence is not 
enough. Intelligence 
plus character – that 
is the true goal of 
education.” 
- Rev. Martin Luther 
King, Jr.

“To educate a person in 
mind and not in morals 
is to educate a menace 
to society.” 
-Theodore Roosevelt

“Live that you wouldn’t 
be ashamed to sell the 
family parrot to the town 
gossip.” 
-- Will Rogers

Talk does not cook rice. 
–Chinese proverb

“The greatest 
power that a person 
possesses is the power 
to choose.”  
- J. Martin Kohe

“Your living is 
determined not so much 
by what life brings to 
you as by the attitude 
you bring to life; not so 
much by what happens 
to you as by the way 
your mind looks at what 
happens.” 
 - John Homer Miller

“What you are thunders 
so loudly that I cannot 
hear what you say to 
the contrary.” 
- Ralph Waldo Emerson

“Life is 10 percent what 
happens to me and 90 
percent how I react to 
it.” 
– Charles Swindoll

“Those who fight fire 
with fire burn their 
houses down twice as 
fast.”
 – Vietnamese proverb

“If each person sweeps 
in front of his or her own 
door, the whole street is 
clean.”
– Yiddish proverb

“I am only one, but still 
I am one. I cannot do 
everything, But still 
I can do something; 
And because I cannot 
do everything I will 
not refuse to do the 
something that I can do.” 
– Edward Hale

“For the young to 
become moral, they 
must be in the presence 
of people who take 
morality seriously.” 
– Mary Warnock

“To carry a grudge 
is like being stung to 
death by only one bee.”
– Unknown

“The fragrance always 
stays in the hand that 
gives the rose.”
– Hada Bejar

“The early bird catches 
the worm, but the 
second mouse gets the 
cheese.”
– Unknown

“Excuses are the nails 
used to build a house of 
failure.”
– Don Wilder and Bill 
Rechin, 

“One unable to dance 
blames the unevenness 
of the floor.”
– Malay proverb

“Doing the best at this 
moment puts you in the 
best place for the next 
moment.”
– Oprah Winfrey

“If you haven’t got the 
time to do it right, when 
will you find the time to 
do it over?”
– Jeffrey Mayer

“Do not follow where 
the path may lead. Go 
instead where there is 
not a path and leave a 
trail.”
-Ralph Waldo Emerson

Questions:
1. What do you think this quotation means?
2. What are the most important ideas and values embedded in the quote?
3. Give a “real life” example of what this quote is about.
4. Is there something you can learn from this quote about how you should live your life?
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4-H LSU Ag Center School Activity Ideas
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4-H LSU Ag Center School Activity Ideas
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4-H LSU Ag Center Work Ethic Guidelines
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4-H LSU Ag Center Ideas for the Community
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4-H LSU Ag Center Ideas for Business, 
Government, and Media
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“I forgot it.” 
“I thought it was for tomorrow.” 
“I left it at home.” 

Yes, we’re talking about homework. Some students are lazy. Others are careless. 
Still others are forgetful. But when these excuses happen on a regular basis, 
students may lack strong time-management skills. They’re probably just as frustrated 
as you are with their inability to complete homework on time.

Learning and teaching time management can be a slow and painful, but worthwhile, 
process. Taking responsibility for managing our time and obligations is part of 
character education. Here are ten tips to help you and your students manage time 
responsibly:
1. Dedicate class time to homework assignments. Hurriedly shouting out the 

assignment as the bell rings sends the message that homework is an after-
thought. Set aside five minutes at the end of the lesson to explain the task and 
due date. Allow time for students to ask questions and clarify your expectations. 

2. Use homework diaries. Distribute a diary or have students use their agendas 
to record each assignment. This is most effective when all classes and teachers 
adhere to this policy. If your school allows it, let the students store the information 
in their cellphones (they’re more likely to look at them as soon as they get home). 

3. Respect their homework. If you don’t give your students constructive and 
thoughtful feedback on their work, they won’t value doing it. Set yourself 
standards for what to write on  the assignments. Make sure the criticism and/or 
praise is constructive. Note which students are having difficulty with the subject or 
getting the work done.  

4. Keep records. Be sure they’re consistent and contain more than just a grade. 
Track your students’ progress and problems in a homework diary. Use it to direct 
your teaching and approach to problem students. 

5. Use rubrics. Ones that describe what students must do to achieve each grade 
help them understand what they must do to attain each grade. They can pinpoint 
what they need to work on if they’re getting low grades on assignments. Peer 
rubrics encourage assignments to be completed on time. Honest and fair grading 
by peers should be discussed  prior to using peer rubrics to strengthen their 
effectiveness.  

Ten Time-Management Tips
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Ten Time-Management Tips - cont.

6. Give group assignments. Again, peer support is a strong motivator when you 
group students to complete assignments. It also plays on the strengths of each 
student because it allows individuals to bring their specific skill-sets to achieve 
the group result. 

7. Present time management to the class. Distribute time-management 
worksheets to the class and discuss what it means in the context of school and, 
by extension, character. Tell them everyone has responsibilities and outline what 
they are, including yours. Show them how to take responsibility for managing 
their time by writing tasks down when they receive homework assignments. 
Have them think about the challenges and work requirements of the tasks and 
calculate how much time each assignment will take. In a perfect world, we would 
all be able to dedicate time to fulfilling our responsibilities, but sometimes things 
come up. Recognize this by helping them figure out how to manage disruptions 
that impede their ability to complete work on time. 

8. Hold one-on-one time for trouble-shooting. If students are still having 
problems, talk to them individually. You might have to set more manageable goals 
with them. Continue to use all the tools at your disposal to get your students on 
track. 

9. Praise them. When students hand in work on time and completed, make sure 
you recognize it. 

10. Publish their work. When students see that their work has meaning beyond 
the context of the classroom lesson (submitting it for publication, giving class 
presentations, or simply hanging it on the wall), they’ll more likely take pride in 
the assignment. It gives the end-product meaning.

Taken from the October edition of the CHARACTER COUNTS! Chronicle newsletter.
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(for Mayors, City Council Members, and Other Officials) 

WHEREAS young people will be the stewards of our communities, nation, and world in critical times, 
and the present and future well-being of our society requires an involved, caring citizenry with good 
character;

WHEREAS concerns about the character training of children have taken on a new sense of urgency 
as violence by and against youth threatens the physical and psychological well-being of the nation;

WHEREAS, more than ever, children need strong and constructive guidance from their families and 
their communities, including schools, youth organizations, religious institutions, and civic groups;

WHEREAS the character of a nation is only as strong as the character of its individual citizens, and the 
public good benefits when young people learn that good character counts in personal relationships, 
in school, and in the workplace;

WHEREAS scholars and educators agree that people don’t automatically develop good character 
and, therefore, conscientious efforts must be made by youth-influencing institutions and individuals 
to help young people develop the essential traits and characteristics that comprise good character;

WHEREAS character development is, first and foremost, an obligation of families, though efforts by 
faith communities, schools, and youth, civic, and human-service organizations also play an important 
role in supporting family efforts by fostering and promoting good character;

WHEREAS an eminent group of educators, youth leaders, and ethics scholars wrote the Aspen 
Declaration in July 1992 to articulate a coherent framework for character education appropriate to a 
diverse and pluralistic society;

WHEREAS the Aspen Declaration states that “effective character education is based on core ethical 
values which form the foundation of democratic society” — trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, 
fairness, caring, and citizenship — and these Six Pillars of Character transcend cultural, religious, 
and socioeconomic differences;

WHEREAS the Aspen Declaration states that “the character and conduct of our youth reflect the 
character and conduct of society; therefore, every adult has the responsibility to teach and model the 
core ethical values and every social institution has the responsibility to promote the development of 
good character,”

NOW THEREFORE the City Council of the City of ___________________________ hereby endorses 
the Six Pillars of Character and urges all city employees to seek out opportunities to incorporate 
these core ethical values into their work with young people in park and recreation activities, child-
care programs, community events, and intern and employee training, and encourages all citizens 
— corporate and individual — to model these traits of good character in an ongoing commitment to 
promote character development and ethical behavior in the youth of our community, and

FURTHER, declares the week commencing the third Sunday in October as “[name of city] CHARACTER 
COUNTS! Week” in perpetuity and calls on the people of [name of city] and interested groups to embrace 
these Six Pillars of Character and observe that week with appropriate ceremonies and activities.

Dated this ______ day of _________, 20__

Sample Proclamation
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact [Name] at [Phone Number and E-mail Address]

[Name of Organization]

Local Events Planned as Part of Nationally
Coordinated Effort to Celebrate Character

[NOTE: Begin with news about local events, providing dates, times, locations, and any significant 
details. You may want to change the headline to highlight an intriguing aspect of your event. Send the 
press release to local media outlets and post it on websites serving your community.]

[LOCAL INFO HERE]

Schools, civic groups, cities, and counties throughout the country will host events during October __-
__ to celebrate National CHARACTER COUNTS! Week [insert year].

First declared National CHARACTER COUNTS! Week in 1993 by the President of the United States and 
both houses of Congress, the third week in October has been set aside as a time to highlight character 
education and the importance of modeling good character. Rallies, parades, community forums, school 
assemblies, and art and essay contests celebrate work done throughout the year by organizations in 
the CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition, an alliance of nearly 900 schools, communities, and other nonprofit 
organizations dedicated to building character in young people.

The CC! Coalition originated in 1993 and has become a massive grassroots effort to teach and model 
core values known as the Six Pillars of Character: trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, 
caring, and citizenship. With an array of success stories in schools and youth-service organizations, 
CC! has become by far the most widely implemented character-education framework in the nation. 
National Coalition members (such as 4-H, YMCA, Boys and Girls Clubs, American Youth Soccer 
Organization, and Little League) are spreading the CC! message and developing Six Pillar programs 
and training for their local affiliates.

Visit www.CharacterCounts.org for more information on CHARACTER COUNTS! Week.

Sample Press Release
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Sample PSAs

station to find out the procedure for submit-
ting PSAs. When submitting a PSA,be sure 
to provide:

 Proof of your nonprofit status
 For radio, a script the announcer can 

read
 For TV, a ¾-inch videotape of your PSA
 A letter describing the importance of your 

cause

Hundreds of organizations are vying for 
free air time along with you, so it’s best to 
cultivate and maintain strong relationships 
with local stations. If they run your PSA, 
don’t forget to send a thank-you note to the 
station manager.

(Sample PSA 1)

Trustworthiness. Respect. Responsibility. Fairness. Caring. Citizenship. We 
all want our kids to develop these values, but it doesn’t happen by accident. 
Parents, teachers, coaches, and other role models have to provide good 
examples and do all they can to see that young people follow them. That is why 
[your organization] is observing [exact dates of the third week in October] as 
“National CHARACTER COUNTS! Week” in [your city]. [Your organization] is planning 
many activities, including [specific event] to celebrate this important week. Call 
[your contact phone number] to learn more about this event and how you can 
help show that CHARACTER COUNTS! in [name of city] all year long.

A public-service announcement (PSA) 
is essentially an advertisement for a 
nonprofit organization or community-
service initiative. Broadcasters air PSAs 
for free as a service to the community.  
 
Below are sample PSAs for placement on 
television and radio stations in your area. 
In general, radio PSAs are more accessible 
and less expensive because the announcer 
can simply read your script over the air. With 
television, you have to provide video, which 
usually requires a budget and a production 
facility. You can reach a wide audience with 
a good radio PSA that is aired several times. 

Submit your request to the right person with 
a lead time of three or four weeks. Call the 

(Sample PSA 2)

Good character still counts in [your city], and we want to show it. During National 
CHARACTER COUNTS! Week from [exact dates of the third week in October], 
events across [name of city] will take place that will help us shape the future – 
our young people. [Briefly describe your event.] Events celebrating CHARACTER 
COUNTS! Week center on the Six Pillars of Character: trustworthiness, respect, 
responsibility, fairness, caring, and citizenship. The values we all agree on. The 
values we all must teach. Join with family, friends, and neighbors in making 
National CHARACTER COUNTS! Week in [your city] a year-round event. For 
information on programs, call [your contact number].

Publicize Your CHARACTER COUNTS! Week Activities
With Public-Service Announcements
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1. Faculty: Which grade level do you teach?
  1-5    6-8    9-12    college

 Staff: Please indicate your role/position (e.g., counselor, bus driver, etc.).

 _____________________________________________________

2. How often do you teach a lesson that emphasizes one or more of the Six Pillars of 
Character (trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, citizenship)?

  at least once a day    at least once a week    at least once a month   
	  less than once a month

3. Do you believe CC! has improved your classroom environment?
  Yes, student attitudes and behavior have improved dramatically.   
	  Yes, student attitudes and behavior have improved slightly.
	  No, students are mostly cynical and resent the Six-Pillar lessons.
	  There have been no noticeable changes.

4. Do you believe CC! is having as great an impact school-wide as in previous years? If 
not, why not?

5. Do you believe CC! is having an impact on the staff? If not, why not?

6. Do you believe CC! is impacting our parents and community in a positive way? 
Explain.

7. Has CC! had an impact on you personally? If so, how? If not, why not?

Based on a survey developed by Clegg Park Elementary School, Iowa. 
CHARACTER COUNTS! is a service mark of the CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition, a project of Josephson Institute. 

9841 Airport Blvd., Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA  90045 •  www.charactercounts.org

CHARACTER COUNTS!® Questionnaire

FACULTY & STAFF
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1. Students in this school trust each other.

  A LOT     A LITTLE    NOT AT ALL
 
 Why do you think so?

2. Students in this school respect each other.

  A LOT     A LITTLE    NOT AT ALL
 
 Why do you think so?

3. Students in this school act responsibly.

  A LOT     A LITTLE    NOT AT ALL
 
 Why do you think so?

4. Students in this school treat each other fairly.

  A LOT     A LITTLE    NOT AT ALL
 
 Why do you think so?

STUDENTS

CHARACTER COUNTS!® Questionnaire

Based on a survey developed by Clegg Park Elementary School, Iowa. 
CHARACTER COUNTS! is a service mark of the CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition, a project of Josephson Institute.

9841 Airport Blvd., Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA  90045  •  www.charactercounts.org
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5. Students in this school care about others.

  A LOT     A LITTLE    NOT AT ALL

 Why do you think so?

6. Students in this school know how to be good citizens.

  A LOT     A LITTLE    NOT AT ALL

 Why do you think so?

7. Do you think your behavior has changed after learning about the Six Pillars of  
 Character?

  A LOT     A LITTLE    NOT AT ALL

 Why do you think so?

8. Do you think that learning about character traits (the Six Pillars) has been important  
 to you?

  A LOT     A LITTLE    NOT AT ALL
 
 Why do you think so?

9. Do you think other students’ behavior has changed because of CC!?

  A LOT     A LITTLE    NOT AT ALL

 Why do you think so?

CHARACTER COUNTS!® Questionnaire

STUDENTS, cont.

Based on a survey developed by Clegg Park Elementary School, Iowa. 
CHARACTER COUNTS! is a service mark of the CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition, a project of Josephson Institute.

9841 Airport Blvd., Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA  90045  •  www.charactercounts.org
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1. Has your child talked about the CC! program?

  A LOT     A LITTLE    NOT AT ALL

 Comments:

2. Has your child mentioned any of the Six Pillars of Character (trustworthiness,    
 respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, citizenship) in conversation at home?

  A LOT     A LITTLE    NOT AT ALL

 Comments:

3. Have you seen references to CC! in school literature and correspondence (for   
 example, in newsletters, announcements, and activity calendars)?

  YES     NO

 Comments:

4. Does your child appear to understand the real meaning of the Six Pillar values?
 
  THOROUGHLY         FOR THE MOST PART         SOMEWHAT         NOT AT ALL

 Comments:

PARENTS

CHARACTER COUNTS!® Questionnaire

Based on a survey developed by Clegg Park Elementary School, Iowa. 
CHARACTER COUNTS! is a service mark of the CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition, a project of Josephson Institute.

9841 Airport Blvd., Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA  90045  •  www.charactercounts.org
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5. Have you seen any changes in your child’s behavior that might be the result of  
 involvement with CC?

  A LOT     A LITTLE           NOT AT ALL

 Comments:

6. Does the CC! framework seem like a worthwhile effort to you? 
 
  VERY     SOMEWHAT     NOT AT ALL

 Comments:

CHARACTER COUNTS!® Questionnaire

PARENTS, cont.

Based on a survey developed by Clegg Park Elementary School, Iowa. 
CHARACTER COUNTS! is a service mark of the CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition, a project of Josephson Institute.

9841 Airport Blvd., Suite 300, Los Angeles, CA  90045  •  www.charactercounts.org
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1. It’s important for me to be a  
person with good character. 	   	 

2. Most adults in my life consistently
 set a good example of ethics
 and character. 	   	 

3. My parents/guardians always
 want me to do the ethically 
 right thing, no matter what
 the cost. 	   	 

4. Being a good person is more  
important than being rich.	 	   	 

5. When it comes to doing what  
is right, I am better than most  
people I know. 	   	 

6. In personal relationships, trust  
and honesty are essential. 	   	 

7. In business and the workplace,   
trust and honesty are essential. 	   	 

8. In the real world, successful 
people do what they have to do 
to win, even if others consider  
it cheating. 	   	 

9. A person has to lie or cheat  
sometimes in order to succeed. 	   	 

10. I sometimes lie to save  
money. 	   	 

11. People who are willing to lie,  
cheat, or break the rules are 
more likely to succeed than  
people who are not. 	   	 

12. My parents/guardians would  
rather I cheat than get bad 
grades. 	   	 

INSTRUCTIONS: Please complete all sections and mark only one answer for each question. Your 
answers will be kept private and will be used as part of a statistical report. If a question does not apply to 
you or you are not comfortable answering it, just leave it blank and move on to the next item. Please use 
a black or blue pen or a No. 2 pencil and shade circles like this: 

SECTION I (required): PLEASE DO NOT GO ON UNTIL YOU COMPLETE EACH QUESTION.

GENDER

    Male 

    Female

GRADE

    9th 

    10th 

    11th 

    12th

AGE 

    13-14 

    15-16 

    17-18 

    19+

SECTION II:  WHAT DO YOU THINK?
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©2012 Josephson Institute

REPORT CARD 2012:
THE ETHICS OF  
AMERICAN YOUTH

DO YOU REGULARLY :

1. Play varsity sports?       
2. Serve in student leadership (e.g., as a student 
    council member, team captain, band president)?    
3. Take part in other youth activities (e.g., church, 
    community, sports, school clubs)?      

4. Attend honors/AP classes? 				 	   	  

5. Work eight or more hours per week? 	    

6. Do you expect to attend college?         

13. It’s important to me that  
people trust me. 	   	 

14. It’s not worth it to lie or cheat  
because it hurts your character. 	   	 

15. It’s sometimes OK to hit or  
threaten a person who makes  
me very angry. 	   	 

16.	 Physical	violence	(fighting,	 
bullying, intimidation) is a big 
problem at my school. 	   	 

17. I am prejudiced against certain 
groups. 	   	 

18. I feel very safe when I am  
at school. 	   	 

19. If I wanted to, I could get  
drugs. 	   	 

20. If I wanted to, I could get 
alcoholic drinks (liquor, beer, 
wine). 	   	 

21. It’s not cheating if everyone 
is doing it. 	   	 

22. In sports, if you’re not cheating, 
you’re not trying hard enough. 	   	 

23. I frequently volunteer to help 
others or perform charity work. 	   	 

24. People should play by the rules 
even if it means they lose. 	   	 

25. I	am	satisfied	with	my	own	 
ethics and character. 	   	 

Yes No

Not Sure

In	order	to	maintain	your	confidentiality	but	also	link	your	responses	on	this	questionnaire	with	your	responses	
on a later questionnaire, we need to establish a unique ID number for each student. In the first four spaces 
to the left, please put the month and day of your birth date. In the last two spaces, please put the first 
two letters of your mother’s first name. (For example; someone born on March 12th and whose mother’s 
first	name	is	“Jane”	would	use	“0312JA”	as	his/her	ID	number.)	Do not use your school ID number.

ID NUMBER:    Today’s Date: / /(See instructions)
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SECTION III:  VALUES AND PRIORITIES
In your personal life, how important to you is each of the 
following?

SECTION IV:  HAVE YOU DONE THESE THINGS?
Fill in the circles to indicate how many times you did these things 
in the past year.

26. Being physically attractive 	   	 

27. Being popular 	   	 

28. Having good moral character 	   	 

29. Being wealthy 	   	 

30. Being charitable 	   	 

31. Being thought of as ethical  
and honorable 	   	 

32. My religion 	   	 

33. Helping others 	   	 

34. Having trusting personal  
relationships 	   	 

35. Treating others with respect 	   	 

36. Being treated with respect 	   	 

37. Getting into college 	   	 

38. Being famous 	   	 

39. Living up to the standards of 
my religion 	   	 

40. Pleasing my parents 	   	 
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62. If people you know were asked to list the most ethical people 
they know, how many would put you on their list?

	 	Almost All 		 	Most  Half    

 Almost None  None

63. How many questions on this survey did you answer with 
complete honesty?

 	All 		 	All but 1 or 2  

 All but 3-5  All but 6-10
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ReportCard_youth_2012.indd

IMPORTANT! PLEASE BE SURE YOU HAVE COMPLETED EACH SECTION

41. Lied to a parent about something
	 significant	 	 	 

42. Lied to a teacher about something
	 significant	 	 	 	 	 	 

43. Copied an Internet document 
 for a classroom assignment  	 	 

44. Cheated during a test at school  	 	 

45. Copied another’s homework  	 	 

46. Stole something from parents
 or relatives   	 	 	 

47. Stole something from a friend  	 	 

48. Stole something from a store  	 	 

49. Bullied, teased, or taunted someone 	 	 

50. Used racial slurs or insults  	 	 

51. Mistreated someone because he or 
 she belonged to a different group 	 	 

52. Hit a person because I was angry 	 	 

53. Did things in violation of my 
 religious beliefs   	 	 

54. Cheated or bent the rules to win
 in sports    	 	 

55. Been bullied, teased, or taunted in 
 a way that seriously upset me  	 	 

56. Suffered the prejudice of others  	 	 

64. Do you think ethics and character are really important?    
Why or why not? (Write your answer in the box below.)

57. I feel close to people at this school. 	   	 

58. I feel like I am part of this school. 	   	 

59. I am happy to be at this school. 	   	 

60. The teachers at this school treat
 students fairly.	 	   	 

61. I feel safe in my school. 	   	 
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SECTION V:  FEELINGS ABOUT SCHOOL
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Character education lesson plans, curriculum, 
handouts, and more 

 
If you’ve attended a Character Development Seminar, you know that the best way to develop 
character is to weave it into the fabric of your curriculum and programs.  The free resources 
and lesson plans on this page can help you do that. Visit the online store for more materials, 
including lesson plans and an array of awareness products. All product sales benefit the 
nonprofit Josephson Institute. 

Free Lesson Plans and essay writing program on character 

Free Lesson Plan Bank: Lesson plans for teachers by teachers to help your integration 
process without compromising standards. Browse lesson plans by category, grade level, 
or search by keyword. Also included: curricular integration strategies and classroom 
management tools. 

Foundations for Life essay program: This free program offers you age appropriate maxims, 
classroom assignments, lesson plans, and tips on how to run your own local contest. All our 
materials enhance the reading, critical thinking and composition skills required by the SAT 
exam, state and federal standards, and No Child Left Behind proficiency testing.

Character education handouts and guides

• Definitions of the Six Pillars of Character
• A Person of Character Is...
• T.E.A.M. Guide: Teach, Enforce, Advocate, Model
• E.T.H.I.C.S. Guide
• Making Ethical Decisions:
• Read the Introduction and the chapter on the Six Pillars of Character in Making Ethical 

Decisions.
• Tips for Schools and Youth and Sports Groups
• The Character Carousel
• School Bus Character — Created by the LSU AgCenter in Baton Rouge, LA
• Taking steps to create a more civil planet:
• This article, written by Josephson Institute for School-Age NOTES, suggests activities that 

can help children learn to be polite.
• Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix discussion/study guide.
• “Hamlet” discussion guide and questions. Use the Six Pillars of Character to organize 

activity guides for movies from TeachWithMovies.org.
• Taking a Stand: A play written and performed by middle school students
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Academic integrity 
 

Honor Above All is a CHARACTER COUNTS! program aimed at preventing cheating in school. 
See what it’s all about by downloading the free resources and learn how your school can 
develop a strategy for all stakeholders to combat plagiarism and cheating.

Recommended books aligned with the Six Pillars. Accelerated Reader points and levels 
have been aligned by the The Tulare County Office of Education. 

• Tips for Parents (also available in Spanish) 

• Parenting to Build Character 

• What Parents Can Do to Teach Integrity 

• Color The World With Character using this superb handout created by teachers at National 
School of Character award-winners, Westwood Elementary, TX. 

• PTA the Power of Partnerships Survey and Questionnaire. These tools help parents think 
more deeply about how they percieve their relationship with the school, and how it can be 
improved. 

• Family-School Partnership Action Plan. Helps set goals and outcomes for parental 
involvement activities and tasks. 

More parenting resources are available in the online store.
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CHARACTER COUNTS!
Case Study 

Hinsdale Central High School
Hinsdale, Illinois

In 1999, the Columbine massacre triggered a nationwide debate over “How could 
such a thing happen, and how can we prevent it from happening again?”

Hinsdale Central High School in Hinsdale, Illinois, serves a suburban residential 
area of approximately 35,000 people. Enrollment is roughly 2,700 students and 
faculty numbers just over 200. Shortly after the shootings, the school decided it 
needed to take action to prevent a similar tragedy. Because warning signs were 
everywhere:

• Increased incidents of disrespectful behavior between students and teachers
• Heightened confrontations
• Escalated risk-taking behavior 
• Rampant profanity
• A sense of “them” and “us” in the community 

The stress factors coincided with the results of an FBI summit and a CIA national 
report on school shootings, which found that:

• Targeted violence at schools is rarely a sudden, impulsive act.
• Others often take part in the scheme or know of it beforehand.
• Most attackers engage in prior behavior that caused others concern or 

indicated a need for help.
• Many attackers were bullied or persecuted by others prior to the incident.

The knee-jerk reaction by many schools across the country was to institute zero-
tolerance policies and beefed-up security (metal detectors, security guards, see-
through backpacks, computer-generated student IDs). But a Secret Service study 
found that such measures were nothing more than false hope and “unlikely to be 
helpful.” The key, the study concluded, is to pay more attention to student behavior.

Rock singer Marilyn Manson, whose dark lyrics and music, along with that of 
other bands, was alleged to have inspired similar shootings, was asked in a VH1 
interview what he would have said to such assailants. “Nothing,” he replied. “I would 
have listened. Because no one else did.”
Hinsdale Central did.
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Before it could proceed, the administration realized it needed to know more about 
its student population, how they feel about their environment, and how to give them 
a greater voice to air their concerns. A search for a way to do that began.

How They Did It
Using the Professional Learning Community (PLC) framework already in place at 
the school, Hinsdale Central’s faculty formed two committees: Climate Assessment 
and Character-Education Research. 

Climate Assessment. Although not all students were disrespectful, used foul 
language, mistreated others, or cheated, the number who did was high enough 
to affect the school climate. As a result, the committee administered surveys to 
staff, students, and parents to assess the motivation behind the bad behaviors, 
to gauge the level of discomfort among stakeholders, and to see if students’ 
disenfranchisement was approaching the level of the Columbine assailants.

The initial student surveys were not encouraging:
• 51% didn’t treat each other with respect.
• 73% didn’t feel staff treated them equally. 
• 45% didn’t care for the school.
• 50% reported low self-esteem.
• 73% reported a lack of positive, responsible adult behavior. 
• 83% didn’t feel valued by adults. 

The teacher and parent surveys were equally alarming:
• 90% of teachers and 64% of parents were moderately or extremely 

concerned about profane language among students.
• 87% of teachers and 67% of parents were moderately or extremely 

concerned about lack of respect.
• 83% of teachers and 62% of parents were moderately or extremely 

concerned about student attitudes.

In addition:
• 71% of teachers and 54% of parents said the best way to respond to student 

misbehavior is by establishing a character-education program, not by 
imposing stiffer discipline or teaching conflict-management skills.

[See attached for more information on the Climate Assessment Survey.]

Character-Education Research. This team’s mandate was to visit high schools 
with established character-education frameworks and to learn about the strengths 
and weaknesses of their implementation process.
Site visits revealed that unsuccessful programs shared all or some of the following:

• Top-down only communication
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• Teachers excluded from initial trainings or development
• Too juvenile (elementary look, feel, or concept)
• Too limited (word-of-the-day or homeroom-only strategies)

They Chose CHARACTER COUNTS!
After a year of researching character-education programs and administering climate-
assessment surveys, Hinsdale Central chose CHARACTER COUNTS! above all 
others. The faculty felt it was the ideal framework to address the needs of each 
stakeholder and to reduce stress-factors in both the school and community.

The values that were important to the stakeholders were most compatible with CC!’s 
Six Pillars of Character (trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring, and 
citizenship), which, when combined with its three-day train-the-trainer Character 
Development Seminar (CDS), led the committees to conclude that the program’s 
umbrella philosophy most closely matched the needs of Hinsdale Central. 

Although they recognized that the framework wasn’t the answer to all their problems, 
they determined it would best help them inspire change by asking such questions as 
“What should caring look like in our school?”

Families in Hinsdale are mostly middle class, with parents predominantly professional, 
executive, or managerial level. Ninety-nine percent of Hinsdale Central’s students 
complete high school, and 88 percent pursue a four-year college education.  
 

The school enacted a vision statement that pledged it would:

• Provide a safe and secure school environment conducive to learning
• Recognize that all relationships are based on respect and an understanding of 

each person’s responsibility for his or her behavior
• Understand that school rules and policies exist to support the organization 

and are consistently applied by all staff
• Recognize the achievement of all members
• Encourage and model behaviors appropriate to character development 

 
Implementation Begins
The students helped develop three collaborative teams to integrate the Six Pillars of 
Character into the school fabric: the Student Life team, the Curriculum team, and the 
Community Connections team. The students were involved in two of the committees 
and served an integral role in shaping the way CC! was implemented. The chair for 
each group, plus the assistant athletic director, the dean of students, and two teacher 
leaders, attended a CHARACTER COUNTS! train-the-trainer CDS. In addition, 
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one of CC!s national faculty members came onsite to train service personnel and 
community representatives.

Student Life team (comprised of students). This team reshaped the activity and 
athletic codes to better reflect the Six Pillars of Character. It built pillars in the student 
café, distributed posters, hosted informational lunch-time pizza events, and provided 
information and handouts to teachers.

Curriculum team (comprised of teachers and students). This team created 
assignments and a model lesson, established goals for curricular integration, 
and developed resources to help teachers implement the values. The overriding 
emphasis was that character education is the lens through which everything in the 
community is viewed. 

In addition, the principal asked the faculty to reinforce and strengthen the message 
of the school’s values by creating lessons for every class that tied one or more of the 
Six Pillars into their teaching. 

Community Connections team (comprised of parents, faculty, and community 
members). This team organized local events to involve the community more with 
the school. It also publicized student achievements and activities in the local press 
to educate the community in the Six Pillar values and to spotlight students as 
exemplary representatives of Hinsdale.

At the beginning of the second year, all team members met to develop a five-year 
vision. The question was posed: “Assume we’re a school of character five years from 
now. What changes will we see?” 

The responses were organized into relationship categories (teacher to teacher, 
parent to teacher, student to parent, and student to student), which later formed the 
basis of a TK survey by Matt Davidson called “A Global Portrait of Social and Moral 
Health for Youth/Adults.” Focus groups of stakeholders helped devise the questions, 
and the survey was administered to a cross-section of students, parents, and faculty.

Results
Survey finding: Students said they’re aware of cheating, but don’t care about it.
Resulting action: The Curriculum team created a school-wide curriculum on 
academic integrity and produced a video. 

Survey finding: A discrepancy exists between the quality of character education that 
teachers perceive they’re teaching and what students say they’re actually being taught.
Resulting action: TK  
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Survey finding: Students said they aren’t perceived as resources and need more 
opportunities to provide input.  
Resulting action: Students were urged and supported to engage in moral action by 
forming a volunteer group. Sports and activity groups were assigned one service 
project a year. The administration improved attendance policies that were causing 
students to be less responsible or honest. 

Survey finding: High levels of harassment occurred in locker rooms.
Resulting action: The P.E. department expanded its supervision; harassment virtually 
disappeared.

Survey finding: Students reported high levels of non-drug use prior to the survey.
Resulting action: A social-norming campaign was launched, focusing on staying 
healthy and realizing that students aren’t outsiders if they don’t use drugs, alcohol, 
and/or tobacco. 

Hinsdale Central Today
Incoming students to Hinsdale Central are now asked to assess their learning 
strengths and weaknesses and to set goals for their academic and personal 
development. Teachers review the data and determine how best to support their 
needs.

At the end of freshman year, students are asked to reflect on their progress and set 
new character goals for their sophomore year. Peer leaders and teachers serve as 
role models on how to behave as civil members of an extended community.

Teachers are encouraged to attend professional-development workshops to keep 
abreast of best practices and actively spearhead the work of the school as a school 
of character.

Parents and staff receive annual reports detailing students’ progress. Community 
members and service providers are invited to meetings and forums and asked to 
partner with the school in its character-education campaign. 

Brochures update parents on the school’s initiatives and encourage them to help out 
with fundraising and event-planning. Parents are surveyed during conferences, and 
a PTO member is assigned to the Community Connections team each year. 
But perhaps Hinsdale Central’s most impressive CC! initiative has been “Break 
Down the Walls.” As a way to address increased bullying and harassment at school, 
a group of CC! committee students in 2000 decided to interview bullying victims and 
document their stories. The result was a stage performance that seniors annually 
perform for the sophomore class and at area middle schools, where bullying often 
starts. Because real victims and school incidents are spotlighted and audience 
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participation is encouraged, the presentation often leaves both performers and 
audiences moved, shaken, and teary-eyed. 

During the mandatory follow-up sessions, kids admit their behavior lapses and 
personally commit to do better and take action. Each ensuing year, the tradition is 
then passed down to the next generation of seniors and sophomores.

In 2006, “Break Down the Walls” was the concluding event at the Anti-Defamation 
League’s Chicago conference. [See attached for more information on “Break Down 
the Walls.”]

In 2007, Hinsdale Central was shortlisted as a finalist for a Character Education 
Partnership National Schools of Character award for generating such a high level of 
student involvement and for turning the school into a beacon of exemplary values and 
accomplishments.
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From the ground up: How we implemented CC! 
Posted on March 31, 2011 Character Educator Blog http://charactercounts.org/chron/

By Erin Hayes, Social Worker at Park Avenue Memorial Elementary School in 
Amityville, New York

Park Avenue’s journey began in October of 2009, when two other staff members 
and I attended a CC! training seminar in Fredericksburg, Maryland. With the support 
of the building administration and district funding, the school bought CC! items 
to promote awareness, including  vinyl banner sets, a personalized banner, CC! 
bracelets, pens, Connect with Character kits for all of the different ages, bumper 
stickers, and a poster for every room in the building. 

We introduced the framework and implementation plans to all of the staff members 
and gave everyone CC! bracelets. We also presented the framework to our bus-
driving staff and distributed CC! bracelets and bumper stickers for their buses. 

With the CC! logo on our letterhead, the school sent parents letters explaining the 
framework and our expectations (in English and Spanish). We also held an evening 
parent workshop to further explain how CC! would be implemented in our school. 
Parental support is very important to us, and we continue to make information 
available at each parent-teacher conference, open school night, and parent 
workshops. 

We provided professional development sessions for staff to show them how to 
incorporate CC! into their classes. CC! lessons are accessible to our staff on our 
computer system, and the curriculum kits are available in the library for teacher use. 
As of today, we’ve had 55 district-wide staff members participate in four professional 
development sessions. 
To evaluate our building needs and our progress, we created parent, student, and 
staff surveys, which showed that a character education framework was greatly 
needed in our building. We updated our website to include information about all of 
the CC! activities we do. 

To keep CC! running smoothly, a CC! Sub-Committee was formed with various staff 
members from different disciplines. Through the Sub-Committee and administrative 
and staff support, we have created several behavioral programs which emphasize 
the importance of demonstrating the Six Pillars of Character all of the time. 
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In the Golden Pillar program, each class earns points during lunch for demonstrating 
the Six Pillars of Character. The classes with the most points win a golden pillar, 
which is placed outside of their classroom for the following week. 

“CC! Even When There’s No One Else Around” recognizes students who display 
extraordinary character when they think no one is looking. 

In our “Bracelet Winners” program, six students are selected by their teachers to win 
a CC! bracelet if they have demonstrated all of the Six Pillars throughout the marking 
period. 

The Sub-Committee is already planning our end-of-year CC! assembly because 
last year we set the bar very high. That assembly included student performances, 
videos, and a live singing performance by some of our talented staff. The song was 
written to the tune of a popular song with alternate lyrics that emphasized the Six 
Pillars. The staff and students had a great time and decided the song should be our 
building theme song. Now we’re trying to get the copyright to use the music from the 
original song!

Last year, student council incorporated a Spirit Day in which the students dress in 
the color of their favorite pillar. This year we included it in our first National CC! Week 
celebration. We also invited an expert on gang violence to address our fifth and 
sixth graders on the importance of non-violence and how following the Six Pillars 
of Character can keep you on the right path and keep you away from violence. 
All of the grades participated in a door decorating contest where each door was 
representative of one of the six pillars.

In one of our most important new initiatives this year, members of the Sub-
Committee reached out to local businesses to raise awareness of CC! in our 
community. Several businesses agreed to display posters that remind our students 
to always follow the Six Pillars of Character. The feedback from our students who 
frequent these establishments has been amazing!

As I walk through our building, I can’t help but feel proud to have been a part of the 
transformation that CHARACTER COUNTS! has produced in our school community. 
Pictures of our students and the Six Pillars line the hallways. Beautiful bulletin 
boards emphasize Trustworthiness, Respect, Responsibility, Fairness, Caring, and 
Citizenship. The students wear their CC! bracelets with confidence and show such 
excitement when their class wins the Golden Pillar.  I am confident that CC! will 
become a permanent part of our culture.
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Coalition Information

Thank you for your interest in joining the CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition.  

As a member of the Coalition, you partner with other organizations committed to improving the 
character of today’s youth. These schools, districts, youth organizations, communities and local 
businesses spread the message of CHARACTER COUNTS! and the Six Pillars of Character:  
trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, caring and citizenship.

Members in the CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition make these commitments:

1. You agree to integrate character education into new and existing programs and to 
encourage young people and others to adopt and model the Six Pillars.  The Six 
Pillars must be directly incorporated in their entirety, specifically declared, and highly 
advocated.

2. You agree to actively advocate community involvement in local and national 
CHARACTER COUNTS! public awareness programs.

3. You agree to share your best practices and data as we develop new methods and 
materials.

4. You agree to use your resources to publicize the local, state and national activities of 
the Coalition and the impact and importance of character education in your community.

In appreciation for your commitments, we will provide:
 

• A 10% discount on all materials purchased through Josephson Institute 
• Unlimited scholarships for Character Development Seminar tuition 

  $100 with 45-day advance registration
  $50 otherwise

• A discounted rate when you host a Character Development Seminar
• A $200 discount on CC! one-day workshops
• Recordings of select CC! webinars of your choosing
• A complimentary copy of Good Ideas to Help Young People Develop Good 
      Character, a book with 250 lesson plans and activity ideas
• Free consultation and networking assistance from CHARACTER COUNTS! Program Staff
• Permission to use CHARACTER COUNTS! logos and service marks within your 

organization with prior written request
• Regular communication from the CHARACTER COUNTS! National Office about news, 

services and resources as well as successful ways to implement CHARACTER COUNTS!
• Listing on the national CHARACTER COUNTS! website with a link to your organization’s 

website
• Monthly e-newsletter
• Special offerings available only to Coalition members

Members are accepted in three categories:
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Individual School
An individual school can become a member of the Coalition.

Annual contribution
$200

School District 
When a school district becomes a member of the Coalition, 
each individual school within the district receives benefits of 
membership. 

Annual contribution
$200 per school/max $1000

Other
Groups that join the Coalition in the “Other” category include 
national organizations, youth-serving non-profit organiza-
tions, businesses and entire communities (i.e., cities, towns, 
counties, etc.).  A community’s contribution is based on the 
annual budget of the organization or department that is 
leading the local effort.  In addition, when a community or 
national organization becomes a member of the Coalition, 
each entity within the community or each affiliate of the na-
tional organization receives benefits of membership.

Annual contribution
$200 / $600 / $1,000

(depending on your annual sales/bud-
get)

 
We know that you care about the values of today’s youth.  Join the CHARACTER COUNTS! 
Coalition today!  To get started please complete your membership application and return it with 
your contribution.  

Need more information or assistance?   Call us at (800) 711-2670 or send an email to cc@jiethics.
org.



Coalition Membership Application

How Did You Hear About Character Counts! and the Coalition?

CC! website 
E-mail

Payment Information

The Coalition membership period is for one year.  
Renewal is on an annual basis.
We are joining the CC! Coalition as a(n)

Phone

Contact Person & Title

Name of Organization

E-mail                     Website

Mailing Address

Name

Organization

Address

City  State

Phone                          Fax

Organizational Demographics

Primary Contact

“CHARACTER COUNTS!” is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute.©2010 Josephson Institute

Billing Contact

Fax

ZIP

Conference (Which one?)___________________________________

Word of mouth

Mailing
Advertisement (Where?)___________________________________

Other (Please explain) ______________________________________________________________________________

Individual school. Enclosed is payment of $200.

School district. Enclosed is payment for $________
($200 per school up to $1000 maximum)

Other (community, youth-service org., business, other).*  
Enclosed is payment for $200 / $600 / $1,000 (circle one).

Purchase Order
Please mail or fax an offi cial purchase order 
from your institution along with this application.

Check Enclosed
Please make payable to “Josephson Institute.”

Please send this completed application with check, 
purchase order, or credit-card authorization.

Expiration Date___________________Billing ZIP___________________

Signature (required)___________________________ Date___________

Security
Code

Mail to Josephson Institute, Attn: Membership 
9841 Airport Blvd., Suite 300
Los Angeles, CA 90045 

*The membership dues for “Other” organizations are based 
on your annual budget. Please use the chart below to 
determine your dues.

Payment Method:

Annual Budget                       Membership Dues
Less than $1 million         $200
$1 million – $5 million         $600
More than $5 million                   $1,000

Fax to (310) 846-4858. 

Is your group a 501(c)3 nonprofi t? Yes               No

City State ZIP

E-mail

Any questions, please call 800. 711. 2670

www.CharacterCounts.org

My organization is a(n):

Individual school  School district Other
Number of full-time staff:_________
Number of students:____________

Number of schools in the district:________ 

Number of students in the district:________
Number of full-time staff:_________

Number of youth served:_________

or e-mail cc@jiethics.org.



 

Permissions Form
Reprint and Logo Use

A Character Development Seminar (mo/yr: ________)                    
A Pursuing Victory With Honor Sportsmanship Seminar (mo/yr: _______)  

I am not a graduate of any of these seminars.

CHARACTER COUNTS! or PVWH logo (please specify which) _______________________________________________
Please visit http://www.charactercounts.org/copyright.htm for guidelines on use of service-marked names.
Good Ideas book activities ___________________________________________________________________________
Making Ethical Decisions booklet ______________________________________________________________________
Workshop materials ________________________________________________________________________________

Intended Use

Program date/location______________ (CDS, Risk Management, and Sportsmanship Seminar materials for graduates only.)
Other (please describe)_____________________________________________________________________________

Is your school, district, community, or organization a coalition member?

Yes (name of member organization):___________________________________________________________________
No Not sure

Conditions of Reprint Permission

• Permission to reprint any Institute articles, logos, or workshop materials is granted only for one-time use and only for purposes listed 
in the statement of intended use. Any additional reprints must be applied for in writing.

• Permission does not include the right to syndicate, rent, or loan.
• If you wish to edit an article, the Institute must approve the changes before it will grant permission. You may not alter or manipulate 

workshop materials in any way.
• Proper credit for reprints must be given with the following line:
     © 2011 Josephson Institute. Reprinted from (name of publication) with permission.  www.JosephsonInstitute.org
• One complimentary copy of the reprinted material for which permission has been given shall be furnished to  

Josephson Institute. 

Authorized Signature: ___________________________________    Printed Name: ___________________________________
Title: _________________________________________________   Date: __________________________________________

Contact Name

By what date do you need the permission?

Today’s date

Website

School/Organization

Title

Address

City State  ZIP

Phone FaxE-mail

Item requested  (If published material, please list where it appeared, author, date of publication, and page numbers.)

Please attach a sample of what you wish to reprint or a draft of the project for authorization.
STATEMENT OF INTENDED USE (Please specify how you will use the material and the title of what it will appear in.)

I am a graduate of:

Organization Information

“CHARACTER COUNTS!,” “The Six Pillars of Character,” and “Pursuing Victory With Honor” are registered trademarks of Josephson Institute. ©2011 Josephson Institute

PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO JOSEPHSON INSTITUTE 

9841 Airport Blvd., Suite 300,  Los Angeles, CA 90045 • Tel: (310) 846-4800 • Fax: (310) 846-4858 • E-mail: cc@jiethics.org

Contact Information

All conditions of this contract are agreed to:

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

Number to be reproduced:_________________

Is your group a 501(c)(3) nonprofit? Yes No

A Risk Management Seminar (mo/yr: ________)

How many youth will be involved in CHARACTER COUNTS! 
at your organization?_______________________________
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Guidelines for Use of the CHARACTER COUNTS!® 

Service Mark and Registered Logos
Use of the CHARACTER COUNTS! name and logos or the phrase “The Six Pillars of Character” 
is strictly reserved for current CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition member organizations. The name 
“CHARACTER COUNTS!” and the phrase “The Six Pillars of Character” are registered trademarks.  
Displaying the words on a banner, stationary, flier, etc. requires permission. All Josephson Institute and 
CHARACTER COUNTS! materials require prior authorization to reproduce. Please use the attached 
Permission form for this purpose. With approval from the national CHARACTER COUNTS! office, 
Coalition members may include the CHARACTER COUNTS! name/logos on letterheads, brochures, 
newsletters, etc. Individuals, however, may not use the CHARACTER COUNTS! name/logos in a way 
that advertises their services as “CHARACTER COUNTS!” consultants or trainers. The name, service 
mark and logos also may not be used in conjunction with any tobacco, gambling (gaming) or alcohol 
sponsorships or interests. Thank you very much for your assistance in maintaining the value and 
meaning of the CHARACTER COUNTS! name. Please observe the following:

1. Always use CHARACTER COUNTS! with an exclamation point, and always in caps when referring 
to any part of the project or its programs. Always write the phrase “The Six Pillars of Character” 
in the title case, not “6 Pillars of Character” (the first letter of each word except “of” should be 
capitalized) and include the subscript “®” on first reference of any page. 

2. The first time that CHARACTER COUNTS! is used in a document, flier, or as a part of a banner, 
T-shirt or other material, it must appear with the “®” registered trademark symbol. It must appear 
once on every page of a document.

3. When permission is granted to use CC! service-marked names or logos, the Josephson Institute 
will specify attribution language that must appear on the materials. For example: CHARACTER 
COUNTS! is a registered trademark of Josephson Institute, www.CharacterCounts.org 

4. Permission to use any CHARACTER COUNTS! or Josephson Institute logos (current or retired) 
must be obtained from this address (electronic logos are available):

	
Josephson Institute

9841 Airport Blvd., Suite 300  •  Los Angeles, CA  90045
Tel.: (310) 846-4800  •  Fax: (310) 846-4858  •  E-mail: cc@jiethics.org

	These are the current official Josephson  
Institute and CHARACTER COUNTS! logos:

	 The CHARACTER COUNTS! Coalition Membership should be indicated as follows:

Coalition
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Training and Consultation

Ironically, this is among the shortest of the chapters, though training is the most crucial of the 
seven elements. Without training, you can’t carry out any other element effectively. And you 
can’t get training from any book or toolkit. Just as the Internet will never replace teachers, 
the best toolkits can’t replace live, interactive training and consultation. 
 
 
Types of Training

Character Development Seminars (CDS). The CDS follows a train-the-trainer model that 
prepares key staff in your school or organization to implement the CHARACTER COUNTS! 
framework. Your school or organization should have five to ten percent of the staff trained 
directly at a CDS. Look for staff who are:

Leaders and motivators           Strong communicators and trainers
Effective at customizing a framework to your needs         Representatives of varied departments

Set aside time for the rest of the staff to be trained. The CDS provides attendees with a 
library of PowerPoint slides to draw from including sample presentations for businesses 
and schools. The national office will provide further support to help customize the training to 
your local needs. It’s okay if this goal takes a few years to achieve. But it’s essential to have 
on-site experts who are part of your daily organizational culture, rather than outsiders who 
visit intermittently, then leave. If you’re not ready to commit immediately, consider hosting a 
one-day in-service training that will give you a taste and measure of your current climate and 
how CC! can work for your school or organization. 

In-Service Trainings. In-service trainings are vital to bring everyone else in your initiative 
up to speed. CDS graduates are certified to conduct these trainings themselves. Or you can 
have a CC! national faculty member do a special one-day training at your site. They can range 
from a general introduction to CC! to customized workshops that focus on a single topic or a 
specific audience. Examples include:

 CC! Kick-off/Introduction to CC! Bullying prevention
 Curriculum integration   Parenting
 Sportsmanship   CC! Week
 Youth leadership    At-risk youth

This is not an exhaustive list. Contact our national office to ask about customizing an in-service 
training at your school or organization. Call toll-free at (800) 711-2670.

Pursuing Victory With Honor Ethics in Sports Seminars. Perfect for coaches, athletic 
directors, and parks and rec directors, this training is necessary to effectively tailor character 
building to a sports context.



1 The next generation will be the stewards of our communities, nation, and planet 
in extraordinarily critical times.

2 The present and future well-being of our society requires an involved, caring 
citizenry with good moral character.

3 People do not automatically develop good moral character; therefore, 
conscientious efforts must be made to instruct young people in the values and 
abilities necessary for moral decision making and conduct.

4 Effective character education is based on core ethical values rooted in 
democratic society, in particular, trustworthiness, respect, responsibility, fairness, 
caring, and citizenship.

5 These core ethical values transcend cultural, religious, and socioeconomic 
differences.

6 Character education is, first and foremost, an obligation of families and 
faith communities, but schools and youth-service organizations also have a 
responsibility to help develop the character of young people.

7 These responsibilities are best achieved when these groups work in concert.
8 The character and conduct of our youth reflect the character and conduct of 

society; therefore, every adult has the responsibility to teach and model the core 
ethical values, and every social institution has the responsibility to promote the 
development of good character.

In July 1992, Josephson Institute convened in Aspen, Colorado, a diverse group of
ethicists and educators to find ways to work together and boost their character 
education efforts. The declaration that concluded this meeting would form the 
foundation for the CHARACTER COUNTS! movement, started by the Institute the 
following year.

The Aspen Declaration
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CD-ROM Table of Contents

Activities: holds the activities marked with a disc symbol on the table of contents. 

Additional Resources: holds the urls of the videos in the training, Josephson 
Commentaries, and cartoons for teaching character. 

CC! and Pursuing Victory With Honor Informational Flyers: holds flyers for 
educational purposes. 

Foundations for Life Resources: holds information about the essay writing project 
from Josephson. 

Pedagogical Resources: holds presentations on classroom management and effective 
instructional strategies incorporating the values of the Six Pillars of Character. 

Powerpoint: holds the entire presentation of slides, along with sample presentations 
for parents, sports organizations, and top slides that would help a short presentation 
about CHARACTER COUNTS!
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